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CHAPTER 7

f,/

r h.-. PLANNING EXPERIENCES AND DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS «

The present chapter iri.ll include 3 sections, the first in which,
starting from the analysis of the present economic situation of Algeria

v:: .
. ; LcïAh-ïI . : iíJfsiftpl' ■( 1963-65), we shall attempt to draw the main features va;f: a. possible 3-5

pc . f ". .IO'.!' C.C'J X. £ ' ..'.J'- ' '

year "Recovery Plan" (l966to 1968—70) and the last two devoted to the
■ i hie ï '' nX 'tc- ■

planning experiences in "both ex-protectorates. A critical appraisal of
the "10 year forecasts" (1962-1971) and of Tunisia first 3 year plan
(l962r-64) ..on. Qne hand, of Morocco first 5.year plan and'"10 year forecasts"
(196O-70) on the other, will enable us to draw up a comprehensive account
of the present ..Maghreb economy as it appears in 1965 and its most possible
prospects for the 5 coming years, i . • 1 •£'-

.. ,, ...... .............. ... n q, ; r - Inaii j/nrhruj i .ivríu' e no 0a ■ 'ici ï ç cnsuo
I - The main Characteristics of a possible Algerian "Reoovery Plan" (1965—70)

The analysis of the brutal structural changes that Algeria experienced
during the years 1962—64 had already suggested to,us the main lines of a

possible'plan of "normal new start" of the working of the country's économie
potentialities. Before thinking of Algerian problems in terms of true

long—range development plans to be inscribed within.a.long—term prospect
(for instance 20 years) it seems obvious, indeed, that the abruptness and
the extent of the overthrowings in connection with the decay of colonization
will oblige to adopt a temporary plan of "setting in order", and of redressing
situation. It seems, however, that the Algerian government is now tending
towards such a kind of . formula clearly justified by the actual situation.
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And. indeed Algeria holds a considérable amount of physical potentiar-
lities inherited from colonization : 2.-7 million hectares of lands

cultivated with modern techniques, an urban substructure, lines of
communications (roads, harbours, air-fields, railways) and a social sub¬
structure (hospitals, schools, etc...) quite noticeable in number and

quality, important industrial backgrounds in many Rectors: regardless of
oil and extraction of ores, a noticeable system of generation stations,
of steam generating stations, of water-works of food industries and light
mechanic industries. Such potentialities are, in this time, often very

mis-used, which is quite understandable since its working was mainly
organized around and by European colonization. Indeed, it seems- reasonable;,■

• : \:q S y.p ■" " '' ' ~ 'before thinking of widening its capacities to ,set for oneself ,as the
immediate target "the setting off again" of those potentialities.

r.:0 ' .i •#*< ' 1 ^ ^ "
- . s. :• . ^ -re., y j f " :: ^In point of fact, the economic "setting off" alone will not, at any

n~(Q ac i •. i ,rate, be sufficient to solve the true problems in Algeria. The starting
of traditional agriculture and of the rapid, comprehensive industrialization

.. f, ... . .(•••. VT :■+?'.» C-- 'XOare in the end the true conditions of a speed-up increase and the mere

working of the present potentialities does not offer a solution to either
2 fundamental problems. So do we understand that, from now on, the

•••., v- ■ ï-;ir-iij -..■lï —'installation of the bost.Y.dfihditions—in order to approach""those" questions
may and even must be considered by the government a^ much as the mere

. -• cue;-. L.* Y'.;' . 4„ : -■ -i- '
organimation of an efficient management of the present potentialities. Tie
likewise understand that in a first stage—a temporary one—, the stress will
be laid on the problems of organization and of management and that the

••• .:•! a ja r -ro ï :o-iq :trL, v "iconcerns for a true development gradually take the lead as the difficulties
arising from re-organization will be overcome.

YY-ifqi/air . :: g'- - ' 3rcJ; *J' ^ °" '
t,; Besides, starting again an efficient economic management is not, at

anyrate an easy problem. The aggregate target aiming at "finding again
the prejvious production level" does not mean much in some sectors, if
we take into aocount the departure of Europeans.
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ÍÍ0 IL '
The sort of thing occurs, for instance, in the sector of private

* ' -J' J.v
services, the working activity of which waé, as a matter of fact,
determined, by the one of European consumption. Very often the recovery

of the "previous level" requires very delicate reconversions. Besides,,
the latter often go as far as to longer-term reconversions s the future of

vineyard is the most obvious and striking example. The greatest Hindrance
to a rapid "newstart" is the shortcomings of supervisory and intermediary
cadres and at a time a specializing effort rapid and serious always

requires a certain length of time.

At last the proper conditions which characterized the accessing "of """
Algeria to Independence bestow on that country from the very start a

situation which should not be ignored by the planner. In many fields
,,,y: a: i"t~ ■>■' ■

^ ..

an asset or a liability shortens the cope of the planner's-liberty. The
sort of thing occurs, for instance in self-management, in the government's

«

liabilities towards ex—service men (benefits to the "Moujahidines"),. in
the swelling-up of the numbers of military and civil government employoes,
to enumerate only a few unquestionable examples. There we have political
faots the economic. , consequences of which are quite obvious.

ii - !

Taking into account all those elements the question which seems

interesting and which wo may try to. answer is the following: what would
the feature of the Algerian economy be in the most optimistic assumptions

(but still realistic, of starting again the prosent day potentialities,
within a reasonable lapse of time, say 3 to 5 years? A first exercise
of "projection^ or of drawing projective economic accounts elaborated

according to that prospect, would enable to lay'out as clearly as possible
the features and hence to define targets for 'a "temporary plan" of recovery.

The time necessary for the implementation of such a plan might be

3 to 5 years, a minimum of 3 years probably representing the most optimistic

assumption, a 5 years' time a more possible assumption. That would lead us

to consider accounts of projection for 1968 (an optimistic assumption) or

1970 (more possible assumption) if the time for the implementation of the

plan had to start from 1st January, 1966.
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The overall characters of that temporary plan will derive from thisfundamental target which is to start again in normal management.. " •• ' - "
'

.f • • r JVC '

conditions the working of the physical potentialities bequeathed "bycolonization. 7ery few extensions will be taken into account and theinvestment effort will have to be limited to maintain and renew the•Vû í :&•. r. .ceievh-•••• ■ ■ ■ r- ■ r
.present-day capacities of production, Nevertheless a few added 'invest-

r -i : írtW-i- TS • • • *w'™ "

, .

;■

ments may be required in order to modify certain industries. Consequentlythe stress will be laid upon management rather than upon intensification.The preparation of the next stapple will require, however, that"actionsbe undertaken, from now on, in the main fields at least: generaleducation and specialization, traditional agriculture (popularizationand rural training, organization of marketing circuits)and industry(actions limited to 3. few well studied schemes of an unquestionableeconomic pay-off). nrw-iq

.cvrr' -T-. ori 1*1 ,

^

To mark out such a,kind of temporary plan it would be required that
. t. '' .C-1 -■-■-■"'V"

•; Tt. ■ _ , • • ft
fundamental targets be defined,, on one hand,, and means intended to "makeit 'possible the feasibility of those, targets on the other, as the whole

. ; j_ .: ■ '

-, ... ,, ; I.

of targets and means must make a realistic and consistent unit at a time.
It seems to us that in the conditions of Algeria the 3 fundamental

r .'T.- ff ( ri" • - ' •• <"!«->

.... • t*.

: tio s

• x : . ■ ' •

targets must have been the following : 1st) the increase of the physicalproduction level and of the quality of management in the modern sectorsof agriculture and industry the most stricken by the departure' of Europeans
.

. à. J J. J • X* • ^

- j ' n * -j •" -. ' ? . .-I-
in order to find again as far as possible the.previous levels of production

■ ;iv'!- - j '-'Î.J- -. *' ,L "

... .... i -.. ■..J

and productivity. 2nd) the complete restraint of the overall level ofnon-productive public expenditures in order to reduce the puncture thatit exerts on the country's income, a puncture the level of which-we arequite aware of it-is too high for the economy of new Algeria to bear theburden. 3rd) The study of an income distribution as fair as possible,without.affecting the-incitements to be desired for the improving ofproductivity. ., ; ■ ■r '

. ; r,

•'••ï > v<"St
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It seems quite obvious that the whole of those '3 targets really
represents an unseparable unit, for it will hardly be possible to re-

. ... -, ;v - fV r _ ' . ' 6 ... - »'establish ah efficieht economic management if the income distribution
•'+, - • J ... ,.f' r-t QÁ '. tf "'0 'xis"unfair", and:if it systematically favours the new government social

classes to the prejudice of thé base producers. As the restraint of the
..

. , V i)Of •- •• - - - •level of theinon-productive government expenditures, must be completed
, , .. ... > ï; '7. J'.?"".'- -'.V;by the necessary development of certain services (Education, Health,

• •r!" •'}' : L-v '101' ••Maintenance of the substructure), it will require an earnest re-examination
. .....

, ■ ■ -A-rj U: altehl • doof priorities and budgetary assets, out of this, "restraint" would only
il : ÎLÀilv'" 0.f • ' J ~hide the immobility of a political attitude of fear, of putting things

again in question, and of instable balances, How, that means really
to put things again in question since it is needed in o>rde£_ tp.prepare
the conditions that will enable to go forward to venture to deal with
interests having already made a place for themselves. On the contrary,
to mean to stagnate the present situation is, in the end, to put up
with the strengthening of structures and interest, i.e., to turn tail
on the targets of economic recovery. Once the fundamental targets figured,:
it would be necessary to initiate even roughly a valuation of means to
be implemented.

• -

It seems that they may be joined up around the 3 following polos-»
1) The amount" of needed investments, the latter being mainly intended to

s i: tin did ha." Qd noowy1 ■■ ' ' t"'1 fmaintain the present production potentialities and to make possible their.f i :. .■ > -•>©{• bar 1 1 t • ■"-■ ■■reconversion, -hnd only accèssorily in a few precise fields to widen its a: ... % c ";,c- r-rf.-- v- i r\ J. ; . .. Ç d.i.O- •»'capacities, £) The financing of public.expenditures and investments
(taxatibhr réformé reorganization of the monetary system etc.... ) «'and u-0 ■ Irsi '■ M®** 0 :v-3/ The equilibrium of the balance of the rest—of—the—world payments

, . !l ' k-jr.- ill li V'é I 0'X\ jCiClCOC .^.Tt ••• -1 '(organization of foreign trade, policy of .exchange control,, jetc.. ). )

The features óf Algeria about 1968—70 that we shall get from a
4. •

( ... • • ' ) j : •"IT i Í 'series of accòunts of projection simplified and formulated like that,
will enable us, as we shall see, to define the structural characteristics

. •

n , t .■ . reiea : ' v,:of a new Algeria balanced in the best-òonditions.
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It will, enable to better define a strategy and true, development prospects
to be implemented in the course of a series of further plans. Far from us

the illusion according to which this first planning 'exercise' represents the
far—end of works to be carried out by the;Planning Service. Oh the contrary
it represents but the 1st term. The 'question will be then to define in each

field well defined and concrete strategic programmes which aim at the
-j

aggregate, forecast target. Once those programmes drawn up a new exercise
of general projection would enable to improve the first diagram, to. correct
the unavoidable short comings and to propose to the government,1 consistent,
realistic and concrete targets. , : ... ; . i ;-i

Loot , « -" J' " ' ' '

I. The Fundamental Targets:
i",! • i)■'} 'A. r- The redressing of production

. .y . ^ , ; ... , \. '."O r .1 ' • ' J '* *
; If generally speaking the fundamental target may be defined in this

field as being the return to the "previous level" of production, such
phase cannot be taken literally, for in many sectors it would not mean much
,if the upsetting"of the "structure of the demand is taken into account.

......... .... ! ■ 1! ■ ..■■■■■•

Agriculture:

The agricultural production target could bo to find or nearly the
"normal" level of the last years of colonization. In the field of cereal

production the target would be, then to produce between 20 and 25 million
quintals of cereals in an "normal" year (the 1959» 19^2 and 1963 having been

, .
. , . y. ru wt. i JCi-fiaae5o.e ;:F;i;i rati1

respectively 17.5 mis. quintals, 22.0 ml. quintals and 25.9 ml quintals), ;

which oxpressed in I963 current prices (index 109 in relation.-to '19-59) would
..... .- , » ■ ■•.; ... ,-t j....;1 7c "i lira v; :■ 1 " "" 7

mean abovt 870 ml. dinars. In the field of vineyard production the target
would be to find again" the' 16 ml. hectolitre level in a "normal" year
(against -12.6 ml. hectolitre, in 19^3), which represents at 1963 prices
a production of 740 million dinars. The average. 1957t'61 level for the

production of fruits (specially citrus fruits) and vegetables (chiefly
X . - ... "

forced vegetables) and cash—crops (nçtably tobacco) would give, at 1963
prices (index 110 in relation to 19|59)» a production of nearly 63©-' million
dinars (against 520 millions in 1963).
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Ultimately in the field of animal production-, the cattle, in order to
find its "normal" level again, would have to increase by nearly 60/o (6.3
million sheep towards 1955 against ,4.0 millions in 1963) and the animal

production would have to iacreaae^from 600 million dinars in 1963 (index
of prices base 100 in 1959s 120) to 950 million dinars, always expressed at

1963, prices. .. ,• ,.r or ' . df.-v--

Those targets, though they provide for the forming of the ex-colonized
lands no Increase of production in relation to the level of 1955? imply,

however, a Very strong effort of recovery, as the always possible dilapidation
of wine and citrus fruit production and of export forced vegetable may croate
a shortage of production within a few years in very notable proportions

(more than 5&f°)• The evidence of the reality of this danger is the fact
;"{r : i ft. ' ' 1: -ï IV " •'*. -

that the wine production of 1965 would be estimated to less than 10 million
hectolitres. So'to find again the level of 16 ml. hectolitre within a few

years implies a noticeable effort to olimb up the present slope. A less

optimistic assumption in that field of ex-colonized land production would
mean to maintain the present level of production, say 10 million hectolitres
of vineyard and about 65$ .of. t.he.. 1.957-=19.61. average production of citrus
fruits and forced vegetables. As it can be noticed, those targets suppose

that any action.of vineyard reconversion would be started in the days to
come or at the very least if, after study, it proved necessary to start
as rapidly as possible such reconversion (in consequence of the gradual
close of. the. French Market•Toi' instance1or of the too high cost of development
of the vineyard already dilapidated)$'-the latter bo done in a manner fitting
to the attendance schemo of speculations so varied (vegetables and fruits,
industrial crops; tobacco,'Sugarbeos, 'cotton, etc..., intensive cattlo

breeding ) in order to avoid all possible added shortage of the agricultural
income. : ; 'Jf '' bio i i . .. v.-.l-./.

;■ ; ■* (,-•■: c ■ 7 .ov-Ue-r
As to traditional .agriculture the implementation'Of targets seem to

present less backwardnesses than in the modern self-managed sector inherited
from colonization.
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The level òf 20 to 25 million quintals of cereal s will he probably

reached, spontaneously, by the Algerian peasants and the reconstitution

of the sheep cattle, which hás been much harmed by : the resettlements of

populations living on the steppes during the war, though noticeable
(60$ of anticipated increase of the cattle), is not in the least probable:
Maghreb history evinces many examples so rapid, spontaneous reconstitution
of a flock decimated by a round of bad years, expressed in present—day
constant prices the target of agriculture would be then to find again
within 3 or 5 years a levol of production ranging about 2,700 million dinars
(assumption A, the less optimistic) to 3>2ÛO million dinars (assumption
B the most optimistic):

1959 1963
(current prices)

?-• ■■ - i' *.-/ ■.•••?•[ J* lS.' ! ( '
Cereals

Wins '

Vegetables, fruits,etc.
Animal production

-, ' f : r . ; Y

Total

62 ■" 100 88
•

sf00
V

58 47

57 52 40"
67 60 95

270 270 270

Targets of Recovery
0»0 V it0' P.% '
Assumption A Assumption B

(1963 prices)
88

74
y'iffKirn

63

95

-o . ' , ' ; 320

(billions of old francs or 10 millions of dinars)

Accordingly the "medium" assumption would give a target of 2,950
million dinars for 1969 (.4 years from 1965). It will be noticed that talcing
into account the demographic increase (index 110 in 6 years in, the assumptionj'jtvn>v*.rr ™ fix 3.. • - t-** r* — "" >".1* ... • -u~- - — <>-ilxx
which aims at maintaining the present high trend of emigration.towards
Europe), in our medium assumption the per capita income would be,,at the end
of the recovery plan, still at the 1963 level only. , In the hast of assumptions
(complete recovery within 3 years, it would be at index 110 (about 1955 level)
and in the less favourable (partial recovery within 5 yse.rs) at about index
90 (therefore quite inferior to the 1955 level).
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Extractive industries, oil, energy, manufacturing industries,

building and public works: ~ 1" '--i-

In the best assumption the production of iron and phosphate ores
will probably remain unchanged in the covrse of years to come. In this

sector, which has not suffered from the departures of French Settlers

(for that is a production concentrated in a few very big French enterprises)
the tend is unhappy, due to either the almost complete stagnation (iron
ore), in consequence of the conditions of the foreign market, or even to
the shortage of production (phosphates) following the exhausting of the
best reserves which are known up to now. As to the production of oil it
must reach from 1966-67 the height of approximately 30 million tons, according
to the programmes of the producers themselves. Therefore, Lif in that sector
any political change (nationalization for instance) brings a modification within
the programmes the production would have to be nearly 2,100 million dinars
in 1969 (at 1963 prices) against 1920 millions in 1963.

The production of electricity is in 1963 at index 88 base 100 in 1959
and we may imagine that when the industries start again, and when the urban
domestic demand increases (a minimum of 4% P^'r annum'at the""present"trend
of town growing) it will raise the 1969 demand to index 130-140 (base 100
in 1963)» whioh would represent a value' added of 260 to 280 million dinars,
at 1963 prices against 200 millions in 1963» Jj *

(j i - io7 •■■■ a j o ic-a,. • •

As to the manufacturing industries (combines, light industry and handi¬
craft) which played. a part in 1963 in the GDP at the competing basis''of
1210 current million dinars, they could produce, in the best assumption about

; •• joXAOCI <J'l .' <-YjDV "1 «.it "1 ft* '0 Jvyi-.i ■ ï o?
I85O million dinars 1963 value in 1970. As a matter of fact the complete

e ■>.!' L'Ti/O : .-.T in-' "Ot XC b:U : "Ig " :'ïo\ î 1 ó:.- V.
recovery of the activity of the now .existing industries would create the
increase of production by nearly 35$« To that might be added about 300
million dinars 'coming from the starting of the now-planned 4 main big'

• ' • \'..v. a-. .iwj ww. •..7 ï, ... : *5—1 ; ' aq C " . *'■ ' *
industrial schemes» Annaba steelworks (400,000 tons of steel), Algeria and
Arzew chemistry of oil and fertilisers (3 million tons .of refined "oil-1.5

• •• » X.i • -j a ■ its.-

billion cubic meters of liquified gas—200 million cubic meters of gas treated
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by the factory of fertilizers), and the textile combine of Tizi-Ouzou
(10,000 tons of finished products). The feasibility of that target is, ,

no doxrbt, nor easy nor certain and it implies a very considerable effort:
improving of management, reorganization-, of financing and marketing circuits,
necessary reconversions, rapid implementation of new schemes. Failures in
the implementation of the recovery plan which are implied in the feasibility
of those objectives, an insufficient renewal of outfits within reach (as
the case is since 1957 up to now) could create here as'well as in agriculture* ■

■

a shortage of production"at the end of the plan period (about 1968-ÎO) in
relation to the present I963 level. The value added' from the manufacturing
industry and handicraft could accordingly reach at the end of the recovery

plan from 1,300 millions' to 1,850 million dinars 1963 value in the most
'^ favourable assumption. " ' ';

The building; and pub,lie work activities, determined by. the level of
investments, would bo..at tliq end of the recovery plan at index 260 in.
relation to 1963? as we shall see- later on the value added in this sector
would increase from 270 million dinars in. 1963 t.o--.7-00 millions I963 valuo
at the end of the plan (against 100 billion old francs 1959 value, say the

■equivalient of 1,200 million dinars; 19.63 value: in 1959)»

Transports, Trade and Services
,

The transport trend will probably be as usual largely: determined by
the level, of the physical production recovery to be convoyed, th&s includes
the agricultural production, the extraction of phosphate and iron, the * y
manufactured industrial and handicraft products, and excludes oil, electricity,

building and works, the latters being excluded from the calculation of the *
index for reasons quite evident. q f jp,- - ■ . . . p

£?o the physical production to be conveyed would be located at the.end
of the recovery plan between index 100 (the most unfavourable assumption of

• I-' ; I .- •; iuo.biv '., ' - : ; ( i) ' '1 / ' ' '
stagnation at the present day levelv ') and index 128 ( the most favourable

»!< 5 ' A'i • ■ (2) ''
assumption of recovery within every sectors and the value added by ,transports

Agricultural production: 270 diz. ml. dinars -industrial production of
phosphates and iron: 140 d-iz mil.'- ' ■' ;; ' x-:.

(2) Agricultural production: 320 diz. ml.-industrial production of phosphates
and iron: 200 diz. ml. dinars.
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between 530 millions (as in 1963)» and. 680 million dinars 1963 ^aluo

against 685 millions in 1959» One could therefore find in the best assumption
the level of 1955»

Estimated at 1963 prices the rent value amount of hoiftin^s would be
in 1969 nearly 27O million dinars against 220 in 19^3, assuming that an

increase at the rate of 4$ Pe^ year of European type concrete housings
intended to meet the needs of town planning (and yet there too, we must
make it clear that Algeria profits, owing to the departures of European

settlers, of a building outfit which exceeds the present solvent demand).

The assumption according to which the trade value added represents
in first approach, a certain percentage of the agricultural, industrial and

( 1 )
import productions (which is roughly the market availabilities), an

assumption already set for 1963 and ohecked through the recent past, would
raise our estimate of the production of the trade Sector to 2,400 -2,500
million dinars at the end of the Recovery Plan, against 1950 million in

1963 and 285 billion old-francs in 1959' Even in the besi assumption, it
would not have been possible to find again the 1954-59 level towards 1968-70,
in-consequence of the final reduction of the import's. Scfih the field of
trade circuit reorganization, it is assumed that the task is first to start

again the existing economic machinery with a new supervisory staff and only

gradually to deal more earnestly with the problem of margin reduction if
. .this, is needed. In the present "structure of llgoria economy and prices, the

trade margins mainly depend on the volume of foreign trade. Tne estimate,
a target of 2500 million dinars supposes a volume of possible imports

ranging about 4>500 million dinars, for which a justification will be found

later.

(ï) See chapter IVs 20$ of the agricultural production—5$ of the one of
manufacturing and handicraft industries*- 40of the imports.
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It is not likely that the solvent demand of services, which in 1963»
, :j><

is in volume .only, half of what it was in 1959» may reach again, even in
the best assumption in the field of physical production recovery, the level
of colonial Algeria. The level of such demand is, indeed, closely determine
by: the fcneqmal degree of distribution and with the disappearance of the
European population,' likewise disappears the main reason,of the high volume
of the service, solvent demand.

Anyhow, some of those services, considered as, socially indispensable
(as the health service) will have to be taken over by the government who
will replace the down going private sectors in consequence of the solvent

demand; shortcomings. Por . the other services, considered:,as non—preferential

(private, services, pubs, hotels and restaurants, entertainments, garages,

servants, judicial services etc...,) a reconversion of the labour force is

required. . In supposing that the service solvent.demand.grow as the income
distributed in the course of the. recovery plan implementation,-the latter
would have to allow at the end of thé plan a production of services ranging
about 900 million dinars, against 770 in 1963. _

Pull significance and extent of the possible redressing of production.

So and for that, in the best assumption, production might reach

again after a temporary 3 year plan, the 1955 "normal" level rising to
about 1,24:0, dis million dinars. 1963 value against 1955 in 1963» In a more

probable medium assumption'could be obtained .at the end of a four year>N

recovery,the level of nearly 1,165 mis dinars.
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1968 - 70 '

j. 4

'I V ■
1963 possible maximum medium

breakdown targets 4 assumption

. ; f . ■ ■ •

Agriculture 2 69 27O-32Ò 320 295
Industries

extraction of phosphate
-

and iron 12 9-12 12 10

Oil 180 210 210 2.10
* -,

Electricity-water 20 24-28 28 26

Manufacturing and

handicraft industries 121 130-185 185 157

building, works 27 70 70 70
Services

■ h r« , yr .'f r*.
Transports 53 53-68 68 61

Housing services 22 27 27 27
Trade 195 240-250 250 245
Other services 77 78-90 90 84

Total 97 6 1110-1260 1260 1185
Gross domestic

/ j \

production 955 1090-.1240 -.1240 1165
(tens of 1963 million dinars).

To measure the growth rate that those targets imply does not seem to

possess much meaning, because first of all those are not true growths but

rcdressings, and because the 1965 present day starting level of a possible
redressing plan may bo even itself inferior to the one of 1963.
(ï) Total with the considered services outside production deduced: servants,
profitless associations (party, trade unions etc.. ) insurance and banks,
amounting to about 21 0 million dinars.
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So wovld in the most favourable assumption of a maximum recovery within

3 years, the apparent growth rate be ranging about 10.12$ per year and. in
the medium assumption of a four years' recovery at 50$ ranging about 5$
per annum. As we shall see later the redressing trend is nearly independent
from the one of the investments, a feet characterizing the peculiar situation
of the economies which arc not normally growing oconomies but only redressing
economies after exceptional events such as a war or a revolution.

B. - The restraint of government expenditures s

Then we understand why the restraint of the overall level of government
a. f :>'

expenditures at their present height (.1963) is required, in consideration of
all that. The French army having definitely left the country even before
the end of the period of recovery the main economic policies of which they
are now establishing, the amount of the current government expenditures,
with Algerian social security excluded, embassies excluded, but including
the technical assistance, would rise to nearly 330,Omillion dinars distributee
as follows!

Algerian government services, excluding the social security;
service budget 216 diz. Million dinars
local communities and public buildings 66'-'. " "

Foreign government services:"

French University Office 17 " 1!

Technical Assistance 30 " "

Foreign Embassies: 20 h it

An estimate breakdown of those current service expenditures, transfers

of social security excluded^ would ..probably be the following-:
Current consumption of goods and services 80 diz. million dinars

government wages, social1 charges'included 175 " "
current transfers to households -

(assistance, benefits etc...) 50
current subsidies to enterprises 20

foreign expenditures
Total 330
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As it could he noticed oven though such severe restraint policy of

government expenditures can be carried out, as they represent 357° °f
1963 gross domestic production, would still represent 27$ in the most
favourable assumption of production recovery (which would be then 1250
tens of mil. dinars) and 28$ in the medium assumption which is more probable.
Therefore that would mean even more considerable proportions which could
allow only to begin with the later period of true planned development but
in mean conditions.. Indeed if the taxation outsido oil can deduce in a

maximum 26 to 27$ of the gross production, which represents an optimistic
hoight, and in the assumption of the keeping of the present system of taxes
and taxation on oil, in the most favourable assumption the-' current govern-

1

ment .savings would be ranging about -22, ten million dinars at the' end of the
redressing plan and would be nearly nil in the most probable medium assumption.

Level 1963
wi .. v ...... .

Objectives

Most favourable Medium
assumption. , assumpt:

Current government expenditures 330 330 330

Gross domestic production
Líi ■ •

*

; W\ 7.1 It

oil 180 210 210

other industries 775 1030 955

Fiscal and para-fiscal receipts

oil 30 35 . v .35

other receipts . :cf 207 27O r. 250

Foreign aid (technical assistance) ,v,.. 47 : r 47:, . .in. 47

Savings or current deficit -46 +22 +2

(tens of million dinars).,
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We shall see yet that even in the most optimistic assumption the
public saving amount that could be hoped will be very insufficient for it
to enable the state to face the financing needs required by the production,
and we shall also see that a substantial foreign aid,- not intended to the

financing of new great schemes but more modestly devoted to the big main¬
tenance and to the renewal of the present production capacities, will be
necessary (ranging about 33 tens million dinars in such assumption). Now,
it is well known how it may be difficult for an u.D-C. to get a foreign
aid from such a kind of treasury. In the "medium" assumption those foreign
added advances will have to range as we shall see about 65 tens million
dinars. That is, how already too much high are the government expenditures,
as compared to the country's availabilities, As a matter of fact it would
be necessary to be able to reduce those expenditures since now, and not to
be content only with restraining them. The advantage taken from possible
negotiations trith the oil producers and a more important taking part in the
financing of economy would barely bring in more than 30 tens million added
dinars in the -most favourable assumption . The re-examination of the
oil producers' statute would consequently free Algeria from the need of
foreign advances from Treasury only in the case of a "100%" recovery.
In the medium assumption of a "50%" recovery Algeria will still need at the
end of her recovery plan 30 tens million dinars of non-allocated foreign
subsidies.

It is not worth saying that the restraint of government expenditures
would not be likely to be applied brutally and systematic'illy to every
government service at an equal degree. The economic recovery and the
preparing of the future require the development of certain*services ("éducation,health and substructure maintenance). Therefore, improving economies should
be built up from now on, and in very important proportions, in the sector
of military and civil general government services, the sort of thing tha"^ as
wo know, is more easy to achieve.
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C. - A Policy of "fair and, officient"income distribution.

In spite of the volume of public expenditures Algeria financial
drawbacks would be less acute if the public and scmi-public sectors,

especially the self-managed farms which inherited the colonized lands,
could bring into treasury a substantial contribution. Towards 1955s as

we have seen^^, the gross income that the European settlers used to draw
•

.. ' r' fi
from the colonized lands rose to 93 million old francs, and the gross income
that the heads of European individual enterprises (small and big) and

•

, • : . T .. • J, }* fjV ; . .

companies used to draw from non-agricultural activities would rise to nearly
(2) , ■ '■ ■■ ■ -■120 billions A . And those gross incomes from ^enterprises allowed a very

high level of economic solf-financing; we have seen that accumulation at that
time in ilgeria did have rarely recourse to advances from foreign capitals.

Normally, the nationalization or the common owner-ship following the
departure of the European settlers had to transfer to the government or to
the communities those gross enterprise incomes from which the accumulation

process could be financed. We easily understand why it should not have
been like that since 19^3• The departure of the specialized staff was

bound to create in the same time such an upsetting of management that these
j- .... t*

incomes disappeared. Nothing is surprising or really disquieting there.
In that field, the recovery plan target must, however, doubtless, be to
find again the previous high and possible level of economic self-financing

,T .. . ;.rTX 0 .. ■ •"
That is to say that the economy targets of the physical production must be

completed by reaovety targets of the quality of the economic management.

A realistic target that we deem we can propose for Algeria would be
to get at the end of the recovery plan the wholo financing of depreciations

(change of un-wsable capacities and reconversions) by enterprises. Then
we have a target that to us does not seem ûi all "impossible" since tpwards

1955 "ti16 enterprises financod, besides their depreciations, important
; .1. .. .... "\T . 1Í -

extensions, as well as the "iuxury" consumption of wealthy European classes.

(1) See Chapter III

(2) Incomes of craftsmen, minor tradesmen and minor manufacturers ï 56 billions

Major entrepreneurs' incomes: 30 billions, company incomes: 35 billions
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By setting to ours eivas at the end. of the 3 to 5 years of recovery effort
the financing of its depreciations alone by national economy, we are not
thus supposing, at any rate, that a management as efficient as the formerly's
would be obtained in every public or self-managed sectors. But inversely
this is not an "easy" target* in 1963, not only the enterprises of thosot
sectors have nojfc been able to finance their own depreciations, but also
they have obtained very notable secret balance subsidies, more often as

advances to treasury they proved unable to return. Those facilities have
enabled them to distribute to the permanent workers of the public and self-
managed zectors incomes that consequently have very little adequacy with the
productivity of their labour and with the results of their management.

That is when we are led to make clearer the close link which connects
the financial and economic recovery and the re-examination of the income
distribution policy— The 2 controversial points in the de facto situation
kopt after independence are the aberrant development of the military civil
and government expenditures and the stating of secured too high wages to the
permanent workers of the self—managed sector. To those 2 tends of the revolution
during these last years, anyhow, closely correspond the building-up of 2 now

privilged minor classes. The Government specialized personnel and the workors
of management committees, who seem to profit alone and to the prejcdico of
the nation's economic equilibrium, of the advantages brought about by
independence and of the departure of European settlers whereas the fates of
the traditional peasant mass and of the wage—earning non—permanent labour—
foroo of the colonized lands remain as little enviable as in the years of
colonization.

A
"

r-r , : " ; •' *• •

Far froni; us the illusion that an equal distribution of income be possiblo
or even commendable in conditions of present-day Algeria. That is quito normal
and it seems that the contrary cannot be possible, that the civil servant's
or.the permanent specialized worker's incomes be largely higher than the
traditional peasant's or the half—underdeveloped manual worker's.
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But the new privileged classes in way of formation "do not deserve" the

share of national income which they now hold: neither the quality of their

management, nor the efficiency of their administration are so that a

reduction of the level of their wages and number would be a harm to the

level of the national production on the contrary through their exagoratcd
puncture deduction on the national income those classes hinder the economic

recovery because they reduce the financing capacities needed for the

renewal and the economic reconversion. If from July, 1962 up to now such
a process has been able to find so easily its way, this is due, doubtless,
to advances from the French Treasury peculiarly bulky. But it is not
reasonable to expect that such a gerierosity could eternally endure.

A policy of income distribution "fair and efficient" corresponding
to the economic recovery targets would therefore imply a) the reduction of

; •. ' 7 ' Ok'' .. .Ml ' '
non-immediate government expënditureç, and b) a better linkage between
the actual productivity and the results of management on one hand, and the
wages of management committees on the other (through the downward revision
of the secured wage"level). We may try to give overall figures to the
results expected from tha.t re—examination of distribution. With the oil

sector excluded the overall production and appropriation accounts aggregated
with-ehtërprises should in order to meet the target that we set to oursolvos

roughly assume the pattern depicted by the following figures:

1954 1963 Targets

(billions Maximum Medium Assumption
of old vr: vr -'S ' vCi,..' " •-

n assumption . .franc . . - - 1 "
: -r'' currencies

(tens mil.dinars 1963 ourreni

Current resources:

Production 589 775 1030 955

transfers} operating and

equilibrium subsidies 12 18 " 20 20

Tota!
. 601 . J;93 IO5O.. • 97 5
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ri».

•• '1954
(billions
of old
franc
currencies

Current Uses

Net distributed

incomes 400
Direct and indirect

taxation
. 87

Outward Expenditures 3

Gross enterprise savings 111

1963

(1)

182

5

17

Max.
Targets

Medium
Assump¬
tion

Assumption

(tons mil.dinars 1963 currency)

589 705

235

5

105

662

215

5

93

- j

As we may see if we add to the production retained here for 1963
and for the targets of the recovery plan the one of the oil,,sector.- ( 180
tens of million dinars in 1963-210 tens millions in 1968-70) we shall
obtain the GDP for Algeria: 955 "tens of millions in 1963» 1,240 and - .

1,165 tens millions at the end of the recovery plan according to the high
and low assumptions respectively. Likewise the enterprise taxation means

here taxes and taxation on oil excluded (30 tens of million in 1963-35diz.
mis. in 1968—70). As the rate of that taxation (23$ of the production)
seems to have indeed, reached since 1963 its .possible height, the latter
has been maintained up to the end of the plan as we noticed it above
. sob!.: - ■'"ï'
m B. The amount of renewal and reconversion investments rise to nearly
100 diz.mis. as we shall see later on in the most favourable assumption,
we have assumed that the whole of those investments would be directly"

^ '• '. . J J - : JÏ<- )
financed by the enterprises, whereas in the less favourable assumption 75$
of the needs would be directly met through that way and 25$ by the public
advances and consequently in the medium assumption the self-financing would

(ï) After table"T"aggregate wages (158 billions) + net receipt social
transfers (39 billions — 3 billions)+ entrepreneur^»*»" net incomes (208
billions - 2 billions).
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( 1 )
1rise to 88 diz. mils, dinarsv .
...v Z...... ..;

Therefore, the economic recovery would imply, that the distributed
4incomes increase far less rapidly than production; the latter would be

at the end of the plan at index 133; (high assumption) or 128 (medium
assumption) whereas the distributed incomes would be only at index 120 or

11^. On- the contrary the enterprise gross sávings having now fallen down
/ lui. a a t'\ - * - - '' .to a level the^worst and the lowest (2% of production against 19$ in 1954))

. (2) ••would reach nearly 10% of the latter « Therefore we should not have
really found again a management level theoretically perfect, but a notioeable
progress would have been achieved in such direction. In a further stage
the enterprises of public and self-managed sectors could bring, in treasury'
an added contribution rising from'lheir net profits. Of course, there
we have aggregate figures and we ca^inot assert that in each economic branch,
for each enterprise the amount of ncjn—distributed incomes must or can be
strictly equals to the need of renewals reconversions. Prom that point
of view some enterprises may be reasonably granted as deficitary, for
reasons irrelevant with the quality, of their management, but others should
be able to supply the government with beneficiary surplus beyond their own
needs. A deeper study sector after sector and enterprise after enterprise
will have to enable to fix the targets at micro-economic level. The creation
of a pre-equation fund enabling to centralise all the enterprise gross
profits in order to control the re-distribution and the use could, doubtless
easy up the setting in order. Likewise lhe levels of secured wages and distri-•. I- —

I... .. . —vt V

buted incomes expected from the increase of production and management will
have to be studied at the level of each firm and concrete targets and; - ■--"■■■■
precise at that level whether we want that the overall target expressed hero
in terms of overall indices of progression remains a dead letter and charity
vow. ;

(ï) If we add to those 2 figures -100 tens mils, and 88 tens of mis., theamount of the enterprise savings intended to be exported (approximately 5tens of mis) we find again the figures, of our table, to which must be added"in addition 170 tens of ml. dinars of "the gross savings of the oil sector.
(2) Let us notice that the level of capital puncture having been raised up-""between 1954 and 1963 the whole taxation + enterprise savings increases from33$ of production in 1954 to 25$ in 19Ô3 then reaches a level near about 33$at the end of the recovery plan<,
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II*— The means to he implemented.

So the basic targets would he expressed at the aggregate level in
3 groups of magnitudes: a) the physical production targets, by sector,
b) the heights of public expenditures by service and c.) the lowest amounts;r.:r • : J •"

, :fc. r
of incomes retained by enterprises and the. complementary amounts of highest
distributed incomes by sector. The targets a) and c) would be unfastcnod
as lcnger as pessiblo up to the level of the enterprise. Once thûse basic
targets defined we shall start then the appraisal of the means to be
implemented: required investments, financing of the public sector, foreign
balance.

- í

A.:— The required investments and their financing.

It is not at all easy to precisely estimate before hand the> j.--. ■.-•••'

.

•

•

.*• 'volume of investments that will be required by the recovery of the
economic system (renewals and reconversions). One of the targets to be
taken into account by a comprehensive recovery plan would be, indeed, to
determine sector by sector, even at the level of the enterprise at least
for the major enterprises, the level of required minimum investments. Tihat
seems obvious however, is that the 1963 level i.e. 84 tens of mils, dinars,is remarkably insufficient. A volume ranging about 230 tens of millions
seems to us to be a possible magnitude, the approximate breakdown of which
would, be the following: is- '■
o '•

• ' i- •- f

. . ... ' : I 1 1963 I' ' ' 1968-70 targets

(1963 tens of mil. dinars).
Fixed gross investments:

Government services -1

Enterprises -oil

Other branches

Households:

Stocks •

Total ; 84 23O

(ï) Including the net stock variations. f

30

15
26

13.
p. m.

(1)

5°

30

120

20

10
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It remains, of course that in the governmental field the investments
would he limited, during this first period of recovery before undertaking.,
a true development of Algeria, almost solely to the big maintenance o* the
now available outfit. It is out of question in the course of this .first

plan of economic recovery to think of carrying,on the trend of the

investments in the late colonial era characterized by the "Plan of Constantino",
which rose the level of substructure investments to 200 billion old francs

in 1961. Basic equilibrium considerations prevent us from accepting the in¬
crease of recurrent charges that would be implied by the implementation of
new substructure schemes before the production reaches again a "normal"
level. As the big maintenance of the present-day substructure is worth as

it seems approximately 40 tens of million dinars, after a rapid analysis
of the budgets of the and of the colonial era, a maximum allocation of
10 tens of million dinars is anticipated for the needed new investments,
chiefly in the fields of education.and health. In the best assumption those
new investments could be financed by foreign aid, if the latters can be

sufficiently liberal so as to accept to abahdon the operations of prestige
(of such kinds as "the finest stadium in Africa" or the luxurous new

university buildings, or such asphalted.road etc...), on behalf of more

scattered operations but more socially useful and of less costly keeping,
(networks of primary schools or health centers, etc...). iiS"regards the
keeping of the present-day substructure it could hardly be financed but
by the general resources from the Algerian Treasury. Even though the
foreign aid suggested to Algeria to finance new operation of unreliable

productivity; at least at short-term, as the trans-Sahara Highway for
instance, it remains doubtful that, the enterprise be advantageous to the
country and that the more reasonable solution would not be to delay the
implementation in order not to weigh down the burden of recurrent public
expenditures already too high for the state's finances.
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As regards the oil sector we have planned a level of investments

ranging about 30 tens million dinars, corresponding, according to the

oil-producers' estimates as it seems, to the implementation of a "normal"

programme of current research. The 1959-61 level (approximately I40
billion old francs per year), corresponding to intensive research works,
to the installation of oil field workings and pipe-lines, does not seem

to have been reached again, at least in the nearest years to come.v The
whole of the gross investments of the oil sector is financed by the gross

operating incomes.

The volume of gross investments (fixed investments and stocks of

enterprises outside the oil sector dropped in 1963 at such a low level
that it is well known that it no longer, allows even the big maintenance
and, the normal renewal of the production capacities in the spot, and that
• '

. . (1) -it evinces very grave mis-investments , Beforehand, it seems that the
annual amount of fixed necessary reconversion and renewal investments:

(2)approximately 80 tens of ml. for the big maintenance and perhaps 20"tons
• • ■ ■of mis for the necessary reconversions. To those required minimum investment

would be added a few 20 tens of mis. permear for the new planned schemes,
enumerated before (Algeria oil refinery, Arzew Chemistry of oil, textile
combine of TLizi-Clizou and Annaba steelwork, half of which could be financed
by the foreign aid (outfit supply) and the other half'should be assumed by
Algeria's Treasury. In other respects, once the rapid reconstruction of
normal stocks achieved, thoir normal extension would require nearly 10 tens
of mil. dinars per year. The bank system should in normal condition's of
economic operation assume the charge of financing the increase of stocks
as well as the one of the normal increase of available circulation capitals
of enterprises, probably amounting 5 tens of mils, per year.

(ï) See Chapter IV

(2) 62 billion Old Francs in 1957 after that year's input—output.
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There too, as in the case of government investments, it is less likely
that "an exceeding of the plan" i.e. the implementation of investments

going beyond the strict needs of renewal and'reconversion the extension

of capacities being limited to a few big schemes which have been enumerated
be ih a position /speed-up the recovery of a correct level òf production.
On the contrary, the dispersion of efforts may hinder the immediate recovery

of an efficient management of the now available capacities.
■

.. ■: v.:. , '■ h'-:'.' •' ' "

Ultimately it was assumed that the re-building and the speed-up
modernization of housing, the clearing of shanty towns and the planning of

villages would require, as previously anticipated a volume of investments of

approximately 2Q tens of million dinars per annum. As a rule, those
investments should be mainly assumed by the concerned populations either

through private individual financing or through their common effort (for
instance through free investments). The advances from the government would
be limited to teaching (assumed by the operating budget) and to medium—term
advances of building materials (nearly 5 tens of million dinars per year).

For all our roll of assumptions the retained level of investments would

be accordingly and roughly the same: it ranges about 230 tens of ml. dinars,
going beyond such level would not commendable and an insufficient implementation

might put it into question again the .opportunity to reach again the level of

production since.those investments are supposed to represent the minimum needed
to ensure the renewal and the indispensable reconversions. So that would be

an induced target relatively rigid. But, of course the implementation,
even scrupulous, of the programme of investments would not be sufficient

enough by itself alone, to create the recovery of production. According to
the quality of management those same investments "would bring about" a moro

or less increase of production, às in any case where an eoonomic recovery"'

is in question and not a true development, the capital output ratio may

have here very variable values. In the most optimistic assumption the level
of investments would increase from 9% of the 1963 GDP to 18% at the end of
the recovery plan, whereas in the medium assumption the (rigid) amount of
investments would correspond to a rate of 20%.
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In the "best assumption the apparent growth fate would be 10-12$ per annum,

in the medium assumption 5-6$. The apparent capital output ratios (if
a regular growth of 90 to 230 tens of mil. dinars from 1963 to 1968-70
is assumed), would increase from 3.2 to 5.3 accordingly as the recovery

plan would ■be implemented "at 100$"or at "50$" and within 3 or 5 years.

è " ' - • •• - : A

On the contrary, if the volume of investments for the whole roll of

assumptions may be considered as ..relatively rigid, their, financing mddel
wopld be slightly the less. In all our assumptions "the nêeds for financin
of enterprises would rise to 31.0. tens of mil. dinars, 170 tens of ml. of
which are the oil sector, intended to: the following sectors: v ;

Oil Sector Other : 0 The whole

Enterprises economic unit

Gross investments:

• fixed - 30 120 150
stocks - 10 10

Available oapitals - 5 5
; exported-inoomes ' 140 5" 145
Ilëeds for financing 1 170 140 310

(tens of million dinars 19^3 currency)
The oil sector would easily finance its financing needs through its

export gross incomes, as it already did in 1963x
1 Oil'Sector: l''

1963 1968-70
Production (exports) 213 2Í50
-domestio intermediate consumptions 33 • 40
» gross value added 180 Ji 210 1
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of which*

domestisally distributed:

inoomes (domestic wages)
taxation and taxes ' —

Designed for export*

exported 130 140
re-invested 15 30

(tens of mil. dinars 1963 currency)

As regards the other enterprises they would call forth their own

self-financing resources and the advances from the government in variable
proportions, according to the degree of implementation of the recovery plan
and for the "medium" and "high" retained assumptions, in the proportions

given by -the table below*

Médium Assumption

93

22

10 •

...r 15

Total - 140 ' 140

(tens of 1963 mil. dinars). . .r.,,,

The' plan service would be concerned with the drawing—úp of a definite

financing plan for .each sector, as well as for the main big enterprises at

least?, and then it would have to correct the overall picture depicted above
as the first assumption from thé results of thoso micro-economic studies.

(1) 100 and 88 tens of ml. dinars of which for .the renewals and the reconversions
of self-managed and public sectors and 5 tens of mils." to face the exported
profits of the foreign sector (oil excluded).
(2)' 10 tens of ml.dinars of which are for the financing of the 4 main shemes and
12 tens of mil. dinars in the medium assumption in order to complete the
insufficient self-financing of self-managed and public sectors,
(3) Foreign financing of the 4 main schemes.
(4) Intended to the financing of stocks and available capitals.

5 5

30 35

High Assumption
( 1 ) *

Self-financing resources ^ 105
(2)

Treasury advances 10
(*)

Foreign capitals x ' 10

Bank advances- — ' 15
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B - The equilibrium of public finances

The depicted aggregated pattern shows that even in the best assumption
the restraint of government expenditures at their present level is mxt

enough for ensuring the equilibrium of public finances at the end of the.

recovery plan-with greater reason, qf course, if that plan is achieved
but partially from the point of view .of the targets of production and of non-

distributed incomes intended to the financing of investments, or if the
public service or outfit expenditures out^reach the authorized heights.

The financing needs of treasury would indeed rise to 65 tens of mil.
dinars in the most favourable assumption and to 77 tens of mils, in the

medium assumption, intended to face the following uses s"0 l. t< ...

High Assumption-- - - Medium Assumption
>

Government service investments 30 •- 50
Advances to the financing of enterprises 10 22^
Advances for the financing of building -, : ,-r

of housings. '• 5 r : . 05
—

Total treasury needs 65 77

(tens of 1963 mil. dinars)
Now the current Savings of services would not exceed 22 tens of mil.

dinars in the best-assumption and the foreign aid (intended to the financing
of programmes of substructure investments) 10 tens of mil. dinars. Yet
there would.be left a deficit at the charges of Treasury which ranges about
33 tens,of mil. dinars in the best assumption and 65 tens of mils in the
medium assumptions

Financing of Treasury''émarges t

; High Assumption • Medium
•' ■J:-. : - 1 ' — • Assumption

Current government savings 22 2

Foreign subsidies . ,v . 10 10
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Balance: Treasury charge deficit 33 65

Total ' °
65 77

. -c
; î. • .Í. ••••••

(tens of 1963 mil. dinars).

Then we fully realise why a severe restraint of government expenditures
is imperative. For it is quite difficult to imagine that the monetary
market may enable an inflationist financing with such a considerable extent.
The national economy will never be able to absorb more than 15 tens"óf mil.
dinars of availabilities per annum (that we have distributed in our

aggregated pattern between the enterprises: 5 tens of mil.; dinars, and the
house holds: 10 tens of mil.).. As the banks must bring advances to the
enterprises of such size, they will not be able to supply important' funds
to treasury. Even though we assume that troasury should oblige them to do
so and even though a policy of inflationist financing is carried on,' thobank system could submit to that only if those two following conditions
can be fulfilled : either that the bank system hold foreign assets oui; of
which it could draw, or elso that the economic system could absorb a mass
of added liquidities higher than 15 tens of mil. dinars. The first assumptionwould mean in the end that the xes±=-of-the-world should finance the treasurydeficit. The 2nd would imply an amount of spontaneous domestic savings,which~is not "possible. So in the established general pattern it was imaginedthat Algeria could get a capital foreign aid (or that t,he could partiallydraw out of her foreign assets, which is the same) equal to public deficit.It is not worth saying that this is an assumption probably optimistic andthat if those efxpeoted added foreign advances lacked it would fce necessaryto rostrain the government rate of life.

C. - The equilibrium of the balance of foreign payments:

The general pattern finally enables to determine the volume of possibleimports. Algeria foreign receipts would indeed be ranging about 64® tensof mil. dinars, for the whole roll of the considered assumptions.
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In effect, if the volume of exports is bound to depend on the degree of
implementation of the' "production plan (wine, citrus fruits, forced vegetables,
etc...), their short comings are compensated by the foreign capital subsidies,
which will have to be aá bulkier as' the implementation of the export plan
will be insufficient.

...... . w V. :

f .1. ■ : .. .■ t J" "TThe following table depicts, iri bur 2 assumptions, the rosources and
the outward expenditures of Algeria at the end of the recovery plan (tens

\ ■ i. -

of mil. dinars)t

Algeria revenuest

High' Assumption Medium Assumption
Exports I

Oil 250 ' 250
Othçr exports 200 170

Foreign receipts: 90 90
Technical Assistance 47 47
Foreign outfit aid 20 20

•Foreign capital advances 33 65

Total V : 64O 642
: •

. ■■- :; i We ■'

Algeria expenditures:
Possible imports f _ 45O 452
Foreign expenditures . , ... 15 -jtj
Exported savings .... 475 :

*

Receipts as the current foreign expenditures are supposed to have no

link with the implementation of the recovery plan. The foreign receipts
(90 mil. dinars) would come from: foreign embassies (20 mils.), touring
in Algeria (10 mils) and remittances from the expatriated Algerian-workers
(60 mils.).
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The foreign expenditures include the Head Office expenses and miscellaneous
expenditures financed by the enterprises (5 mils), the toufing expenditures
of Algerian residoats .abroad (5 mils), and the foreign public expenditure
(5 mil's.)» ' - -if:

'

.• . • ' i * ' - _i ;
The oil exports (30 million toils) have rio link with the implementation

of the plan. On the contrary the other exports may vaiy within a considerable
interval of 140 mils, (present-day situation: stagnation assumption), to 170
mils. ("5Cffo" recovery) or 200 mils, ("complete" recovery).-. The financed"

,1 » y 1foreign aid is likewi.se independent from the implementatibri,'of the plan and .

is composed of the 'fallowing positions: technical assistAn^e (47 mils.),
aid bestowed on thé substructure programmes (10 mils.X and aid' bestowed;
on the new 4 big-.industrial-sohemes (10 mils'.), - 'V - ,

It is the same for the savings and the exported enterprise gross
incomes the amount of which would range about 175 milèv^from the enterprises
(140 mils, for oil as we have seen it and 5 mile., from exported profits by
the foreign çnterprises) and 30 mils, from the'households. The amount of
the latter exports of receipts and capitals rose to 139 mils, in 1963, 40 mils,
of which were for the current savings exported by the aliens, „ Their reduction
in number, specially following the, departure of the French Army allows to

tóx. -... - ~ ^ w .

t -
A'the rëccye^ of''^confidence"' and the new'sfarr .of the èpônoœlc machinery,

exhausting of the sources of those transfers which mainly rise from the.. * ' \ ■ " '

clearances that followed the exodus of the European settlers and at last
the installation of the exchange control (from Autumn 1963). However, /

•it has been supposed that a capital outflow, even illegal, of about 10
mils, would be unavoidable. •
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Thei..reasoning underlying the model consist. accordingly to say that
if. the .treasury public. deficit, is financed by foreign advances the amount
of possible;imports would range, about.450 mil. dinars. Of Course, 'if
such advances are unobtainable, the Algerian government would be led •by^"'
circumstances to reduce its expenditures. Such reduction would create
a parallel reduction of the import■demand and the equilibrium'of the-

, foreign balance .would be performed at an inferior level of the imports,

III.-" The results of the recovery .plan.'') ■ <-Ov " : - -■■■'

The attached general economic tables X and XI depict., within a frame
-, i. . .:: : '■ >;') ■ * ■ \f ■)" ' •••.-• •' ' '•

identical to the one -used to depict the 1963 situation, the structure of the
Algerian economy at the end of the recovery, plan, i.e. in 1968-69 or 70
according as this plan is carried out within 3, 4 or 5 years, in the 2 high
assumptions (implementation-of the maximum targets) or medium (implementation
of the targets of a "5£$'' new raising up of production) the structure of the
overall physics^.- equilibrium, shows the extent and the characteristics of tho :
recovery obtained in tho various retained assumptions: '?

c -■vy.-U' ■

■: i .-iw o.-.;; v?.... ( .i
Production

'•,."1" 'VU 4 Vry.:.'
+ imports
- exports

'Vfiii 4''"' "■Availabilities

•Private consumption

i Public consumption -4'
Grose investments

1963 1968-70 , •

High Assumption Medium Assumption, ;

• j: ,i.

figures Indices. Figures . .Indices,
955 1240 ,,

130 1165 ,12:2 0

336 450
.... -134 4 , ,j 452. 135 • ,v-

360
j 1 .1* J \ •• - v ' :

-.420 +1
931 1240 11 m - U, &K.

744 930
* |t. -, Is ' J

'125
' "

887 119;
103 ■ F 80 78 80

'

78 fm
84 23Ò 275 230 275

'

•>

,><, XI (0 mill. 1963 dinars)
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The raising up of production and exports (primary targets) and that
of investments (induced targets) are accompanied by a more rapid growth
of imports so that the trade balance in the end would be no longer highly
excedentary as it was in 1963. Such surplus is, as in 1957 in Tunisia,
unwholesome and largely rise from the drop of investments (of course
outside the exodus of Europeans) and from the contraction of production.
The new start of economy must rapidly clear that apparently favourable
situation. But it is noticed that as the amount of imports ia independent
or nearly from the implementation of the plan (in the assumption of
foreign advances covering the capital deficit, of course) an important tradeC P.
deficit will appear again should the export targets were not achieved.

The amount of public consumption decreases after the departure of
( 1 )the French 4rmy , as the Algerian government expenditures are restrained

at their present-day level.

The private consumption would then jnorease less rapidly than production
and the lesser as the recovery plan would be correctly carried out. Such
foat plainly shows the effects of the policy of government restraint
(restraint of expenditures) and.of the policy of income distributions i

depicted above. In point of fact, the household incomes would only be at
index 112 in the most favourable assumption and at index 108 in the medium
assumption. The amount of the spontaneous private savings, stil-1 artifidi.ally
swollen up in 1963j by the clearance sales (spontaneous private savings then
represent 16$ of the income), would be reduced at the end of the plan to a
level far more modest and less abnormal (about 5 to 6$ of the income), as
showed by the account of household current receipts and expenditures^^.
(ï) Let us also add that in the 1963 accounts, the expenditures from foreign
embassies are aggregated to the ones of government services, whereas they are
ordered with the household accounts in the 1968-70.
(2) The 1968-70 receipts, and expenditures from embassies included.
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1963

Receipts :

Distributed incomes by
the enterprises

by the services

domestic

(5)Outward incomesv '

Total

Expenditures s

C onsumpti on ^ ^
Service wages

Taxation

Travels abroad

Savings

594

273

50

917

744

25

5

143

1968-70

High •Assumption Medium

Assumption

710

225

5

90

1030

£730
5

35

5

55

667

225

5

90

987

887

5

35

5

55

Thò household savings would enable, with the government advances (5 mis.)
to finance tho normal ex, ■rts of fereignerá' incomes, (20 mis.) with the
(3) Tho social transfers included.

(4) Included within the 1963 amount of 594 mils.

(5)The 1968-70 foreign receipts of embassies included.

(6) The 1963 service wages included. N.
V
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secret exports of profits and modest capitals (10 mie), the rebuilding
of specially the rural housing (20 mils) and the reconstitution of "normal"
available assets (10 mils).

The amount of the objective private consumption, say about 710 mils.
•

.

.. •
in 1963, embassies and French Army exluded, service wages and travels abroad
included, would be in 1968 —70, in the most favourable, 940 mils, (index
132;.' Now between 1963 and 1970 the population would havej. probably
increased from 12 to 15$» if the present trend of emigration must be
maintained. Consequently, there would be left a substantial, increase of" .is it i,Ci

_ \ 'the standard of living. It would be lower in the medium assumption:
1C$ per capita consumption instead of 16$ nearly, in the high assumption.
The designed distribution policy implies that such improvement would
favour lesp exclusively the government leaders and the permanent workers
of the self-managed sector than it has been up to now.

In many fields the recovery plan would achieve results passably noticeable
recovery of the physical level of production and exports, improving of mana^*

gement and of econony self—financing capacity, reduction of the public
deficit, equilibrium of the balance of payments a.t an almost realistic
and reasonable foreign aid level that Algeria may hope, stopping
of capital outflow, etc. . Nevertheless it is not the less true, that' the1-
results would not be veiy brillant on the whole: due to the s till too
high level of public expenditures the financing capacity of Algeria would
remain limited. So Algeria would start the true development period which
should come after that recovery but in mean conditions, by no means better
than those of Tunisia or Morocco. The grave dependence on the rest—of-the-
world in which Algerian Treasury is left, even in the most optimistic
assumption, will probably reduce at a time the de facto political liberty
of the country and the possibility of designing more emphatically the
foreign aid to the long—term economic development.
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All those negative feats would he even more stressed should the plan
was implemented Taut partially. The instable balance which it implies
would be quite put again in question, should the government expenditures
had to go on increasing disorderly or even merely should the necessary

! and profo*nd re-examinatibn of priorities among those expenditures could
not be achieved. So and for that, the recovery plan proposes to Algeria

-an-'uneasy- way, to -which will bo opposed, no doubt, intorosto which', o'ven
though re<7efPQ.y built up, ate not already the less firmly established.
The objective drawbacks implied within the correct implementation of targets
(specialized peifeonnal short-comings especially) have not &lsb to be under-
esteemed. • *•-" x

But that..Is the only possible strategy which we seem we can propose.

Any other way, of apparent easiness, could only lead to imbalances even
more dangerous than those, however exceptionally acute, that--were revealed
by the 1963 Analysis. It would remain of course, to define the pattern of
such ^trategy,";to divide it and transform it into concrete strategic
programmes elaborated at the lowest micro-economic level, in order to
enable an efficient control of the implementation and to withdraw planning
from out of "chanity vows" and general receipts.

II, -"The Ten Year Prospects"; of Tunisia Ç1962—1971) and the first 3 Years

Plan ( 1962-1964). .h ;tl, _..

. ..i ..:r.; .-r . * c.-:-' r\i:. j ~ •' "••• ';
Prom I960, after the short restructuration on period .that immediately

followed independence, the Tunisian government entered the way of economic
planning. The first Tunisian plan which lasts the three civil years 1962,
63 and 64 is included within the framework of "the 10 year prospects" which

S. '.ï !X v ..'J •• ' Î . :;7 - • ' • ' V ' •* ' J" " ]* »

extends as far as to 1.971. Here our purpose is to give a critical appraisal
of those "10 year prospects" and of the ^.-year-plan, before drawing the

(1.•'J. X ;r - -■—.. " ' '

complete appraisement of the recent evolution through ; this first-plan.
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I. - The ten year and, three-year targets of the sociaj and économie--- ---- -

development of Tunisia,

Tunisia development prospects have been submitted to a 10 year
( 1 )projection (1962-1971) which pretends to be at one time exhaustive and

consistent. In addition of targets of structural reform (decolonization}
reabsorption of regional and sectorial imbalances, etc..), the primary
targets of those prospects, expressed in overall economic terms are-threefold:

1) ensure a minimum income of 50 dinars per capita for the most unprivileged
strata, 2) reach such target without having the level of the foreign aid
exceed 50$ of the needed new investments (economic independence targot and

3.) raise the rate of national savings at the . end of those 10 years to 26/0
out of the GDP.

Calculations have been worked out according to which a 6% growth rate
would be at a time necessary to ensure the 50 dinar minimum income without

: p) *:having to glut too much the distribution breakdown and possible for the
fixed level for the domestic savings and the one designed for the foreign aid.

The development plans, the former of which is the 1962.-64 three year-

plan must be included within the frame of those prospects.
• r

•" "■ ' ' i . Ti -Î. ■ : '• • .1». • ••

Our purpose here, before starting dealing with the problems of overall
consistence of the targets and of means laid out by the prospects, and of
their degree of realism, is to give a brief survey of the sectorial programmes -to
which they cojrespond , } 1•

(1) Those year prospects were printed and issued by authorities in 365 pages.
Here we refer to such issue (Tunis 1962?)
(2) A target which, according to the prospects, will be reached in 1974(soo
the report from M. de Bornis at the Conference organized by the U.N. Economic
Council for Africa on the social programmes of Development - Addis -Ababa —

September, 1963).
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Demographic Prospects! ■ Sir°1 :v'Lit. —

As usual, the economic "prospects" are proceeded "by demographic
assumptions.

The present day growth rate of the Tunisia Musiem population is

2.2% per year.The "prospects" are based on the assumption of a gradual
decrease of that rate. The muslém population must grow from 2>-9 million
individuals in 1961 to 4*7 millions in 1971» so that the average growth
rate for the 10 year period would be 1.8^ per year only. That is an

assumption seeming passably optimistic on the possible results of the
family planning. If the present-day rate should be maintained, in 1971
the Musiem population would reach 4-9 million inhabitants.

The planning service at that time made no assumptions as regards the

non-muslems, but here and now their number decreased by 75/& since 1956.
In 1971» their possible/ number will be, as a consequence of that very

feeble, the non-muslem population being in fact reduced to diplomatic
and technical personnels.

Likewise the prospects do not include anticipations relating to the

apportionment of the population between the rural areas and the urban areas.

We should be tempted to propose the.2 limiting assumptions represented by
the following figures: -1-*- •

... . ' - '. ; r _ • 'i . ; ■ . .. or vsi. • ■'
1956 1971 1971

Assumption I Assumption II
(A ) r-f 1

Urban areasv 1,040 1,650 2,5^0
Rural areas 3,090 -ày350 — 2,5UO

Total 4,130 •' -5,000 5,000

,v (Thousands of individuals)

(ï) Centres of more than 10,000 inhabit.ants.
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As may "be noticed, we assume that the 1971 overall population

(muslems and non-muslems) will be 5 million inhabitants, i.e. the
: - • •' . • ! • •: > it tiff 1 ' U •' -

present growth rate will be maintained; which are at least up to now,

largely justified by facts.
.... > ... r -a- :1 »;j; i'v.v / t ' 'v ■ ' • '

In assumption I we imagine the protracting of urbanization at 1946-56
trend (which is 3.1$ per year), which seems to represent the "minimum
urbanization" assumption. In 1971, the urban population would then represent
33$ of the overall population (against 28$ in 1956). In assumption II,
corresponding to a "maximum, urbanization" (6$ per year), the urban population
would gather in 1971 nearly 50$ of the overall population of the country.

The targets of. Agriculture.

The prospects in that field anticipate structural reforms and a series

of action to be carried out in order to.ensure targets of precise production.

The structural reforms, in principle, do not include a redistribution
of prospects. It is only proposed, for the groat northern crop to put the
now farmed 1,500,000 ha together into minimum units of 500 ha each within
a cooperative frame with the government, heir to the colonized lands (700,000
ha), taking part in it. For the southern and central multicrop areas, a plan

; : - I S •; :'V ■ . , ()("}•'xs set in order to gather the 2.150,000 ha cultivated either by working s
cooperatives in the irrigated areas, or in dry farming areas by "light"
cooperatives, the patterns of which are still under etpdy.

..,1 A3 tp the implementation, it includes the usual instruments: reforestration
and soil conservation, rural teaching, crop divertification, credit reorgan-
ization, the creation of a Cooperative Buik and an Agricultural Funds

(for the financing of outfit), ultimately mechanisation within the cooperative
framework.
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Targets of precise production are defined at least for the main

productions, ils to the cereal and cereal rotation (fodders, leguminous
plants, linseed, beet-root, tobacco) it is planned to reduce the crop areas

from 1,950,000 ha to 1,500,000 ha and intensify the kind of agriculture through
the developing of rotation crops and the use of fertilizers, in order to
increase the production of such products from 23 to 53 million constant

dinars). " j

As regards arboriculture (olive-trees, vine, fruits, dates) they
intend to extend the plantations on 430,000 ha in order to increase from

226,000 tons (present-day production) to 350,000 in 1971 and 470,000 tons
in 1985 when the new plantations will reach their,full output. As regards
the fodder production and cattle breeding, the transformation of the present
lands into fodder crops will enable to produce 1,900 million fodder units

against 1,400 million in the present-day.. Parallely a stock farming
intensification is planned (through race improving etc...) and the reduction
of the flock. In value, the production of stock fa.rming will increase from
20 to 27 million dinars.

■„

; ... ,, . . v -si-*:
. ■ !

Ultimately it is planned to increase the area planted in forests of

900,000 ha to 1,150,000 ha and to double the fishing production which will
increase in value from 3.5 to 7 million dinars.

The industrial targets, j ,. i. ...

The structural reforms provide for tunisfication and socialization in
that field: the prevailing of public capitals in the basic sectors is ackno%-

•

. . '.L - '

ledged as necessary ( as composite companies, with the cooperation Of foreign
capitals). But parallely .they do not give up favouring the Tunisian private
capital in the other sectors. . ,

As to production targets, if they are detailed when those anticipated
by the 3 year plan are concerned they remain strongly aggregated in the
prospects.
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In the industrial field, the 3 year plan really proposes a

range of precise schemes - within the sector of mineral extraction,rir

it is designed to increase by 850,000 tons the production of phos¬

phates, to stir up the oil and gas prospecting and maintain at their
true level the production of iron, lead and zinc.

As regards the food industries, a sugar refinery of a production
of 50 to 60,000 tons, the development of canning industries (15,000
ton production to create) and a series of minor schemes (millings,
oil-works, date drying works, dairy productions, etc.).

For the textile industry, it is planned to install, a production
of 1,000 tons for wool (spinning and weaving) and of 3,000 tons for
cotton (likewise spinning and weaving"), as various minor schemes

(jute, knitted goods, etc.). The plan alse provides for the instal¬
lation of various other light industries (lumber, furniture, leather,
etc... ). -

In the sector of chemicals, the main schemes concern the fer¬
tilizers (200,000 tons of super phosphates and 60,000 tons of nitrates),
paper (25,000 tons of rag pulp and 6,000 tons of-papers) and Bizerte
oil-refinery (one million tons), to which are added?..various minor:
schemes (paintings, pharmaceutic products, etc.). As regards the
building materials, it is planned to install a capacity of 130,000
tons more for cement, 50,000 tons for bricks and 6,000 tons for pot¬
tery industries.

In the -iron melting sector, the plan anticipates the installation
of a combine producing 70,000 tons of rolls.

.•..Backwards metallurgy, a plan is set for the mechanics of fitting
out installations (300 lorries', 24,000 bikes and 20,000 transistors),
hardwárd,-' etc. '■
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Beyond 1964* the prospects no longer include concrete schemes
"but only well defined targets in value and by sector.. The volume
added of the. whole Industries-Handicraft-building must increase from

42 to 123 million Dinars and on basis 100 in 1962, the anticipated
indices for 1971 are the following;

. Ores. 130 Mechanic and Iron smelting
industries 24O

Po.o.d industries 270 • i j ...

Textile industries 350 Other industries 275

Chemical industries 550 Buildings and works 490

The targets of trade and services;

-•i The: structural reforms» recommended here, are mainly the copse- 1

quences of foreign trade decolonization; Control of imports and créa-'

tion of a foreign trade Bureau (implying the regrouping of professionals
under government control). As regards the wholesale domestic trade, it
is preconized to gather up the professionals under government control.

The prospects clearly show that there will be no government inter¬

vention in the retàil trade in the exception of the installation of

a few pilot stores. • ;

The target of the economic policy is to reduce by 10% the dis¬
tribution margins. The result would be, that' in spite of the increase
of the treated volume, the shares of trade and services in the gross

domestic product would, remain, unchanged (33% for trade:and 7% for the
other services). . : v. ' r. • ■ ; - a

. . The development targets in the fields of substructure, social
outfit improvement and men's education.

In the field of hydraulic outfit, the prospects are defined in
terms of investments which will rise to 107 million Dinars for the

decade, apportioned as follows; General studies 2.5 millions -
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- - - J, . • •• • ' •

urban water supply 16.6 millions - small agricultural water supply 33.0
millions, - big dams 52.6 millions.

The production of electricity will have to increase from 274 mil¬
lion Kwh in I960 to 9OO millions in 1971 (growth rates 11.4$ per year).

In the field of communications and transports it is anticipated im¬
portant extensions of the railway net-work (which is now 5-860 Kms of
ways) which will cost 9-4 million Dinars for the decade. On the Contrary
the present day situation of the highway net-work (7»550 Kms of macada¬
mized roads, 1,050 Kms of bare gpound roads and 7,000 Kms of tracks) is
.considered as satisfactory and the 10 year-programme remains modest and
anticipates but 15 million investments mainly intended to the big main¬
tenance.

The Harbour development schemes and the creation of a merchant
, !

. 'X • •• ' • ' ■ ' . 'V: • ; : •: , • - •
navy (Cie Tunisienne de Navigation) will amount to 9 million Dinars
for the decade, whereas the aeronautic substructure and the creation of
Air-Tunis will amount to 8 millions. Ultimately the extensions planned
for post-offices, Broadcasting system and Television will amount to
10 millions of investments,;

In the field of Transports, it is anticipated, as for the whole¬
sale trade, the regrouping of private enterprises in one single mixed
Society (the Société Nationale des Transports) in order to ease up
the financing of the park necessary extention, which will represent
soj.aïlC j;.u :.'C c - v.. ■ : .'"ar.v.í.v.a !> :. !
during the decade nearly 2.2 million Dinars. ! • Î.V j "J .1 :

As regards education, the targets are, for primary education,
yncillx.. f&áiinrl .

to increase from 435jOOO pupils in 1960 to 62.7>000 in 1964 (base general
schooling) and 927,000/in 1970 (general schooling) and for the secondary
courses, to enroll 37Í? °f schooled children from the...final year of
the primary school, 2/3 of which into the comprehensive secondary course
and l/3 into the medium course. The aggregate cost of the outfit needed
will rise to 77 million Dinars for the decade.
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The present situation in the field of health seems rather dis¬

quieting (467 Doctors in i960 against 644 in 1954) &nd the prospects
propose to pass from 8,000 to 19,000 Hospital-beds (target; 1 bed for
25O inhabitants), a scheme the aggregate investment cost of which

would be 8. million Dinars.

In the field of housing, the prospects anticipate the direct

building by the government of 150,000 popular housings (cost: 122 million

Dinars) and the one of 25,000 private government helped housings (cost:
50 millions).

Ultimately in the other sociai and governmental fields, the pros¬

pects anticipate programmes for youth and sports, government outfit,
etc., which will amount to 38 million Dinars.

The aggregate efficiency of investments:

Consequently the prospects propose a per annum growth rate of 6$,
distributed between agriculture and the other sectors as follows:

I960 1971 Growth rate ....

Agriculture 80 135 5.0$
Other industries 210 415 6.3$
Total: B.D. P. "290 1 550 ; - -'6.0$

(constant million Dinars).
This result must be reached owing to a volume of net investments

for the 1962 - 71 period amounting to 895 million Dinars, apportioned
as follows:

-Agriculture, fishing, stock farming: 245 millions
-Industry and"Touring 160

-Extractive Industries j 23 d "
-Manufacturing industries 117
-Touring 20

-Substructure 195
-Transports and communications 55
-Hydraulics ànd Énergy 140

-Government and Social development ■■ >; ; j. 295
-Education 77
-Health 8
-Housing 172
-Miscellaneous 38

If

Total 895 millions.
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The net capital output ratio would rise accordingly after the
10 year prdspects, to 3.4. Taking into consideration the deprecia¬
tions (each year equal to the depreciations of the past year aggregated
hy 3$ of the previous year's net investment) which would rise to 280

( ï )millions for the 1962 - 71 decade v \ the gross capital output ratio
would rise to 4.5» - r y -

Such ratio, probably- slightly inferior to thé one of the post-war
years, do not seem to be unfeasible beforehand. Let us add that the

investment calculation has not been globally detérmihëd from considera¬
tions on the capital output ratio but through an earnest study of sec¬
torial programmes. Nevertheless, it will be noticed that the ratio of

productive investments and non-productive investments is nearly the
same.as for the 1947 — 1956 period. Furthermore the production targets
by sector have been themselves formulated from the final demand targets.
The latter in its turn has been determined either outwardly (exports,
government expenditures), or from the demand elasticity ratio (household
consumption). The intermediate consumptions have been determined with

the
. half of an input-output tc-ble and by taking into account the changes

...introduced into the technical ratios by the introduction of new indus¬

tries. So the physical equilibrium(resources and uses of goods and
services) has been very earnestly established by branches, in accord¬
ance with' the classical processes of iteration and appears as consistent.

The method of balancing the general physical equilibrium.
•

•-
.. -, •• i • ' : • i ' •"*&"« í _ o J- •' -*So the working of a 1971 projection - final year of the ten year

prospects - has been the result of a very"close examination of the Plan¬
ning service. It may be found in the prospects themselves as well

. • r - ; - •" jQfj 'A« O ' '■'••• " 'lOvin the contribution of Tunisia at the meeting organized by the UN Econo-
mic Commission for Africa on overall planning in Africa, a circurstan-
, i- _ i.. -, . . f- .f, '"qC I " C"' *■,1'.-" l-'JIiJ'-. i.--'.'.'. ' 1 i'iïciai" description of the methods used for such projection.

(1)+ "Prospects" p. 45." a o-t 0... iio'■ ia.'-.- v: : .

(2) Second part: 'the general development pattern and. its detailed
connections" p. 42 to 67.
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Those methods are themselves closely relatsd to the ones used in

France in the office of financial and economic studies.

The general physical equilibrium is enlarged and established for
"... ; • . 1 , J . ■ ' ' • ... "

nearly 160 products or groups of: products.

We started from a final consumption target of households corres¬

ponding to a minimum income of 50 Dinars per capita. With the help of
immediate information on the consumption elasticities, a first sketch
of the commendable 1971 private consumption was established (for given

.vital, prospects). The government consumption represents an outward datum
determined from various considerations on the government targets, es¬

pecially in the social fields (Education, Health, etc.). Likewise,
a first sketch of the exports is given outwardly. Then are determined

simultaneously, partly with the help of an input-output table: the pro¬

ductions, the intermediate consumptions, and the imports.. The use of
table is not systematic. The technical ratios are modified in order to
take into account the new industries. The products to be exported are

carefully examined because their domestic output -may not seem to be

.envisaged at this degree of development. . .As the productions ar'e calcu¬

lated in such a way, the needed investments for each branch are .deter¬
mined.from sectorial capital output ratios jid from the analysis of con¬

crete schemes. The government investments are determined outwardly by
the government targets.

Thus is obtained a first roll of figures defining general equili¬
brium pattern. Such equilibrium characterized by certain growth rates
of production and consumption, of domestic savings and foreign subsidies
did not quite correspond, of course, to the plan targets (50 Dinar mini-

( 1 )
mum income, foreign aid inferior to ^Cffo of the net. investment and
national accrual rate equal to 26% of the 1971 gross domestic product).

(ï) Let us recall that they were obliged to renounce to reach that
target in 1971, and that they postponed the term up to 1974-
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Then ; they "balanced, through successive approaches always using the
same methods until they reach the required results.

The best quality of the work comes from the intelligent and mbderate
use of the mathematic instruments (especially of the input-output table)
and from the concrete examination of the implications of the obtained

equilibrium for each product. So they always kept "clinging" to reality
and do not alight up to the high mathematic spheres which have no real
significance at the present stage of problems. Ultimately, such work
did not require a strong mathematic effort, but much economic touch.

II - A GENERAL 1971 ECONOMIC PROJECTION;

Sad the 10 year prospects furnish a detailed physical equilibrium
projection (general and sectorial) for 1971. Such projection had been
worked out on base 1957» the only one which could be obtained at the
time. Now, as we noticed it, the year 1957 is unfortunately of very
little significance. The working out of detailed 1960 accounts enabled
us to project again such projection on a new base, much more steady.
On the other hand, in the working out process of "prospects", the em¬
phasis had been laid upon the physical equilibrium (resources and uses
of goods and services). The problems brought about by distribution
and financing could not have received so much attention. Now, during
the 1963 summer, we had been led to work out detailed accounts of i960
financial transactions and to closely■examine the significance of the

"financing model" from 1953'to i960. So we could henceforth complete
the work achieved by the Planning Commission in the field of the ana¬

lysis and projection of distribution and financing.

The method which we followed includes accordingly 2 separate phases:

In a first phase we started the "renovation" of the general equilibrium
of resources and of uses of goods and services. On that point, we have
kept the main results of the previous works: target growth rate of 6%
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ratio of the exports in relation to the GDP, gross fixed investment
rates. The best quality of the work on prospects which led us to

those results freed us from all added effort. Anyway, on that res¬

pect it is still difficult to do far better today than yesterday, as

the advances in the matter of statistics were not yet sufficiently

noticeable. Once the results of the agricultural survey is known,
and a survey of the handicraft trade and industrial firms drawn up ^ ^
it will be possible, perhaps to plan to resume the work, according
to the same method. Nevertheless the projection has been corrected
on a point where it was very weak: the government consumption.

In a second phase we started the drawing of a "detailed financing
and distribution pattern. On that point, indeed, the "prospects" are

extremely weak. Any general physical equilibrium impliòitly includes
a financing and distribution model; the question is to make that
model clear in order to realise whether the significance it includes
is consistent and realistic.

If it is not like that, that means that the physical equilibrium
itself must be re-examined. By making the financing and distribution
model clearer, we better realise all the conditions included within
the apparently.consistent model of the physical equilibrium. Such
work in the prospects had been hastily carried on and a general eco¬

nomic table had been drawn up. But the accountable consistence of

this table was nearly its single virtue. That is ;w]ay we have been led
to draw up again a new projection starting from the 1960 accounts and

the i960 financing model which we had worked out. As we shall see,

the detailed model of distribution and financing brings out into bold

relief the characteristics probably unrealistic of some prospect
ri jT S r ; r •" * : - * ■ ■ ' . . •. . :

targets.

'

j' .. ... y • ■, ■ ; •: "• -r, .1 -:t ,|

(1) The consumption sample survey is less due to Mr: Chalak's re¬
markable work, who could take profit, with great command, out
of the now obtainable data to calculate sufficiently precise
elasticities.
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A. - The renovation of the physical projections
I

The results of our work are summed up in the following table.

Resouroes :
I

Gross domestic production
. Enterprises

USJ.ij U ...

. Households

. Government services
- Imports

Total

1960 1971
(1) Prospect projection

(2)

27.8 )
11.8 (

- )
84.6

374.2
s. .

461.O

122.2

583.2

Index

Our projection (3)/(2)
(3)

520.9

14.8
itOi'-.

7.4

158.8

701.9

118

130

Uses ;

- Pinal consumption:

. Private 257.8

. Government 23.1
- Financiallinstitutions1

consumptions 0.5
- Gross fixed investments

Enterprises 23.5
Households 4-1
Financial institutions 0.3

Government 20.4
- Stocks - 8.1
- Exports 52.6

329.5

5.5

69.2

87.7

91.4

374.7

31.3

0.9

73.2

7.7

0.6

103.0

3.3

107.2

121

118

118

118

(1) Current millions of Dinars. After the i960 accounts.
(2) Prospect projection: 1957 value millions of Dinars.
(3) I960 value millions of Dinars.
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As we may notice, the "renovation" - which is a background change -

is, after all, more intricate than a mere rule-of-three; the index

(3) / (2) is not the same for all the positions of the general physical
equilibrium.

The gross domestic production;

We have kept the 6% rate from 1$62 but for the years 1960-61, we
have retained the real possible 2.5$ rate. Then the production had been

apportioned between the enterprises, the households and the government
services. The figures 14.8 and 7.4 millions represent the rent-value
of housings which are households' property and government services'

respectively. The high level of the latter figure evinces the effects
of the ambitiotjfl programme of public housing buildings assumed by
the government and anticipated by the "prospects".

The fixed gross investments

Their volume has been raised up as the one of production (index
118). That means that the prospect capital output ratios have been

maintained, as well as the structure of programmes (especially their
distribution between the productive sectors and the government services).
The figure 7»7 millions relating to the households' investments cor¬

respond tó the building of private housings.

The exports ;

They have also been 'revised up in the same proportions as the

production (index 118) which means that the prospect export rates
have been maintained.

The government services' consumption;

Within the "prospects" the figures retained (5.5 millions) does
not include the consumptions of social services (Education, Health, '■
etc.,) because they have been accounted at their value (consumption
of goods and services plus cost in wages and social charges) as private
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consumptions. We move hack in our projection to classical methods
of presenting government consumptions. Our projection is based on the
assumption that the current expenditures from the Tunisian government
will increase as the production (index 118) whereas the ones from
foreign embassies would increase by jfo per annum.

In other respects, it was not a secret that from 1963 the French
military base at Bizerte would be withdrawn.

Current expenditures of government services s

1960 1971 Index

Tunisian government services 74.5 140.0 188
Foreign embassies 6.4 9»1 142
French military bases 14.6 0.0 -

95-5 149.1 157
(Millions of Dinars)

That gives us on the whole for the current expenditures from
local and foreign government services the index 157 which we apply to
each of both elements of which the current expenditures are composed

» » .

stricto sensu.

i960 196O 1971" Indices
corrected (2)

Consumption of goods and. ...
services 23.1 20.0 31.3 157

'• it.I. J .! J. , : ' X Í-

Wages and social charges 54-6 47.3 74.0 157

(ï) The figure of the current expenditures of the i960 Tunisian
government services (at that time, there is already no foreign
services save for the embassies and the French Army) was obtained
from the 1960 accounts according to the following motion:
Aggregate expenditures ....................... 98» 9 millions
Minus: self-outfit -10.4

inward transfers -I6.8
Plus: Technical Assistance + 2.8

Aggregate service expenditures ........ 74.5 "
(2) i.e. Service self-outfit reduced.
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As regards the "other current expenditures" they do not follow
the same law of proportion. The explanations relating to the methods
used for their projection will "be found later on in the distribution
model.

The significance of the first of those assumptions (which is
that the current expenditures from government services must not increase
more rapidly than the production) must be strongly stressed. That is
a government restraint policy justified by the effort to be implemented
and the classical considerations brought about by the scrutiny of the

past. It is necessary, of course, to examine very closely w;hether such
assumption fits.

The government's targets determined outwardly. We must chiefly
fear that the programme of ambitious substructure should create recur¬

rent expenditures which outreach the possible anticipations of our

assumption. In such case, 2 series of measures should be taken s first,
as a matter of fact, the reduction of the government costs (new govern¬

ment methods to define) and then the possible reduction of the govern¬

ment programmes themselves.

The Imports;

We could not here raise up the imports as we did for the exports
in the same proportion as the production. Indeed, the prospect target
is not defined in terms of trade deficit but in terms of current foreign

deficit (the foreign aid must not exceed 50% °f the amount of net in¬
vestments). Wow the invisible elements of the current balance do not
evolve forcibly as the elements of the trade balance.

The distribution model retained for our projection, is established,
as wc shall seo later, as followss
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'Current foreign expenditures ■

;o <-!o ::x imports

Profits

Dividends

Varied transfers

Government expenditures

.Touring, Head office
charges, etc.

Total

Current foreign revenues!

Exports
Profits

Varied transfers

Foreign embassies
Touring

Total

Current deficit

158.8 millions

9.0

3.3

1.9

5.5 "

7.0

185.5

107.2 »
1.0

1.0

9.3

15.0

x't

•••133.5

52.0

That current deficit is covered "by the net foreign aid which
includes, as we shall see later, the following elements:

v,<t x

J e

Technical Assistance

Public aid (new loans and
donations)

Private capitals- ■

al Gross forfeign aid

Minus : Returns

= Ret foreign aid

3.0 millions
(•

'4.2.0

15.0 r"
60.0 "

8.0 »

52.0

j'l ::

M!

Taking into account the expenditures from foreign-embassies in
Tunisia (9.3 millions), the gross foreign capital and foreign aid
flow would rise to 69.3 millions in 1971, i.e. nearly 50$ of the net

(. 1 )
investments (14O millions) ).

7J) According to the "prospects" (p. 45), in 1971, for an amount of
156.9 million gross investment, the net investment would rise to
116Í0 millions - the rule of three gives accordingly 140 mil^°"
net investments in the new projection (gross investsments: 188.8
million).
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The imports have heen determined through balancing in order to
fit in such conditions to the self-development target (maximum of
acceptable foreign aid). We shall notice that the imports calculated
in such a way are at index 130 in relation to the "prospect" projection,
whereas the exports are at index 118.

We have isolated it in our detailed projection because, as for
i960, our detailed general economic table isolates the accounts of
financial institutions from the ones of enterprises. We have chosen
as an index for such consumption - of very little importance - the one
of production (188).

The Stocks:

Very little attention had been given to the stocks in the pro¬
jection of "prospects". In order to calculate the "necessary" increase
in the stocks, we take our-stand on to a "regular" prospect, i.e. we
do not mention tne r.pp.ar-oivt conunctural motions always possible. 'We consido
that "normal" stocks correspond to 3 months of foreign trade (imports
plus exports) and that they must accordingly increase from 34 millions
in I960 to 62 millions in 1971, what means that the "normal" pattern
of increase of stocks being 5• 1$ per year, the "normal" stock increase
in 1971 should be 3.3 million Dinars.

The private consumption;

Obtained through balancing, such consumption seems to be in re¬
lation to the prospect projection at index 114 only. In reality com¬
parison is only possible between the 2 projections for the whole of
public and private consumptions, the latter having been treated dif¬
ferently in the 2 projections.

)
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The significance of the new obtained, general physical equilibrium:

The different equilibrium are established as follows (ml Dinars);

1960 1971 1971 Index índex Index

(1)
..I II 2/1 3/1 5/4

: ai." • (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Production 289 461 542 160 187 118

Importations 85 122 159 143 187 130

Total 374 583 701 - - -

Private, consumption 258 330 375 ) 120 ) 145 ^ 121-
Public " 23 -6 31 ( ( (L'i a

Gross investments 40 157 189 392 472 120

Exports 53 91 107 172
•1 Í ï

202 118

As we may., see., .the 1971 new equilibrium is different1 from the.

ohe of "prospects" (not .to mention the fa.ct that all the figures in

II have been inflated by 18$ in relation to the ones of I! because of

the background change) only by the fact that the imports are, in
relation to assumption I, increased by 9Í° (index 5/u^d.er 4 x 118 = 109).
The overall government and private consumption is higher than the one

of assumption I but by 2% (index 5/index 4 x 118 = 102). There is
i (1 )

no change for the other positions (imports and fixed investments
i ' '

which increase like production - index 5/indes 4 x 118 = 100).
We may wonder whether the changes included within projection II

in re lation - to---pro-jeo tion I—do not-jeopardize the whole equilibrium.
A reduction of the private consumption and of the imports by 15 .millions
would ensure the full similarity of projections I and II. But in such
case the foreign aid needed, likewise reduced by 15 millions, woi^ld
represent no longer than 39^ °T "the nel investments: the 'feelf-^develop¬
ment" target would be achieved before 1971.

(ï) Prospect projection
(il) Our projection
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• 'Such nominal possibility., seemed..,to us. to. be highly .optimistic,
as we know, as the financing model analysis will show, even with a
foreign aid equal to 50/> of the net investments, in 1971 the volume
of the domestic savings needed already seems to largely outcash the
capacities of the system. For greater reason if that foreign aid is
reduced. So did we prefer "to force" a little on the imports. But
of course it would remain to accurately analyse the reaction that
would be created by such increase on the production of the various
branches, etc... For the time being, unless important improvements
be achieved in statistics, it would be useless to hope to obtain more
than an illusory accuracy of such re-examination of the overall.

Analysis of the physical equilibrium) per branch - after all, 15
I 1 v .

millions do represent but 2% of the availabilities, and the accuracy
on the technical ratios and the demand elasticities is not as such as
we could hope to eliminate now, such a slight margin of uncertainty.

In relation to 1960 the 1971 features are given in the following
table (currency ml. Dinars):

1960 1971 Indices Growth'rates

Productions 289 542 187
4 5.9*

Imports 85 159 187 5.9?o

Total 374 701 - -

Private consumption 258 375 140 3.1/0 ..

Public consumption 23 31 1.35 2.8/0

Gross investments 40 189 472 15.O/0

Exports << 53 107 202 6.6/0
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The pattern is characterized by a very strong growth of the
investment which increases from 14$ ^ to 35% of the production (a
rate not easily met with in history) and in the same time by the
decrease of foreign liabilities, the exports increasing more rapidly
than the imports, the trade deficit being gradually shortened from
3.6 to 7.4$ pf the availabilities

So the equilibrium is possible"only in the case of a very strong
increase of the domestic saving effort - whereas productivity (the
per capita production) increases by 4$ per. year, the actual per capita
consumption increases but by.1$ : 3/4 of productivity profits are

thus saved/ It is that very high increase of the domestic saving
effort that the financing and distribution pattern model bring into
relief and which to us seems beforehand to exceed the hopes aroused

by the system.

B. The distribution model;

A circumstancial general economio table, as closer as possible
to the one we drew up for 1960, enables us to bring into relief the
changes that interfered in the financing and distribution model. We
give in the lines that follow rapid indications on the methods of
production which enabled us to draw up that table. ' '

■ ' '
■ ■' <.... . 1 :v, .. ( .■ I oJ'

Wages. Contribution and Social Allowances:U 1 ! ;i ; n

As we already know that the target is to get a strong domestic
savings, we define the possible distribution policy: restraint, i.e.
restraint of. incomes distributed at the utmost in order to increase

ay-';, ru >. 1 1

the profits of the enterprises and thus to enable the highest self-
financing.. So the index to be reached for the wages paid by the

; • • ■ ■ ! k1"* ' " •'

(ï) 17.4^ with self-outfit included.
(2) Availabilities = Production + imports - exports. (

■' ■ 1 ' * "... /1 )
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enterprises at 160 s 140 so as to face the increase of the labour
(1)force , and 115 for the increase of the actual per capita wages

against 187 the production index and 150 the productivity increase.
And so, 23% only of the productivity profits are distributed to

wage-earning workers.

Then we easily obtain the line "wages and social contributions"
of the general economic table (million Dinars):

Wages (contributions included) 1960 1971 Index
" paid by enterprises 68.1 109.0 160
" " " financial

institutions 1.3 2.1 160
" government ser- (2)vices 54.6v ' 74.0 135
" households

(servants) 4.0 5.6 140

Total ' 128.0 190.7 150

The volume of government servie,e wages has already been determined.
The one of,servants' wages is at the same index as the private consump¬

tion (140). As regards the breakdown of wages between the amount paid
to the households (real wages) and the contributions paid to the govern¬

ment services, the 1960 proportion have been raised up-by 25$ corres¬

ponding to the targets of the govern ent's social policy, which enables
to settle the following figures (ml. Dinars):

I960 1971 Indices

(ï) Real wages 120.6 176.8 145

(2) Contributions 7.4 13.9 188
$ (2) / (1) 6.1$ 7.9$ 125

(ï) Index higher than the one of the population (124) in order to
take into account the modernization of the modes of production,
(see further).

(2) Including the wages paid for the self-outfit of government ser¬
vices.
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Likewise, as regards the subsidies paid by the enterprises and
government services, the latter's proportibn has been raised up in
relation to the wages (wages paid by the enterprises for the subsidies
directly paid by the enterprises and the aggregated amount of wages
for the subsidies paid by the governmental systems of social security )
by 25ior which lends to the following figures:

1960 1971 Indices
( 1 )

Subsidies from enterprises 4.5 9.0 200
" " financial /.\

institutions 0.1 0.2 200
government\£

■tri r*/^cs ' '
iser-

1 a
vices 11.2 20.8 186

Total 15.7 90.00 192
(million Dinars)

Profits and Insurance:

In order to evaluate the profits and insurance paid by the en¬
terprises and the firiancial institutions we choose the production
index (187). As to the profits paid by the government services to the
rest of the world, their volume depend on the one of the foreign lia¬
bilities for Tunisia. As the approximate amount of the foreign loans
received from 1960 to 1971 must rise to 300 million Dina-rs nearly -(the
balance of the foreign aid is supposed to be supplied through donations),
at the average rate of 3$>, that determines a charge of profits of about
9.6 millions in 1971.

As regards the profits paid by the households for the loans to
building, the amounts of loans of the year 1971 having to be 50 mil¬
lions, at the rate of 5$>> that makes a profit-change ; of 2.5 millions
that we assume to have been paid completely at 0.4 million, to the

(1) Ratio subsidies / wages paid, raised up from 6.6 to 8.. 3$ (index 125)
(2) Ratio subsidies / wages paid raised up from 8.7 to TO.9% (index 125).
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government (i960 figure) arid at 2.1 millions to the financial Insti¬

tutions specialized in such a kind of operations. For the life in¬

surance subsidies, we take the index 200 (higher than the private

consumption index which is I40).

The profits paid by the rest of the world to Tunisia for her

exchange reserves situated abroad will decrease like the exchange
reserves and will sag down from 1.6 to 1.0 millions.

For the profits received by the enterprises and households, we

choose the production under (187)• We determine by balance the assets
of financial institutions (received insurance and profits).

Paid profits and insurances I960 1971;' Indices

By the enterprises 2.7 5.1 187
" " financial institutions 0.7 1.3 187
» " government services 0.7 9.0 1280
" " households ( 0.2

( 0.2
( 2.5
( 0.4

( 1250
( 200

" " rest-of-the-world 1.6 1.0 83

Total 6.2 19.3 -

Received profits and insurance:

By the enterprises• 0.2 0.4 187
" " financial institutions 5.1 9.1 177
" " government services 0.4 0.4 100

" households 0.2 °.4 187
" " the rest-of-the-world 0.3

, ... 9.0 3000

; The Dividends:

We first determine the dividends and the shares paid by the en-

terprises which would increase from 3.2 millions in I96O to 18.2 mil-
lions in 1971 (index 600). The calculation assumes that the pattern
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of the finanûjriio - of the ..enterprise investments has "been drawn from
I960 to 1971. Out of about 5OO millions of investments, it is as¬
sumed that 30Ò will be supplied by self-financing and outfit subsidies
and 200 by the financial market." At the ratio" rate of 5$ that determines
10.0 added dividends paid in 1971 to which are added 5.0 millions of
profits of the government trading companies (possible consequence of
the measures following the partial nationalization of the foreign trade
and of the wholesale trade). That gives the aggregated over-estimation
of 15 millions.

The dividends paid by the rest of-the world (for the private foreign
assets), will probably disappear with the departure of the European set¬
tlers. ~ —a_

. _ ! K j

As to positions which would profit by the dividends, their distri¬
bution in relation to the contributions to the issues would roughly be

• ; V ■ • ... ■ / •; - -, ,. ; • y •'
as follows?

Enterprises (l/8 of the contribution) 1.6 millions
Financial institutions (î/8'bf the contri¬

butions) 1.7 " (1 )
Government services (1/4 of the contributions) 3.3 "
Households (1/4 of the contributions) 3.3 "
Rest-of-the-world (1/4 of the contributions) 3.3 "

Total 13-2 "

Hence the table (in i960 million Dinars);

Dividends paid 1960 1971 Indices
By the enterprises 3.2 18.2 600
By the rest-of-the-world 0.3 - -

Total 3.~5" ~ 18.-2 -

(1) To which are added 5.0 millions of profits from the government
trading enterprises.
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Dividends receiveds • j\ 1960 1971 . Indices

By the-enterprises , i. .1.7 : 1.6 100

By the financial institutions - ; ; 1.7 "

By the government services 8.3 r r.,,: "

By the Households : h 1.2 3.3o 270

By the rest-of-the-world 0.6 3.3 rr v 550 -... .

The individual entrepreneurs' incomes : '
it■

.. - ■. ' .

The operating gross output is calculated through the balance of
the operating account which appears for the whole of the enterprises

and financial institutions as follows (mis. Dinars);

Assets ; 1960 1971 Indices

hi -ï i
a Productionv v 277.3 520.0 )

'•> ' f ' 1 8*7
Profits, insurance 5.1 9« 1 >

Operating subsidies 3.5 6.8 195

Total : r.:- .»■ .285.9 525,9

Uses S : - -'A • : 0
——■- ' J \\ •

.

Wages, contributions, sub- . .

sidies 74.0 120.4 )
Profits, and insurance 3.4 6.4 \ " ^4-
Indirect taxation 50.7 84.6 167
Balance; operating gross

incomes; \ 157.9 324,6 .j 206

ThelOLpferating subsidies arid the indirect taxation are determined

in accordance with targets of economic policy (needs of the government
V «-■ ■ :';K- " : - !•: vfi

to ensure, the financing, etc. J depicted further on.

So the operating gross eutput (gross profits) increase more

(1) With, the deduction of the financial institutions' intermediate
consumption.
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than production wages arid the indirect taxation. Their use is summed

up by the appropriation account of the whole enterprises and financial

institutions which appears ..-as follows (ml. Dinars): ! \ V

Assets : i960 1971 Indices

Operating gross output 157.9 324.6 206

Profits and insurance, divi¬
dends and shares 1.9 3.7 195

Balance subsidies 0.4 1.0 25Ò
a;/■. ■

160.2 329.3 -

Uses:

Dividends and shares 3.2 18.2 600

Direct taxes 11.4 47.3 415

Various distribution opera¬
tions 2.6 3.5 135

Incomes of individual entre¬

preneurs 133.3 226.2 170

Non-distributed incomes 9.6 34.1 355

The balance subsidies and the direct taxes are supplied through

the projection of government services (see above) (1)

So there remains a balance which represents the individual entre¬

preneurs' income and the non-distributed incomes which may be assimi¬
lated to the post gross profit. We willingly fix the share of the
individual enterpreneurs' incomes at index 170 in order to obtain the
maximum of possible self-financing (non-distributed incomes at indea

•355). That index means that the whole profits from individual
entrepreneurs' productivity are distributed. Indeed, the production

(1) See also further the projection of various operations of distri¬
bution.
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is at' index 18? and the number of the economically active population
at index 124, consequently the average productivity at index 1-50
(187/124). We assume otherwise that the increase of productivity is
the same for the wage earning population and for the individual .entre¬
preneurs,- :...

We assume finally that the distribution of the economically ac¬
tive population will be roughly as follows:

... — .. ....1.960 1971 Index of the
of the labour force

Wage earning population *" 25/^^ 28% 140
Individual entrepreneurs 75^ 72$ 118__

Total ' 100$ 100$ " 124
'

: ' 1 j w "

If the index of the aggregated wages must be at 160 as we.saw

it, of which 140 in order to face the labourforce increase and 115
(160/140), for the increase of the real per capita wages (approx. 23$
of productivity profits), by balance we obtain the index of the indi¬
vidual entrepreneurs' aggregated income (170), 118 of which designed
to face the labour force increase and 145 (170/l18), for the increase
of the per capita real wages which corresponds to almost the whole
profits from productivity. Of course, a strong proportion of the
increase of the individual entrepreneurs' incomes will have, to be
saved in order to finance the investments of the individual entrepre¬
neurs. The significance and the means of economic policy to be defined
'in ; order to. obtain such a result will be. .explained later on.

Let us notice at last that the distribution of the retained in¬
comes (excluding the financing by the individual entrepreneurs) between
the entreprises and the financial institutions, thus determined, changes
from I960 to 1971 as follows (ml. Dinars)": ~ "

(2) Approximately 500,000 wage earning population for an aggre¬
gated economically active population of nearly 2 millions
(M. Durand's figures).
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I960 1971 Indices

Non-distributed incomes

Enterprises 7.1 28.2 400
Financial institutions 2.5 5-9 235

Taxation :

As the target is to finance very important public investments,
we define the only possible policy: the maximum increase of the fi¬
nancial charge compatible with the system o^ing to a deep taxation
reform to be studied and determined. Provisionally, before such study
is carried out, it is proposed to maintain the present rates- of in¬
direct taxation and the doubling of those from direct taxation. The
present day rates of the indirect taxes, which are 35% on the imports
and 7.7% of production, which seem to be the highest levels, would
give the following receipts (ml. Dinars):

I960 1971 Indices

Indirect taxations

On imports 29.3 44.6 153
Other indirect duties 21.4 40.0 ■_ 187

Total 5O.7 8476 167

The raising-up of the direct taxation on the profits from the
enterprises (assumption of a doubling of the rates which would in¬
crease from 7.3 to 14.6 of the enterprise gross output) would give
the following receipts:

196Oï 11.4 millions
1971: 47.3 " (index 415)

As regards the direct taxation on the household incomes the
rates of which are also doubled, increasing from 4.1 to 8.2$, of the
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amount of wages and incomes"õí the individual entrepreneurs, they
would give the following receipts! - j

1960: 10.4 millions

1971 s 3Ó.8 " (index'344)

The aggregated financial receipts will be at index-2-30;,-™ The

current expenditures being at index"443j that will enable the with¬
drawal of a strong public saving, which must increase from 15-4 to

57.4 millions (index 370). r

The government subsidies;

. For the subsidies to households, the i960 volume is maintained,
i.e. 6.0 millions, which corresponds to a policy of restraint.

As regards the balance and operating subsidies, they would be
at index 200, as consequence of the aid needed by the new deficitary

enterprises. Of course, the significance of such a figure should be

defined, in terms of the different schemes. The war damages must

disappear before 1971»

The other operations of distribution;

For the various transfers "(of very little importance) the i960
figures have been kept unchanged.

The outward expenditures of the Tunisian government services

would be at index 1-5,0 corresponding to an amount of 5-5 millions in
■ ' * ' • 1 . < ■ :. "jl O

1971> whereas the expenditures in Tunisia of the foreign services

(limited to the embassies) would amount to 9»3 millions in 1971> as
: • it I »• ' % f Í ; . •'

we saw it.
' ■' y. " • "J ?» . ; 4

The receipts for touring in Tunisia must increase from 3 mild acts

(present day receipts) to 15 millions in 1971? according to the targets
of competent services. On the other hand the expenditures from Tuni¬

sians for travels abroad must be reduced from 9*8 millions to 5.2 mil¬
lions in 1971 in consequence of the imigration of European settlers.
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At last, the service foreign aid, reduced to the cost of the
Technical Assistance, would remain almost unchanged (3.Q in 1971
against 2.8 in i960).

C - The financing model:

And here is now how we elaborated this financing model.

The retained incomes and the financing by the individual entre¬

preneurs ?..

The amount of the enterprises will rise to 76.5 milliqns which
we propose to finance according to the rough figures?

Self financing:
retained incomes 28.2 millions )

- (
Financing by the individual ) 50$

enterpreneurs 10.0 "
Foreign capitals 15-0 " 20$
Monetary and financial markei^^ 23.3 " 30$

Let us recall that the share of the self-financing represented

30$ of the fixed investments, the one of the foreign contributions
— ' - • •- I JL i ■ '..

12$ (allocated as short-term loans). The target of 50$ of self-
financing in terms of which has been defined the distribution model
represents, a high level which must not exceed, which after all would
be quite uneasy.

The saving intended, to the financing of their investments deduced
(10 millions)', the net incomes from the individual entrepreneurs will
be at index 164 in relation to i960 118 -of; which in order to
face the increase of the labour force and 138 (164/II8) for the in¬
crease of the real per capita non re-invested income (3/4 of the

ç \ .'l'A . ■

profits from productivity;.

(1) Including the contributions by Treasury.
(2) I96O: 133.3 millions minus 1.0 million = 132. 3 mis.

1971 : 226.2 " 10.0 " =216.2 "
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So why on earth whereas the wage earning workers receive 1/4
of the profits from productivity, the individual entrepreneurs are
allowed to receive 3/4? Probably because a main part of the lowest
incomes are individual entrepreneurs'. If we want to tend towards
the target of, the minimum incote of 50 Dinars" those minor entrepreneurs
(minor peasants, craftsmen, oto.. ) must bellowed,t^ek,oop al&cct ijlcir whole
produbtivrty profits. But of course, it does also, .exist among, the
lowest incomes - inferior to 50 Dinars - a huge mass of wage earners

especially agricultural which are among the most under privileged
in the country. But also, we must acknowledge that the wage earners,
notably the latter, will have to undergo more sacrifices than the
entrepreneurs, chiefly the most favoured among them, because in a

.. »-• "Hi ■ vTf X

system based on private property, it is easier to restrain the wages
than to control the enterprise incomes. An argument of realism, in¬
deed, but that we must not leave aside. An alternative to that pro¬
bably does not exist within the system. A more equalitarian distri¬
bution is possible only if we suppress the distinction wage earners -

entrepreneurs, i.e. by regrouping all the workers inside a system
I-J ... . .. , ... . .. 1 !*-■■». . .

of cooperative like the KOLKHOZES or the cooperative units in CHINA.
Then it is probably possible to puncture more emphatically that rural
mass and scatter the charge - heavier - according to a more equalitarian
way. But as Tunisia has rejected such option, the after-effect of
that fundamental choice is that the puncture on the profits having
a rather low original height, the only alternative consists in the
increase of taxation,, ("forced" or public saving), which itself has
unfortunately rather limited copes.

The public saving ("forced") and the foreign aid;

The government investments will rise, to 103 millions in 1971,
and which we intend to finance as follows:
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Public savings 57.4 raillions, 56%
— ■: • c . : ., ; v ....

Outfit foreign aid. (net) 34.0 " 33%
Advances from financial and)

monetary market A.: ■ 11.6 " 11$
The amount of the public savings has already been defined

by the distribution model and appears at the appropriation account"
balance of the government services which appears as follows: (million

- * ÏS<: " V

Dinars):

Uses: I960 1971 Indices
'). ■ f 1 \

Service expenditures 104.1 155.0 148
Government service savings 11.7 57.4 490

Total II5.8 213.0 -

Assets : j-,T

Local assets ^^ 9,2.8 200.7 218
Foreign ass^jfc? intended to ^

foreign services 20.2 9«3 46
•

« v ' . ' • ■ : ; , ÍV

Service — foreign aid 2.8 3.0 108
Likewise, the highest level of the outfit foreign aid has been

fixed since from the start. It would rise to 49 m4« Dinars apportioned
as follows : " —

Public capitals: new loaná 42.0 mis
minus returns 8.0 "

Private capital 15.0 "

The household savings and the contribution of the financial
and monetary local market:

The distribution policy which has been selected, forces the

(1) Lato sensu, i.e. goods and servicres,"wages, -transfe-r»-.
(2) Production from government servicès, taxation, para taxation.
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household to save on a considerable extent as shown by the appro-
ff

. «

priation account which appears as follows (ml. Dinars):
i960 1971 Indices

Assets : ! '• ijlchfu
Production and distributed

inc'omes 293.9 474.5 160

Uses :

Consumption ^ """ 273.8 .390.0 143
Direct taxes 10.4 36.8 '' 354
Savings 9.7 47.7 490

There is indeed, no doubtone of the major shortcomings of
the "prospects"":' ' Those targets, -in fact, suppose a strong spontaneous
private saving (the Soviet or Chinese options of forced community
savings have been excluded), which is opposed to the target of ana-
lizing the distribution (minimum of 50 Dinars). Will the propensity
of the households to saving be able to increase from 3.3^ to 10.1% ?
If that was possible, it would be then easy to draw up the pattern
of the financial and monetary market.

The pattern of the financial and monetary market:

The table below gives the results of our effort to elaborate a

pattern of 1971 financial and monetary market, in the assumption of
a spontaneous private saving which would reach the required level.

(3) Including the servants' wages, the touring expenditures, e$Ci..
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! • U S E S ' i TOTaLJ • - A > S S . E;îî'"S •-

Enter-:Fin„

prises slnst
Gov.

Trea¬

sury

House¬
holds

Rest
pf

thé
world

Enter-:Fin.

prises slnst.
Gov.
Serv.

&
Trea-

sury

House-s
holds

Rest
of

the
world

Goods investments 76.5 0.6 103.0 7.7 | !
Gross savings

/

)
)

Retained incomes
/

) 28.2 s 5-9

Financing by indivi¬
dual enterprises

10.0
/

) 10.0 s

Public savings

Spontaneous
Household Saving

/

)
<

)
)

(.£
57.4

47.7

Foreign aid ;j0 v,
(external deficit) 8.6 57.»

/

)
)
)
)

!

:
15.0 s . 42.0 8.0

49.0

Financial aid

Monetary market- '•

/

)
)
) (

. ff.

Life insurance 0.4 )
\

(
f

Currencies 6.0
- 10.2 >162

>

; 16.2 ~

Bank advances 9.8 98 9.8 s

Treasury bonds
and public liabi¬

lities
14.5

1w0
10.2 247

1.0
8.-. : ! :

24.7
1.6

Personal assets 12.1 10.2 223 . 19.5s 2.8

Total 82.5 24.9 124.1 48.7 57.0 82.5s24.9 124.1 48.7 57.0
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In order to elaborate such model, we started from the household
savings (47-7 mis.), increased hy the aid received from treasury fox

the, building (1.01 mis), the uses of which would be apportioned as

follows s . . ;■ M i '

Investments (Housing) .

Financing-by individual entrepreneurs--- -

Life Insurance s V . ?
i « '• j <É

Balance >

7.7 millions

10.0 "

0.4

30.6

•V:.X

There remains an available balance (30.6 millions), that we may

assume to be shared/in three equal parts of 10.2 millions each: avail¬

able assets, contributions to public issues (Treasury bonds and publie

liabilities) and contribution to the issues of personal : assets.

Then we examine what will have to be brought to the enterprises

by the financial and monetary market in the'assumption of an "orthodox"

monetary policy characterized by the fact that the short term bank

advances would exclusively be used in ^rder to finance the stocks, and
not the fixed investments. In assuming that the available circulation
assets of the enterprises about 6 millions of currencies (against 10.2

households),. the financial equilibrium of the
as follows (ml. Dinars);

millions absorbed by the

enterprises would appear

Assets: .,
1 1

a C' '

Retained incomes'

Financing by the- indi¬
vidual entrepreneur

Foreign capitals ,'V
Bank advances

Personal assets ~ -

28.2

10.0

15.0

9.8

J1Ú.
82.5

Uses s
^

Gross investments

Availabilities

76.5

6.0

82.5
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The short-term bank net contribution (9._ mis - 6.0 mis = 3.8 mis)
would be used in order to use the stocks and it would remain for the

• J

enterprises to finance a deficit of 1-9..5 mPs through their proper issues.

Then we determine what must be brought by the financial arid monetary

market to government services and to freasury: 24.7 mis as shown by the
following public financial account (ml. Dinars)s

UsesAssets

Public savings

Foreign loans

Treasury bonds and
Public liabilities

57.4

42.0

24.7

124.1

Gross investments 103.0

Return of foreign loans 8.0
Advances to house¬

holds

Personal assets

1.0

12. 1

124.1

We- have-already seen that Treasury must bring to the households
1.0 million advances for the building of housings. Otherwise it was

assumed that Treasury had 2/3 contribution to the issues of the enterpri¬
ses (19.5 mis), amounting 12.1 millions. Then Treasury must, in order
to balance its accounts, put on the market 24.7 mis bonds and liabilities.

Ultimately the financial circuit is completed by the accounts of
financial institutions which appears in the following pattern';

Assets ;

Retained incomes

Currencies

Personal assets

Uses :

5.9

16.2

2.8

24.9

Gross investments 0.6

Bank advances 9.8

Treasury bonds and public
liabilities lii2

24.9
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Treasury issues 24.7 ml "bonds and liabilities to which the
households contribute for 10.2 mis and the financial institutions
for 14.5 millions. In their turn, the financial institution must
issue 2.8 mis: in order to complete their assets.

D - The redressing eg the 1971 projection:

The projection thus PLaborated for 1971 which make clear the
financing and distribution assumption consistent with the date of the
physical equilibrium determined by the "prospects" clearly shows that
the latter require a very high propensity to spontaneous saving. Lacking
the latter, the only possible alternative, is the increase of the fo¬
reign aid. We have, therefore, revised the 1971 projection in that
direction.

So it has been advanced to lighten the charge of the local finan¬
cing which seems to be too heavy in the "prospects" by raising up the
outfit foreign aid to 75 millions, apportioned as follows:

Taking into account the returns (10 millions in the first assump¬
tion) the capital net foreign aid would rise to 65 millions. Taken
literally, the self-development target defined by the government (foreign
and inferior to 50% of. the new investments) can otherwise justify
such assumption. Indeed, if we exclude from the aid the foreign assets
intended to the foreign administration services (9.3 mis), it is possible

•
• ■li Í

to raise up the foreign aid to 70 million (new investments = 140 millions)
But such interpretation is in fact a revision of the prospects since it
implies a noticeable increase of ; the imports as we shall see later on.

What is then the impact of such change from the foreign aid on to
the general equilibrium of the 1971 projection?

Private capitals

Public Aid (new loans)
15 millions
60 "
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The foreign, the imports, the consumption and the saving
of the households;

Those 4 terras are closely related; the increase of the foreign
aid enables to import more, which enables at the same time to reduce
the household savings and to reach an equal increase of the household

consumption. And, in point of fact, the new foreign equilibrium is
established as follows (ml Dinars);

1971 1971
redressed

Foreign Assets;

Imports 158.8 ' 174.8
Distribution operations 26.7 26.7
Returns of loans 8.0 10.0

193.5 211.5

Foreign uses;

Exports 107.2 IO7.2
Distribution operations 26.3 26.3

Foreign aid (gross)
service aid 3.0 3.0

Outfit public aid 42.0 60.0
Private capitals 15.0 15«0

In their"turn,~ the household savings and consumption are modified
and showed by their appropriation account which appears as follows (ml.
Dinars);

1971 1971
redressed

Household assets 474.5 474.5

Uses ;

Goods and services 374.7 390.7

Other consumptions 15.3 15-3

Taxation 36,8 36.8

Savings 47.7 31.7
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So -the propensity of the households -to saving is reduced, only
hy 10.11$ to 8.1$. We notice that such general equilibrium is dif¬
ferent from the one proposed by the "prospects".

1971 1971 1971
Prospects V'/ Revised IrospeclsRe^egsed

Production 542 542 542
•. v"! . I i ■ «V.1 . . -• : : . .. .. 1 ■

Imports 144 144 175
Total 686 701 717

Pinal consumption of
households and govern¬
ment services 392 406 422

Gross investments 186 189 ^89
Exports 107 107 107

(i960 million Dinars)

Whereas the "revised" projection is not very much different from
the original prospects, the new projection brings into the imports and
the private consumption great differences. But if we assume that the
whole surplus of consumption is imported, the OTHER general equilibrium
data are not put into QUESTION again and the process of determining

. ; _ *; 1* -{ •

that equilibrium per branch must NOT be upset for that. U

The Treasury deficit and the model of financial operations;

The appropriation account of the, government services is not modi¬
fied by such process. The public savings remain unchanged: 57.4 millions.

But owing to the increase of the «. foreign aid, the

Treasury deficit charges, financed by the financial and monetary market,

(1 ) Multiplied by index 118 (1957 to i960 basic change").
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'
• i / v ...

ultimately reduced as'showed "by the public financial account (ml. Dinars)
1971

Assets ;

Public Savings

Foreign loans (net)
Treasury bonds and

Public liabilities

Uses í

Revised

prospects

57.4

34.0

Redresséd
prospects

57.4

50.0

24.7 11.3

116.1 118.7

Gro'ss investments

Advances to the households

Personal assets

103.0 » 103.0
1.0 1.0

12.1 14.7
"

in" the end the'liôùsëïïoïd"'savings are reduced, their contributions
too are reduced, like the available assets and the contributions from
the households to the Treasury bonds and public liabilities.

The capital account of the households reflects these changes, as
we may see below s ■

1971

'AsSets:

Gross savings

Treasury loans

Revised
prospects

47.7

1.0

Redressed
.prospects

31.7

1.0

48.7 32.7

Uses ï'

Gross investments

Life insurance

Financing by the individual
entrepreneurs

Availabilities

Public assets

Personal assets

7.7

0.4

10.0

10.2

10.2

10.2
(ml. Dinars)

7.7

0.4

10.0

5.0

4.8
4.8
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. .. As the needs for financing from the enterprises have not #hanged,_

Treasury will have to subscribe 14.7 nil issues of personal assets against
12.1 mis previously, and the households no longer subscribe but 4.8 mis.
instead of 10.2 mis (and thp issues from the financial Institutions
having disappeared). Therefore the needs for Treasury are reduced from
24.7 to 11.3 millions, that are subscribed by the households-anti the
financial Institutions the account of which appears as follows (ml. Dinars)

197.1
:

■ - Revised r ;,:± - Redressed
prospects prospects

Assets-:

Retained incomes 5.9 5.9

Currencies 16.2 11.0
Personal assets - • 2.8 -

Total 24.9 16.9

Uses ; v. . ..

Gross investments 0,6 0..6
Bank advances 9.8 9.8
Treasury Bonds and

Public liabilities 14.5 6*5

The attached table XII retraces such revised 1971 equilibrium
'

• C-i. v • ' T.- * ' I, • «"• • v

roughly corresponding to the 10 year prospects. And on the model set
by that simplified general economic table will be founded our critical
appraisal of the prospects.

_■ -î-îi- , A-CRITICAL-APP-BAXSAL OF THE "10 YEAR-PROSPECTS".
1 - 1 . 3,

yitimatoly then wh.inh..-opinion can we give on the 1st Tunisian
plan and the "ten-year prospects" within which it is inscribed?
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The targets of the prospects are not, indeed, unrealistic in the
absolute. A 6$. growth rate is not an unrealistic .target in itself nor

even so much ambitious. Anyway the sectorial targets, especially the, ,

agricultural targets, those concerning the social substructure ... etc,
are quite detailed and bear the unquestionable seal of an earnest work:
They correspond to thorough studied acting -programmes and known by hun¬
dreds of responsibles in the .different services. Doubtless, the: in¬
dustrializing programme is, beyond the 1st 3 year-plan, still rudimen¬
tary. But nothing urges us to give up in that field.- Well defined
programmes of industrialization are being studied and will be able to
supplement the now available documents in the days to come.

We must likewise consider as an asset of the prospects the almost

exhaustive characteristic of that work. We do say, almost only, because
the problems of manpower (notably in relation with the desirable urbani¬
zation) have remained almost unstudied. That is a drawback which is
necessary to bë repared as soon as possible.

Overall targets non unrealistic in themselves having been defined,
it is with a great care that a consistent group of particular targets
and physical means has been precised. Pew plans - not only in Africa,
but also in other oountries - are on the physical plan so much consistent
so well arranged. Prominent mathematicians and economists have seldom
reached as positive results as those attained by the Tunisian team with
plain implements, but using much more economic; judgment... .The proof
has been given -in Tunis that at the. present level of problems ihere is .

no need to be a great mathematician in order to .be.an efficient econo¬

mist. The proof has,also been given that no mathematic implement
could replace the economic touch.

If the greatest failing of the prospects is a lack of realism, this
is, in our opinion, at first in the demographic field where they are
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too much confident on the results of a campaign of birth-control.
Perhaps have they also under-estimated the export difficulties which
the country may encounter in the future?' But this is not certain
(we do not know very much the specific questions of the Tunisian ex¬
ports) and after all could not be too severely claimed as the plan
technicians faults. We could neither reproach them with having evinced
too much timidity on the problem of Maghrab unity. We are among those
who firmly believe that economic development requires groups sufficiently
vast and peopled, the regrouping of African states into important eco¬
nomic units. - • " i .

Taking into account her size, her geographic shortcomings, can
Tunisia ènvisage by herself to rise from her state of under-development?
It is a pity that the authors of the prospects have omitted to deal
courageously with this field, though at that time (Algeria was not
independent)there were no other possibilities left for the Tunisian res-
ponsibles than to consider the problems within the limited frame of
their little republic. - . .

On 2 plans the prospects segu to arouse very important reserves:
At first it seems that the target of a minimum income of 50 Dinars in
1974 requires a growth rate higher than 6'jo per year, then it seems
obvious ife'bur eyes that a growth rate of even 6jo per year only re¬
quires such an effort of domestic saving that the basic options^ of
the system must be re—examined if not the prospects wild lack in finan¬
cial consistence and will remain for that reason unrealistic, in spite
of theiF physical-consistency. •:&: -to ..a . . .--ív

Will thl target of a minimum income of 50 Dinars -per capita be
achieved in 1974? • • - 1 co.. . .

Though the general equilibrium of assets and uses were quite cor-
'

* '
c ...

rectly established in the "prospects", it is doubtful that the minimum
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target of 50 Dinars per capita could be reached at the anticipated
moment (1974)» if the growth rate must be 6$ per year only.

As a matter of fact let us examine the 1974 situation in va¬
rious demographic assumptions:

Agricultural Non-Agricul- Total
population(l) tural popú-

lation

2,150 5,000
2,900 ; r . 5,000

2,300 5,300
3, O5O 5,300

Agricultural income: 135 mis in 1971. 157 ®ls in 1974 (5)
Other incomes, 415 " " " 500 " " " (5)

Assumption A II is the most "favourable" to the agriculturers
to whom it would ensure the highest per capita average income (75
Dinars) but it seems to us a bit unrealistic since it supposes a re¬
duction of the agricultural population by 20% in relation to 1956. As¬
sumption A I is the most favourable to the non-agriculturers to whom
it would ensure a per capita average income of 230 Dinars. The most
realistic assumption, in our opinion, would be treated between B_I and
B-II,'roughly corresponding to the stability of the number of the agri¬
cultural population about 2.4 million individuals. Now, according
to the "prospects^", we should have for the present-day rural popu¬
lation the following income distribution:

(1) 85% of the rural population in the meaning defined before in I
(% in i960).

(2) 1971 overall population: 4.8 mis, say in 1974: 5.0 mis/
(3) Trends Of present-day town-planning (minimum).
(4) " » forecast maximum 6% per year.
(5) Forecasting of growth rates anticipated in the "prospects" up to

1974.

(2)
A. Assumption of "prospects"

Assumption I (3) 2,850
Assumption II (4) 2,100

B. Assumptions of maintaining
the present-day rate 1

Assumption I 3,000
Assumption II 2,250
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Population Average,income
(Dinars)

Less than 50 Dinars 87$ 2,260.000 20
per capita

More than ' 50- Dinars
per capita 13$ 340,000 100 35

100$ 2,600,000 31 80
If we assume that in 1974 the average of the "less than 50 Dinars"

will be raised up to 60 Dinars in order that very few agriculturers hold
less than 50 Dinars (provided that a considerable set-back of the present-
day unequality be achieved within the portions holding less than 50 Dim-rs)
and that the income of the "more than 50 Dinars" be raised up in lesser

proportions (by doubling the average income instead of trebling it, as
for the poor strata.) which also supposes a strong set-back of the
present-day structure, the agricultural overall income should reach
187 millions (against 187 nils anticipated)

Population ' Average income Overall
(Dinars) Income

(ml. Dir-

Less than 50 Dinars 87% 2,090 60 1 - • 12 5
More than 50 Dinars 1^$ 310 200 62

100$ 2,400 78 187

As a matter of fact, the target will be even more difficult to reach
if the demographic assumptions were less favourable or if the., present-
day structure of distribution was maintained. .. Anyway it appears that
unless a land reform is carried out which will enable to profoundly

revise the structures of income distribution, obviously connected with
the ones of property distribution and of working conditions, the target
of 50 Dinars in the rural area seems to be out—-of react before a very

long time.

(1) Prospects, p.34» See also our analysis (chapter III).

Overall

In8îikM-
45
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Even for the nem agricultural population the average income
of which is already higher, the target implies éxa'Ctîng re-disdribution
measures.

(■) )
The present-day town situation is summarized in the following :

Population Average Overall
income income

(Dinars) (ml. ILnars)
Less than 50 Dinars 51$ 780 40 30
More than 50 Dinars 49$ 750 240 180

Total 100$ 1,530 137 " 2Î0
In order to reach the larger, it would be necessary in 1974 to

ensure to the "less than 50 Dinars" portion an average of 70 Dinars at
least in order that less than 10$ of the population hold less than
50 Dinars. If for the "more.. than 50 Dinars" portion we maintain the
present-day ratio between the "less than 50 Dinars" (themselves set back)
and the "more than 50 "Dinars", we obtain the following table:

Population Average Overall
income income
(Dinars) (ml.Dinards)

Less than 50 Dinars 51$ 1,460 70 102
More than 50 Dinars 49$ 1>440 420 605

Total 100$ 2,900 24O 707
There too, would be needed an increase more rapid than the one

anticipated since an overall income of 707 mis would be needed when
5OO mis of non agricultural income has been anticipated in 1974.

Therefore, the target of a minimum income of 50 Dinars in 1974
is, indeed possible only if a growth rate largely exceeding 6$ can be
obtained for 15 to 20 years.

(1) Prospects, p. 34
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Does, the domestic saving effort assumed by the "prospects" fit the

working of the system?

The financing and. distribution model that we have worked out on

the basis of the "redressed prospects" has accordingly enabled us to
draw up a general economic table to be compared with the i960 economic
table for 1971. The comparison of both tables shows that the strong
increase of the production antipated by the prospects (6$ per year)
owing to a strenuous effort for investment (the gross investment must
increasefrco 14% of production in 1960 "tb 35% in 1971) requires a very

I . y |.
strong increase of the domestic saving effort: Whereas thé average

productivity (per capita production) will increase by 4% per year, con¬

sumption will increase but by 1^o: 3/4 of the productivity profits will
be saved. Thet exaggerated increase of the domestic saving effort which
the financing and distribution model brings into relief that seems

beforehand in our eyes to exceed the Capacities of the system.

Such huge domestic saving effort supposes that the following
conditions be met with: 1) a stern policy of wage restraint, 2) a policy
of government restraint and of financial puncture to the maximum and

3) a very strong propensity to spontaneous saving.

If already the 2 former conditions, without being quite unrealistic,
non the less include political consequences of which — we are not sure —

the responsiblesthe leaders and the masses are aware . The third con¬

dition, on the other hand, seems frankly unrealistic .in itself. Wow,
as we saw it, the assumption of Our "redressed" projection is located
inside* h moi*#-favourable frame- than the one drawn by the prospects.
Concerning the authorized foreign aid.

If we must take into account a propensity to spontaneous saving
inferior to the one rising from the model;,. we must compensate that
"deficit" of domestic savings through an accrued foreign aid.if that
is possible. We must then give up the economic independence target as

formulated before. ' '
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Let us now examine the figured significance of each of the 3
conditions enumerated before

The restraint of wages.

Whereas the overall production is at index 180 and the pro¬

ductivity (production per capita) at inde.x 146, the wages distributed
by the productive sector (enterprises) are at undex 160. Taking
into account the increase of the wage earning labour force (index 140)
it is leff"45$ of real per capita wage increase: 1/3 of productivity
profits are distributed, 2/3 retained by the enterprise. Such a policy
TK ôâi y sjO ; •- "■ '.i i - ■ ..
is not impossible in the absolute, but it is uneasy. It may, indeed,
neutralize the incitements to work which we want to encourage. (.It
also may ciash with the resistance of wage earners, especially if the
atmosphere of income distribution is not radically modified in an

equalitarian direction.

Government restraint and financial puncture:

The whole of current government expenditures will.be at index
150 only (Production at index 180). That implies an effort for re¬
straint which is not sure to be beforehand, consistent with the go¬

vernment methods envisaged up to now (and the cost that those methods
implicate) nor with the anticipated effort of substructure investments
and the envisaged social development (and the recurrent expenditures
that this create).

As regards the current domestic assets of government services,
they must be on the other hand at index 217, which implies an extreme¬
ly bold financial reform.

The spontaneous saving: /n;. i.- . • ■' ~u 5

The incomes distributed by the enterprises to the hoùseholds
... , >. »• '

^^JLi.'', , ' — [ ..."

(t) ^11 tLo following indices. ..re calculated in couparison with
i^blas VIII and XII."
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excluding the wages and social benefits, that is roughly the incomes
of individual enterpreneurs (financing deduced) and the dividends paid

(ï)
to the households , will have to be at index 165. Taking into account
the increase of the non wage earning activé population-(index 448); the

per capita incomes excluding the wages will be able to increase by 40$
(90$ of productivity profits).

We have seen why whereas the relative restraint of wages is consistant
with : the systems, the control of enterprise incomes seem much more difficult.

■; ; • ;. •

The enterprise savings would enable them to finance 60$ of the enter-
(2) , .prise financing needs against 43$ in i960 . That would, besides,

correspond to a self-financing amount multiplied by 4-4 which seems extreme,
the financing by the individual entrepreneurs being itself multiplied by 10.

Moreover, it is not sure, that, even possible, a higher amount of self-

financing would be commendable. Unless complicated systems of compensation
enable the enterprises .to finance each other,, a higher, amount would create

grave distorsions betwoon the different sectors during implementation of

the.plan.

Those systems of compensation imply of course the centralized and

authoritarian planning of prices. *

If then we cannot retain at the source, i.e. in the enterprises, more
than 60$ of the enterprise financing needs, which seems to be a maximum,
and if, besides, the financial puncture cannot exceed the fixed height,
the spontaneous private must fill up the deficit of the domestic saving,
the foreign aid and the overall needs of financing being given.

(ï) 1960s 132 mis (incomes of individual entrepreneurs, self-financing
exluded) plus 2 millions (dividends received by the households.
1971 « 216 millions plus 5 millions.

1971 ï Self-financing, 44 mls| fixed investments of the enterprises 78 mis,
196Os Self-financing, 10 " " " 1 ~ ': 1 » 23 "
Government Current domestic assets s

1960s 93 mis. amounting 31$ of the G.D.P.
1971 ! 201 mis. " 37$ of the G.D.P. That supposes that the

direct taxation rates are doubled.
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(3)
, in the assumption of the "redressed"

(4)
The spontaneous saving

prospects will.have to each , 1971 approximately 4. 7^ of the domestic
household incomes. In 196:0," the equivalent spontaneous saving repre¬

sented 4.8% of the household domestic incomes. o -,/ f. ■ - '

In those -conditions, i.e. if the present-day level of propensity
/ c) . ? ,4. ... , 4.-V JjO ^

to saving is maintained , it is possible to draw up "thé mûxn 1fries
of the working of a financial and monetary market without grave infla¬
tionist pressures. It remains to determine whether the maintenance of

such saving rate is compatible with the equalitárian target of the
minimum income of 50 Dinars. 1 "

•j rz

how the target of 50 Dinars of minimum income implies not only
a very big effort for investment,but also a gbeat equalization of

rv.. 4 f- r.-3T
distribution. In its turn; the big effort for" financing implies a very
"forced" public saving, which must replace, the defaltering, "spontaneous
private saving. Must the carelessness with which was treated the' ana¬

lysis of financing in the prospects lead us to think that they feared
in that field to be led too far? Did they fear to set too openly the

problem of revising the distribution of property, of organizing thé
collective modes of economy management? Here we agree with Mr. Bernis'

appreciation ^ ^: the status of - agricultural cooperations (^enumeration
and taking part in equal management for all workers or proportionate
to contributions in properity), the status of workers in the government
owned enterprise (sharing in management?) etc... are not made very

clear. By lack of that "forced" public saving, which requires a struc¬
tural frame based on more collectionisb orientations, it is but a more

palliative, and indeed widely artificial: the foreign aid
mi

(3) It is very important to; notice that, this is the- finan'oing-saving •
, by th.. individual entrepreneurs, deducted. v , . .

(4) Householdassets minus touring receipts.
(5) In the original prospects, the rate of spontaneous saving taken

_,u that should increase from 4.8in i960 to 8.4$ in 1971» which
^ seemed to us unroalictic and justified our revision of the prospects.

!6) G-arcunic..ti n te the congress on social planning - Addis Ababa -September 19635 document of the^ESC.
7) If we even may agree that'a strong foreign aid can be substituted

to domestic saving, whicL we do not beliov.,, and tint is why it is
a false palliative.
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But then, it is the target foi economic independence that loses its

meaning. That is a lesson to draw from Tunisia's experience. Deco¬

lonisation is not only the Tunisification of lands and lises. Deco¬

lonization requires more than the nationalization of foreign properties,
a thing which is practically achieved in Tunisia, or which is "being
achieved. It requires a high growth rate without excessive foreign aid,
consequently a substitution of the government to the défaitOring privaté.
And such substitution, in order t;o be efficient, requires, as pointed
out thoroughly by Mr: Berhis in his already mentioned communication,
collectienist. forms able to ensure tho organization and the effective mobi*-
lization of the masses, to oblige to accept the necessary sacrifices.

Mr; de Dermis showed us that an ambitious." social programme (Educa¬
tion, Health, Housing ...) is not opposed, to strong targets of production,
but on the contrary, is one of their conditions. Because, the producer 11
is a man, and it is important that he be a new man if we wish that he owns

new attitudes, that break with tradition and enable innovation, dynamism.
There we precise with Mr. de Bernis that it is not the social targets of
the prospects that seem to us too much ambitious, but the methods (and
hence: the c,osts) that do not seem to have been sufficiéntly studied. We
are: not among those who shrub their shoulders before a target of school,
enrolment that openly, exceeds the immediate needs of production. If the

under-developed world wants to do the job in double quick time in the

matter of production, it needs also to do it in the matter of. education,
of men's teaching. But in that field, the optiorië are not only measured
in terms of ratios and costs, but als-o and chiefly by the contents of

the implemented methods. Regarding .the ratios and costs, the question
is on the contrary to reduce them in the minimum, in order to do the
maximum: the question is not to build beautiful schools, but to know .what
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is to be taught there Those are, of course a few considerations
which, by far outreach the plain and after all, easy "techniques of
programmation" ... -

IV. - THE FIRST 3 YEAR-PLAN BALANCE-SHEETS (1962-1964) AND THE FOUR-YEAR~

PLAN DRAFT (1965-1968)

The general eponomic equilibrium:

The Tunisian national accounting services estimate that the

growth rate effectually achieved in the course of the first 3

year-plan was ranging from about 3 to 3.5$ per year only, the GDP
being estimated to 32.8 millions in 1960 currency for 1964 (against
299 mis. in i960). Nevertheless the volume of investments would have

reached since 1962 a remarkably high level, ranging about 27$ of the
GDP: approximately 90 millipn Dinars i960 currency in 1964 against 51
mis in i960 (17$ of the GDP). But the efficiency of those investments
was indeed feebler than anticipated by the "prospects". According to
the latter, the gross overall output capital ratio should be ranging
about 4.5. Now, in fact, the investments for the 4 years - 1960-61,
62 and 63, which were ranging from about 290 ml Dinars, created only
an increase ranging about 30 ml Dinars, which means that the"òvèrall
gross capital output ratio would have been higher than 9,:: Indeed it
is always dangerous to mean to measure the efficiency of the invest¬
ments on a too short period: the after effects of the latter may go

beyond the analyzed period and consequently jeopardize the results.

Indeed, once more, the evaluation of the investments might be per¬

formed for the last years with some kindness and the contents of
t.. i.1 ■■ a qmoo.:':.':- . ;; ,v.r- - a :

their statistic definition somewhat widened: and so, doubtless, an
£ r • j £. 4; W.-V.' : *.■ ' Cyfv-r } , JL'/.Ti %:« <■ \ •"«;* 1 • J , Z j.-i

important part of the government service self-outfit and of the

activity of.unemployment yards, would perhaps deserve to be listed
with the current expenditures rather than with the investment.
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But there: is no. doubt also, that a too important de facto' priority

was given: t o the substructure" investments and to thé''social and - 1 '

government sectors the pay-off of which is assessed very late, if •

it is not merely doubtful, -to the prejudice of actions inside the
immediately productive, sectors: Agr_iU;.ultiire and Industry. A mere

rapid look on the statistics of tho, main physical,productions shows
that in 1964 traditional agriculture does not give us the impression
of having started its true take-off and that the rapid industrializa¬
tion process designed by the prospects is belated.

The gap between the forecasts of the prospects and reality is

clearly showed by the following table on the elements of the general

equilibrium (i960 ml. Dinars):

1960 ! ' - 1964 ( 1 ) 1964 *' (2j 1971
... , . Forecast,. Labour force <

: Production, ' • j. 299 366 328 542
Imports 81 '107 105 175

- Exports 53 68 52 107

= . Availabilities 328 , 405 n <••. 381 611

Private-consumption: i 254 297 265 391
Públic cconsumption : j'' 23 26 26,; ■ 31
Gross, investments ' 51 82 • ' $0

Production, the exports and the private consumption evince empha-'
sized: the increase of production is ranging about half of the one

first anticipated, the one of private consumption ranging about the

quarter, the one of the exports nil. On the other hand, the imports,
the public consumption and the real investments for 1964 are very close
to the théorie figures obtained through interpolation. In addition, we

, .v •. '• Jo- ' , ' • ' * ■ •••■' *•' • • '' ' . • ' ■ ' '

(ï) Obtained through interpolation of the trend anticipated by the
prospects for 1960 to 1971 o

(2) Provisional results.
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must add, regarding the public expenditures, that the withdrawal of
» - • ■ -!- ' - \i.v' ri x. ■ ..

the French military base from Bizerte, that took place in 1963,
somewhat distort the figures: Indeed, the Tunisian government ex¬

penditures (technical assistance included) increased from 83 mis in
I960 (18 mís of which are intended for thd current"'purchases of goods
and services) to 106 mLs in I964 (23 mis ~ÓT which are intended t"ó
the .current public consumption), i.e. they are at index.120, first

anticipated'^^, therefore in advance. é j ; ..... o.

Taking into account the decrease of the non-muslêm population,
which decreases from'155,00u persons in 1960 to 85,000 in 1964 and
the per capita consumption of" which may be estimated to 400 Dinars
approximately, the per capita consumption of muslems (the number of
which grown from 3.9 mis in i960 to 4.3 mis in 1964) remains stagnant
ranging about 52 Dinars. This is still a general average; no doubt,
that--an—aver-age of such-kind always-hides, in reality, a distribu¬
tion which under the effect of the progress of productivity of em-"

ployment in certain sectors, becomes more uneven, the progress of
production having to be owed only to one portion of the extra popu¬
lation. Accordingly it rises from that, that we may conclude 'that
from the point of view of the social target of 50 Dinar minimum in¬

come, the I96O-64 period was, in the end, negative, and that we
are not atjall brought near that idéal target in 1964 id relation
to thé 'i960 situation. The stagnation of the exports reflects the
drawbacks of redressing.the agriculture of colonization ag it shows
the irmobility of the tradionu,l seôtoropf agriculture. In., such/. i ;

conditions, it is difficult to know whether Tunisia, would have had
to deal with an insufficient increase : of thé foreign.demand,if she
had been- able to supply the world..market more important q_uan"tities

(1) Through interpolation of the.1960-71 tpend depicted by the
"prospects",

, Y.Ï -7,5-a 0;t; :: trt , so (• a. S ..'..ti TtO
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of her main export production.

Will the conclusions of the comparison we made between a

théorie 1964 year, located on a regular 1960-71 curve and the
real results of the year 1964 have to be slackened, the 1st 3

year-plan having.started only from 1962?
1 The targets set out by the 4 year-plan draft wtaioh is working,

and which must follow the 3 year plan and cover the year 1965 to

1968, evince the extent of the planned redressing.

1964 1968 Indices
Situation Targets

Production 328 420 ' - 128
+ Imports -105 146 140
- Exports ■ 52 83 160

» Availabilities 381 582 . ..r "

:■ . ' ï . ■. .. ; . i-.j ; ...

Private consumption 265 342 129
Public consumption 26 29 ,112
Gross investments 90 111 123

(i960 million Dinars)

The level of the investment effort reached in 1964 (27$ of

the GDP) seems to be high enough and they do not intend to raise up

the overall volume of the investments in the course of the 4 year

plan. But they intend to upset the orders of priority to re-establish
a greater priority on behalf of the productive sectors, in order to
raise up the average efficiency of the whole investment éffort. The
capital output ratio here retained, say approximately,..4.*5. Lis..ip.Aeed
the one of the "prospects". But taking into account the experience

-

. i. ... r ...

of the previous years, it seems to imply a sensational recovery,
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quite optimistic indeed. Nevertheless, it will he necessary to-
wait until trie definitive plandraft is elaborated to know whether

the designed concrete sectorial schemes correspond to such a pro¬

found upsét of the orders of priority. For the time being, we must
notice that the general structure of the fixed investments

for 1968 is different neither with the I960 one, nor with the 19?f

1960 1968 1971

, , •
Amount w7° Amount i Amount i

Enterprise 25 (1 ) 40 , 46 <2) 41 75(3) 40

Households .4 7 5 5 8 4

Government services 31 53 61 55 103 56

Total 58 100 111 100 186 100

( i960 ml. Dinars )

In such conditions, we may wonder whether the anticipations of
the prospects themselves in matter of efficiency of the investments
are not too much optimistic and whether, without very earnestly mo¬

difying those ratios, we may hope to abate the capital output ratio
as anticipated by this first projection of the 4 year-plan. Before¬
hand it hardly seems like that.

Another grave conse.quonoo of the structure of the investments,
which gives too much importance to the government, is that it creates
a too rapid necessary increase of expenditures from services (recur¬
rent expenditures). Now the 4 year plan draft proposes a considerable

slow-down of the increase: 19^ in 4 years from 1964 to 1968 for the
Tunisian expenditures (the French Army disappeared in 1963) against

(ï) In I960, decrease of the stocks by 8 mis.
(2) No prospect of stock trend was made in that first 1968

projection. A "regular" progression would probably imply
an increase of the stocks by 2 mis.

(3) For 1971 ! Anticipated "regular" increase of the stocks: 3 mis.
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28$ during the 4 years I96O.-I96.4 . It is not very possible that
such target he consistent with the keeping of the volume and of the
share of ..government investments at the present-day 1964 levels. How,
"going beyond" the 1968 prospects in that field not only would re-

dut^e t4f, increase of the; private consumption, or would require stronger
imports than anticipated, but chiefly would endanger the balance of
the public finances and as we shall see later, would reduce the pos¬

sible public, saving.and would oblige to modify, the financing model
in a direction even more ■unfavourable to the target of economic inde¬

pendence, since it would be necessary to have recourse to a foreign
aid even more important than the one anticipated.

t ••• '• ; ' • .... .. ,

At last the tremendous increase, of the exports, necessary to
achieve the equilibrium anticipated by this 4 year plan (60$ increase
of the exports within 4 years), implies not only a greater priority
granted to the development of agriculture, but also a considerable
widening of the ability of absorption of the external markets. Now
the situation hardly appears from that two-fold approach, as very

brilliant. The nationalization of the colonized lands in 1964 would,

probably be followed by a period of economic and technical difficul¬
ties which make it doubtful to be able to increase production in

such proportions. The partial closing of the privileged French

market,"in consequence of that nationalization (suppressing of
Tunisian contingencies that have been accepted as preferential,
raisihg-up of French custom duties on the Tunisian products, etc...)
may worsen the difficulties rising from sale. Nevertheless, that
is a dramatic problem, indeed, for the -under-developed countries.
There it appears as elsewhere that the hope for a rapid development
within minor countries, based on the export of primary products
towards the developed areas, diminishes from day to day. The only
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alternative left is the: constitution of big economic uriits in the

under-developed world, the wilful creation of industrial comple¬
mentarities within the big units and the reduction"of the relative
share of the trade of those big units with the developed areas. If
natural self-sufficiency inside such a small country, as Tunisia is
not feasible, a certain form of autarky, or more accurately the
immediate development of"iwternal complementarities between the
present-day countries regrouped inside those big units (for
instance the Magrab) seems to be unavoidable. We shall deal again
later, on concluding this book, with this aspect of Magrabin pro¬
blems. Indeed, we dare not fancy that the anticipated increase
of the exports would rise in the minds of Tunisian planners from
manufactured products that ûoculd be sold outside without giving
them a systematic preference.

The raising-up of the per capita consumption level, designed
by the 4 year plan ranges about 17% (the demographic increase which
can be anticipated for the period 1964-68 being 10%, as the optimis¬
tic slackening of that increase do not appear up to there), may be
endangered once- more;, in consequence at a time of a possible delay
in the increase of production and exports and of an "exceeding" of
the prospects in governmental-matter. The social target of the mi¬
nimum income of 50 Dinars seems then, once more to move off in
proportion as we come near the 1974 term first anticipated.

The financing of Developments the domestic saving, and the foreign
aid.

The attached table XIII resumes within an accountable frame
similar to the one drawn up. for i960 and for the anticipated year

1971, the financing and distribution model for 1568 which makes clear
the assumptions included in that field, within the general economic
equilibrium depicted belçw.
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That model has been drawn.up on the assumption that the
capital foreign contribution would rise to 56 mis in 1968 ap¬

proximately distributed as follows ï
, X v.- ...'1

- Public capitals, new contributions 53 mis
i .. - Returns - 6 mis

- Private capitals (net trends) ' 9. mis

Net foreign advances to outfit: 56 mis

Indeed the 4 year-plan draft anticipates a foreign contribution
to the financing of the plan equal to 5of the gross investments
(which rise to 111 mis), therefore by far higher than the height
first fixed by the prospects, that was higher than ^Qfjo of the net
investments. That is because the experience taken from the first
plan has showed that the volume of the domestic saving having been
insufficient, it was possible to hit the investment targets but
owing to a foreign aid by far higher than the original anticipations
of the "prospects".

Examining the evolution of the balance of payments from 1964^1)
and of the anticipations of the 1968 models (final year of the 4 year
plan) and of the 1971 models (final year of the prospects) we notice
how is established for these last years — or will have to be established
for the future - the calculation of the amount of foreign advances to
the outfit of Tunisia.

. .

(1) The balance of payments (established in current prices) is an¬nually issued with all details by the Tunisia Central Bank.
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I960 1961 1962 1964 1968 1971

Tunisia Revenues;

(2)
Exports v '
Invisibles

Profits, etc.

Touring

Foreign Service
explanations s

French Army

Embassies

Foreign Aids

Technical Assistance

Public capitals (net)
Private capitals

Deficit

53

3

3

14

6

3

15

0

51

3

6

10

6

3

21

5

_L

50

4

6

3

28

52 83 107

3 3 2 2

8 10 15 15

0

7

j 45

0

9

3

-47

9
0

0

9

3

•50

15

. 0

102 112 117 121 168 202

Tunisia expenditures

Importations
Invisibles

Profits, etc.

Touring

Government expendi¬
tures

Head Office expendi¬
tures

Saving and exported
capital

81

2

10

4

1

4

94

2

8

6

2

100

2

7

6

2

105 146 175

2

6

6

2

10

5

6

2

14

5

6

2

0 0 0 0 0

(million Dinars i960 currency)

(2) Exports in ml Dinars 1957 currency: 1960, 51 mis; 1962 41 mis;
1963? 49 ~ Figured Tunisian economies 1962, Tunis, SEPF p. 1

(3) Imports at 1957 prices: 1960s 76 mis; 1961 s 93 mis; 1962: 98 nils
("Figured Tunisian economies", 1962, p. 16).
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The stagnation of the exports, reflecting the drawbacks of" -~

agriculture and. the reduction of the foreign service expenditures
as the consequences of the evacuation of the French array, have been
partially compensated by the increase of Touring receipts, even more
rapid than' the one anticipated by the prospects which will probably
exceeded by far in that field. Inversely the gradual reductioh of
the Tunisian expenditures abroad, as a consequence of the departure
of the European settlers, has more than partially compensated the
increase of the Tunisian public expenditures abroad. But in the

days to come, even though the letter may be restrained at their
present day level, the increase of the profits to be pã,id to the
rest—of—the—world for the loans obtained by Tunisia, which may be
anticipated, cannot be, doubtless, compensated by the reduction of
the. private foreign expenditures, that will rapidly reach their pos¬
sible lowest level.

The capital foreign contribution increases from 15 mis in.. 1960
(American assistance) to 33 mis in 1962, 28 mis of which from the
public aid (Donations from the US: 12 mis - loans from the US 10 mis -

DONATIONS from France; 2 mis - loans from Italy; 4 mis). An important
flow of private capitals appears again from 1961, owing to the con¬
tracts with a few big foreign companies. The outflow of capital
may have been checked from 1960, even though in order to be sure

if it will be necessary to establish precise economic accounts for
the years to come. Nevertheless the departure of the Europeans
has probably dried up the main source of the capital outflow. Anyway
in spite of the importance of the long-term foreign aid it was pos¬
sible to balance the balance of payments but owing to the short—term
foreign advances (advances from the American Banks, etc) to short-term
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indebtedness of Tunisia (concerning the transfers from the

French post for instance, etc.) and to the gradual clearing of
the foreign assets of Tunisia. That is a substantial and in¬

creasing contribution ( mis in i960 - 9 mis in 1962), obtained
through makeshifts, which were not of course anticipated by the

planning services, which financed in the end a volume of invest¬
ments that the domestic savings alone and the foreign aid could
not have permitted. The aggregated net foreign contribution, which

•X

represented in 1960 but 31 fo of the investments (16 mis for invest¬
ments of 15 mis) catered in 1964 approximately 5&/> (45 mis for
investments of 90 mis).

The 4 year-plan draft, drawing lessons from the past experience,
anticipates a volume of foreign aid in 1968 equal to 5of the in¬

vestments whereas the prospects had aimed at a 35% target for 1.971 •

The following table draws the trend of the general model of

financing;

I960 1964 1968 1971
m

Gross investments; 51 90 111v 189
Financings

Foreign contributions 16 45 56 65
Domestic savings

(2)
Enterprises v
Households

7 . \

14 23 32 52

10. 10 8 13
1/1 1

Government services VrJ 12 1.2 15 57

(million Dinars - 196O (

(ï) Fixed investments only, in that,.first 1968 projection the stocks
having been wrecklessly-neglected§ which introduces a slight ..

error (ranging abodt 2 mis.)
(2) Including the financing by the individual entrepreneurs, espe¬

cially for the building of private housings.
(3) Excluding the terms included in (2)
(4) Balance of the services appropriation account, the receipts of

which include 3 mis service foreign aid (Technical assistance).
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The experience of the last few years, shows that it will not
probably be possible to reach the target first fixed by the prospects
in matter of "forced" public saving: the latter is stagnating from
I960 to 1964 round about 12 mis and it is anticipated but- 15 nils for
the end of the 4 year plan, whereas the 1971 target was 57 mis. More¬
over, must we make it clear that the volume of public saving now
released"implied during the last 4 years a very noticeable raising
up of the financial puncture:

Assets of government servioes: 1960 . 1964 : 1968 1971
Domestic assets

Production 10 12 5 7
Social contributions 7 h 7 8. 14
Profits, public sectors

- profits 1
2 3 9 10

Taxation, para-taxation 1
73 93 116 169

Aggregated domestic assets 92 115 138 200
Foreign assets 20 7 9

'

9
Technical assistance 3 3 3 3
Aggregated assets 116 125 151 213

The financial puncture which represented 25% of the 1960 GPP
was raised up to 28%. The 4 year plan draft anticipates the keeping
of this very honourable rate until 1968. Let us recall that the
1971 target is to reach a rate of 31%.

Let us notice by the way that the "production" of government
. » r | •- v • •• ; i 'services in i960 as well in 1964 is mainly made of the service self-

outfit value carried out under state supervision. In the 1968 and
1971 projections it has been assumed that the government services
"would buy" that outfit from the usnterprisee to which they would order
the corresponding works. Accordingly that is only a difference in
entries, and according ás the works* are implemented under state super¬
vision or not, the corresponding production is posted to the account
of the services or to that of the enterprises. The production antici-
pated for the government services in 1968 and 197*1 correspond to the
rent value of low price housings the building and management of which
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would be assumed.by the government. We shall notice the very strong
increase anticipated by the 4 year-plan for the profits of the govern¬
ment owned enterprise sector. Such assumption, consistent with the ,

targets of economic policy, seems, however, quantitatively .exaggerately
optimistic and supposes a very rapid development of government owned
industries that are correctly envisaged and that have a strong pay-off.

Consequently if the anticipated growth .-rate of 6$> is not _achieved
between 1964 and 1968 it will not be possible for the service receipts
to reach the anticipated level. For a 4$ real growth rate for instance,
a financial puncture of 28'jc would produce 107 mis, to which would be
added approximately 3 mis from the rents of government managed buildings,
6 mis of profits and gains from the public sector and 8 mis, of social
contribution amounting on the whole 124 mis instead of 138.

As regards the government service expenditures they increased from
83 mis in I960 to 106-mls in-1964 for. the. Tunisian services alone,
whereas, in consequence of the clearing of the Bizerte base, the foreign
expenditures decreased from 21 mis to 7 mis, as showed by the following
table : ... i.:... 1 .

1960 1964' *

Tunisian Foreign Tunisian 4 Foreign

Current expenditures s service service service service

Goods and services 18 5 23 3

Wages and social char'
ges 41 14 52 4

Transfers 24 2 31 -

Aggregated current
expenditures ^83 21g J 06

104 * 113

Aggregated receipts 116 125

Government service
savings 12 12

(million Dinars i960 currency)
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Between 1960 and 1964 the current government service expenditures
French Armed Forces and foreign embassies excluded, accordingly in¬
creased at the trend" of 6.4$ per year, i.e. 2 times faster than pro¬

duction. That is wihy the keeping of the same volume of government
service sating (12 mis) required a very noticeable raising up of the
financial pressure. . : .

The 4-year-plan draft tonds -t0 return back to a policy of

greater restraint and to reverse steams the growth rate of government

expenditures should not outreach 4.7$ per year, say approximately 8$
of the rate anticipated for production (6$ per year). In spite of
that it Would barely be possible to get near the target first proposed

by the prospects, so much the accumulated delay is important, and
the public saving would not exceed 15 mis in 1968 against 57 mis-first

anticipated for 1971 as showed by the table below;

1968 ■; .. 1971

Tunisia Foreign Tunisia Foreign
service service service service

• *
• -•*" ••••■ •" - ' 'J it

Current expenditures

Goods and services 28 3 28 3

Wages and.social
charges ■ 63 6 68 6

Transfers 38 - 5J -

Aggregated current ex¬
penditures 127 9 "147 9 -■

136 156
Aggregated-receipts ... 154— ... 213

Government saving 15 57

(million Dinars 1960 currency)
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Óf course if the real growth rate does not exceed 4% the

govern rent service saving..anticipated would entirely disappear in

1968. That is to mean at what extent the accumulated delay makes
it more and more difficult the.mere keeping.of the present-day level
o'f the public expenditure,:and all the more obvious the financial

pressure, already raised up between i960 and 19^4, has now reached a

level probably close,to the possible absolute highest level.
s- 1 ' • * •

There are not yet Very accurate information on the uses which
the households might have made of the 1964 saving (10 mis like in

i960). Let us recall that in i960 approximately 50% of that saving
would have been retained in availabilities, 10% invested' in personal
assets and 40% exported (clandestinely). The assumption of a saving
ranging about 8 mis in 1966, kept in availabilities on the competing
basis of 1/3 of this amount and invested in Treasury bonds, public
liabilities and personal assets on the competing basis òf 2/3, more¬

over equal to the one first retained for the 1971 prospects, seems

quite reasonable. Indeed, it implies a. reduction of propensity to
saving from 3.4% of the household incomes in 1960 to 2.2% in 1968, that
are the after -effects of. the gradual departure of the European elements
and of the social policy of re-distribution. But the pattern of the
use of such saving supposes that the households will ass-ume -"the-— —1.

financing, through subscription to the issues of personal assets or

publid liabilities, Investments—in the management of which they would
have no hand.._. That would be a revolution in the habits of the Tuni¬

sian saver. He will be given some kind of remuneration in order to

easy up such a revolution. But such renumeration will forcibly—limit
the self-financing possibilities of enterprises.
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The 3rd. source of domestic saving, the self-financing of the
enterprises would have increased from 4.'7%of production in i960 to
7.0% in 1964 and would have thus recalled again at that time the
high level of the colonial period (1953: 6.1%). The 4 year plan
draft aims at raising up that rate to 7.6% in 1968 (against 9.6%
first anticipated by the 1971 prospects as the commendable and possi¬
ble highest level).

Gross
Domestic \

Production

Enterprises!\
financings
Amount

self-

*

1953 165 10 6.1

1957 '247 28 11.3

1960 299
. i- 14 4*7

1964 --..1.328 23 7.°

1968 420 32 7.6

1971 .
■ 542 52 _r

9.6

The financing model of enterprises designed for
slightly different from the one originally anticipated for 1971 as
showed by the following table: '• j ... •

1960 1968 1971

Needs for financings
Gross investments 19 50 85

Circulation capitals 10 6 6

. .1. r .

29 56 91

Financings

Self-financing (4) 11 27 46

Foreisn adv^noes
3 9 15

Bank loans (short-term) 14 9 10

Securities and Treasury
advances (net) 1 11 20 120 (i960 ml.dinars),

and 71 : 1960 ml. Dinars
(2) Including the financing by the individual entrepreneurs, espe¬

cially for the building of private housings.
(3) Including the building of private housings.
(4) Only non-financial enterprises, to which is added the self-

financing of the financial institutions (3 mis in 1960, 5 mis
in 1968 and 6 mis in 1971) in order to meet again our figures
given above.
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The foreign advances, supplied i'n i960 under the form of short-term,

credits, are assumed to have "been supplied in I968, as in the first 1971

projection, under the form of long-term investments. The hank credits

would be intended to finance the formation of stocks and of circulation

capitals according to an orthodox monetary policy stand point. The

target of self-financing supposes that a policy of high pay-off is
carried out: priority to the most advantageous schemes, relative wage

restriction, incentives to investment in the traditional agricultural

sector, extremely efficient management of the public sector, etc. Such
amount of self—financing will be of course the more difficult to achieve

as the plan draft assumes that between 1964 and 1968 the number of newly
established enterprises--will be important;'""" Fevertheless" it would not bo

possible to achieve the targets fixed for 1968 should the enterprises
did not oblige themselves to such an effort sinco the most favourable

... ... /.X: rift Of '
assumptions have been made on the public saving and the spontaneous

private saving and sinco the amounts of the needed investments and of the

foreign aid are given. Inversely it is doubtful that it should be possible
to outreach the anticipated level of self-financing, taking into account
the numerous hew creations — the exceptional 1957 level reflected a movement
of clearing as we already saw it^.

As regards the issues, they must be subscribed at the competing basis
of 2/3 by the government and 1/3 by the households. Treasury, in order
to face the whole of its liabilities may in its turn have recourse to the

-- r~ : ? L'f "T^r1
bank system, as we can see it on the attached general economic table XIII.

Other models of financing than this one, very similar to the one

elaborated for the -original 1971 projection, could be imagined for 1968,
even though the'cope of liberty which we hold is, indeed, very limited
since the volume of investments, the ones of foreign financing, of
government saving and spontaneous private saving are given.

.. .". :; 'k? i" •• • "■ ' •"

(ï) See chapter IV,
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Of cotxrse, there too, like for the government saving, if the growth

rate of production should have heen only approximately 4/& instead of 6p
it is very likely that the amount of the possible sefl-financing could
hardly exceed 27 ml. dinars in 1968, in the best of assumptions.

Finally, then the 1968 projection remains based on a series of very
optimistic assumptions s a &Jo growth rate and an inversion of the prescnt-'

. * ' i-
day tends in the matter of government expenditures especially. If those•J

assumptions may be achieved the model shows that it is possible to finance
tho required gross investments with a foreign aid equal to approximately
50/& of the latter.

The evolution of Tunisia from 1960 to 1964» drawbacks and prospects:

Tho progress made by Tunisia from 1960 to 1964 is considerables
restructuration aiming at decolonization and state control, starting
from I960, reaches its consummation at the Neodestour Congress held in
Bizerte, the Neodestour which had become destourian Socialist Party, The
deaprture of the European settlers, the nationalization of the colonized
lands, the development of the public sector in the end led Tunisia in
1964 to de facto positions very similar to tho.onos of llgeria. The
differences between both countries seem then by far less stressed than they
may be suggested by the newspapers. Slight differences however, Tunisia
having been led there from positions more "on the right wing", if we agree
to list right the backers of a liberal economio system and left tho ones
of state intervention. Tho political and economic realities graduallyled Tunisia towards those socialistic positions. On the contrary,
Independent .Vigeria straight away adopts such positions, as the government
machinery only makes effort, as it seems, in order to organize the system
which spontaneously settles down, with undoubtedly for those reasons,
a touch of "work democracy" (management committees, etc..).

Nevertheless, tho evolution of Tunisia from 196O to 1964 weakens
the optimism of the "prospocts".
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For unfortunately on two "basic fields those prospects have be$n belied:
the increase of production and the development of government expenditures -

the increase of production ranging from 3 to 3.5/& gives Tunisia, a;..notable' •

position in the leading hunch of African States. And in comparison with
many other countries, •especially Morocco, as wo shall see later have

managed to reach again the colonial period's growth rate within such a

short length of time in the end may he welcomed as a greatest achievement.
But the orientation of the actions, the undufficient interest given to
tho rentability of the sohomes, the excessive devotion of the government
to non-productive operations for prestige, tho immobility of traditional

countrysides, have delayed the prospect of a true economic take-off. In

the same time the conditions of that take—off arc made more and more

difficult:, in- proportion as years elapse, for parallely to the too slow

px'ogression of tho physical basis of economy, that same orientation of
actions which is at the source creates a too rapid progression of govern¬

ment expenditures. That twofold movement will have as the two—fold un¬

avoidable consequence the reduction of the increase of the standard of

living and of the one of the domestic saving capacity. The social target
of a minimum income for the most underprivileged strata is thus delayed,
whereas the keeping of the growth rhythm requires 'ãn increasing amount of
foreign aid, which likewise delays the target of economic independence.

The 1965-68.4 Year Plan draft aims, like the previous 1962-64 3 Year

Plan, at breaking off all links with those "spontaneous tends", at giving
the greatest priority to the highly productive schemes, at slowing down
the trend of government expenditures—will it manage this? Let us wish
it. But let us have in mind that if the present—day tends must endure, in
the assumption for instance where the increase of production would notÍ' ; ; / ' - *

exceed 4per year and where the one of the government expendituxes would
be about 5~I° round about 1968—70, the needs-for foreign aid of Tunisia
would not be ranging about 56 mis, but about 80 mis. designed to cover

70$ of the investments, for the capacity of public .saving would be nil and
the capacity of enterprises, self-financing would be reduced to a .considerable -

amount.
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The twofold target of a minimum 50 dinar income and of economic .,,,

independence should then to definitely abandoned.
.....••

. .

.. - • -ï ,J • ■III, Morocco 5 Year Plan: Targets and Balance-sheets
. '.

• r .+ ;*. » rfs r . t i !■: •
.... 1 .r. • »••• £'• /• . . / ■ ,J 1 •

The 1955-1960 years in Moroccovwere characterized, as "we already
saw it, by a persistent stagnation, the drop of the level of the
investments and the continuous capital outflow. For a short time in 1959
the government presided over by M. Ibrahim Abdallah, who later on was to
join in the.opposition the National Union of popular forces, went so
far as to break off with the attitude .of wait-and-see policy of the day.
Ho was giving! up with the illusion that the economic machinery could go
on working as in the past: the facts showed that, in spite of the
liberal economic options and the political certainties, French capitale
and settlers ; h^-iI(Iost trust in the future. The new government was then
coming to a turning point similar to the one Tunisia was taking at the
same period: He. was treading the way of planning. But that -government
did not last much new.in May i960 it was dismissed by King (Mohamed V)
who henceforth assumed the office of Prima Minister in the place of
M. Ibrahim Abdallah whereas the Heir jPrinoe, Mulay Hassan, who was to1
succeed his father in, March, 1961, assumed the office of deputy Prime
Minister, previously held by (Buabidi), : Minister of National Economy and
Finance, Nevertheless, in November, i960 King (Mohamed V) took a dahir
which approved- the 1st 5 Year Plan which was to cover the civil years from
I960 to 1964 included.

• r .... ■ , -, =■ c- • • "j ' 1 hi, «'-i:

The Plan draft which was drawn up by the services of the plan and
••• : '

- j.; J ...- .. 0 i'Economic Coordination Division within the Ministry of Economy, was hastily
modified and edulcorated on some basic options. It was to be considerably
improved in its. technical form during the year 1961 and or second document
was issued in November, 1961. He shall hereafter first depict the targetsof this 5 year plan before appraising its général orientation and consistence
and then balance the balance. Sheets of its implementation.

(ï) See chapter IV.
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I.— The Objectives of the 5 Year Plan 1960-64 ' The Overall Strategy of

the Plan.

The first official document relating to the plan published with the
f 1)

dahir of November 1960 ' contains principally a long description of
action to take and sectoral objectives, to be attained in the course of the

plan, in the fields of agriculture, industry, substructure and social -

development. The detailed description of these sectorial objectives and
actions to be taken is proceeded by a brief analysis of the general

strategy-of development to which correspond these actions and objectivos.

This overall strategy retained from the ideas and orientations of tho

preceeding government under Messrs. Abdallah and Bouabid is quite frankly
industrialist: the total rate of growth in output during the 5 yeans

of the plan should be 7$ a year, (base year 1959' 710 tens of million
dinars I965 objective = 1000 tens of million dinars of which 3-5$ is for

agriculture 5Í° for mineral extractions 10fo for industries, 8$ for construc¬
tion and public works,6^ for transport, commerce and services. This
strategy is based also on a great increase of local saving efforts, the

/2)
growth in consumption being at a rythm of only jf> per year . As a

result the local effort should have been-able to finance almost alone, in
the terms of the plan, an investment sum that is double that of the base

year and foreign contribution would have ; remained only marginal. -

There had been very good reason for this double industrialist and scfl-
centered choice of the government that had prepared the plan. First of all,
the services of the plan had realized that the take off in agriculture implied
a series of thorough, preliminary reforms. . . *i•'
(1) I.D.E.P. (D.C.E.P.) printed publication entitled "5 year Plan" -401 p.

(2) "5 year Plan 1960-64" ed. Nov.1960-pgs.2 + 3 figures slightly modified
in the final' estimate of the plan - see further on.
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Aware of the obstacles, sociological and. technical hut more simply political
with which the commencement of an agrarian reform is faced, the government
had prefered to tackle the urban economy first. Besides in this field,
Morocco disposed of an industrial base from whidh it would be easier to

begin the development of the country . On the other hand the - political
need was more urgent in this domain, the stagnation of industry while
"urbanization was being realized at an accelerated rythm with the gradual
departure of foreigners involving of course;a growing unemployment.

, The government hoped to obtain solid support from the towns before

attacking feudal structures in the country. Besides this, the experience
of the last years, as the political orientations of the'government for
instance, forbade reckoning to a large extent with the assistance of J

foreign private capital. It was impossible to repeat the experience of
the 1948-53 industrial boom. The substitution of new sources of public
external aid (Festern and Soviet) to failing private capital had created,
almost immediately,. delicate political problems. The fear of some and
the realism of others had combined to opt in favour of an self—centered
alternative giving a very marginal importance to foreign aid.

. ■ . . ...

_■ >'C1 • •, i... ( • <| ......

The incoherence of the plan, for we shall observe that there is

unfortunately a very groat incoherence, was the failure to have drawn
conclusions from these choices. A strategy of this type, strongly inspired
by the model of the communist countries, implied a marked state orientation,
by which the forced public savings is substituted spontaneous private savings
of, which it was vain to hope for'as rapid an increase as was neõõssary for
the financing of investments. The plan pretended ignorance of thesé
problems and the elaborate model sprung from .the unfortunate-assumption of --a.

giddy growth of the private sa,vings. There again, the government showed- ( -

proof of timidity, for the entire pages of the official documents, to which
we shall return further on,'display the fact that it was perfectly aware of
the problems.
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It is apparently difficult to know whether.the proceeding government
would have persisted in this coherence and we could not Make it responsible
for the text adopted in November, 196.0, The fact still remains that the
dismissal of the ministry of the istiqlalian and trade unionist "left"
and the return to openly liberal options, acknowledged the strong contrat-
diction between the industrialist and the autocentered strategy of the plan
•and its model -of liberal financing,

oar "

The--agrarian reform and the agricultural objectives.

( 1 ) !»
The first chapter of the plan's documentv leaves the reader with a

; h |

strange feeling of dissatisfaction of a text obviously J hurriedly modified
and edulcorated. The objective of the take off in agricultural development
takes only second place,, while the work of the government in the course

of the first plan is concentrated on structure reform. It is not denied
that agricultural development is necessary for industrialization: in

lightening the external balance of the weight of agricultural imports,
in providing rapid exports in feeding light raw-material industries,, and

opening wider markets for them. But it has been rightly noticed that
the reform of sound structures demands preliminary attention. The extremely

.. f2-) ï-- - <••••
unequalv repartition of property not only causes a groat inequality in

living standards, but is also opposed to a rational and efficacious use

of the soil on account of the negligence of the big proprietors.. The: "'

traditional means of exploitation, notably the Khamessat, the Khobza and,
- v 1 ( a) -■ . I'i ■ ■ r.ztrmthe Azzaba , founded on the parcelling out of the big. estates, deprive :

these of the technical advantages of wide areas. i

■ ' " ■ I I I Il I .1 I I . ■! ..I I,

(1 $ Cited documeht - Sovomber, i960- pgs. 55-137
(2) The document give on pg. 75 the figures we have used in Chapter III.

r ■-* i r ; •
j. j. •

(3) The Khammes is a farmer who pays 1/5 of the rent 'in kind . The Khobbaa
pays 1/4 and the Azzab 1/3 or 1/2 the rent in kind.
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The rapid, take off in.agrioulture is faced with other obstacles: the

very poor distribution of the rural population, which as we have seen

characterised the whole of the Maghreb and the historical reasons of which
date back'very far .into the past, th.e .collective structures of the

running rights. ,

The lucid analysis of structural obstacles to the progress of agrioul¬
ture is followed unfortunately by only a program of reforms which are

extremely timid and which wo suspect cannot resolve the problems raised.
We are not speaking of agrarian reforms, of the redistribution of property,
but also of "agricultural" reform, that is, the improvement of the exploiter's( 1 )status . Nevertheless., experience hás shown that as long as-the political
and social pqwers of big proprietors remain as effective as 'in Morocco,
the legislative texts relating to farming remain a dead letter.

i tX . : .-:;v -ï. • -i •

While waiting to attack this power, the preceeding government
proposed to. act át first in the other spheres of the reform. The state

thus'proposed to recover the colonized lands — but the plan decided upon
by the new government gave no indications as to either the time allowed
for the operation or its financial conditions - and to bsttar ©zeroise its
rights over the irrigated.areas which are without doubt important. A survey
and study of the occupant's rights would permit, if one wished, the recovery
of certain areas doubtlessly important. The restriction of the land
purchase and sale rights arid the exercise of a preemption right in favour
of the-State, should avoid the transfer of land from colonists to new

latifundiary Moroccan proprietors. Thë land thus recovered should be
distributed for usufructuary tenure in lots of 5 ha. in .irrigated zones: and'
10 ha. in dry zones, in such a way as to créai© satisfactorily•large units of
land surface.

ï i. ■

(ï) cited document pg. 83.
. .,. , , ri ... .....
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The ulterior regrouping of these units into cooperatives was envisaged,
while the eminent state right to property should permit it to intervene
by establishing trust books and preventing the parcelling out by heritage.
The creation of state farms was envisaged in certain cases.

As regards collective lands, it was realized that the most interesting
areas are the object of an appropriation of either the traditional chiefs
or big exploiters who alone can exploit them, the others, peasants devoid
of means of traction or of capital to work with, not being able to vindicate
their rights as members of the collectivity. It was also realized that
the actual exploiters scarcely act as proprietors and undertake no
investments on either short or long terms, (improvement of the land,
plantations, fertilization or irrigation). The forms of action recormended
in this field remain nevertheless poorly specified as in Tunisia. Por the
future, we vaguely envisage the transmission of property to the commoners,
the organization of cooperatives etc. There again it is evident that the
essential obstacle to progress is a result of the political power of the
traditional chiefs. This is why the démocratisation of rural life, especially
the organization of elections, appeared to constitute in the minds of thq.
overthrown government, the real preliminary. The fact remains evidently
that these elections and this democratization must go beyond the categorical

...... j. -i 4

stage if it is desired that they prepare actively an examination of-the
actual order and the.agrarian structures.

.i. ' ■ i i

The techniques and the work to be undertaken in the agricultural field,
described later on in the plan, should thus only permit the resolution
of a few pressing .problems rather than preparation for the long dated
future which will depend on the execution of fundamental reforms. One
can thus wonder if the objective of an increase in the agricultural
production of 3«5$ per year maintained in spite- of everything, :is compatible
with tho abandonment of fundamental forms.
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Rates of growth that contrast with the stagnation of proceeding yea??s

were envisaged - 2.5$ Per year for cereals, 3$ for fresh vegetables,
5$ for meat, 6$ for potatoes, fruit, eggs and milk, 7% for fats, 8$ for/ . \ ... i.j.

pulses, 30$ for fishing) . Even in the assumption that the fundamental
reforms had been put into practice, neither the recovery of colonized lands,
nor the latifundiary divisions could have caused of themselves an output

growth in the near future. On the contrary, the most probable thing would
have beenrthat these reforms should have shortly created supplementary
difficulties and very certainly so for the colonized lands which are well

cultivated, by a drop in the output. Nevertheless the preliminary execution
of these reforms was judged necessary - not merely for political and social
reasons (decolonization and democratization) but equally as a condition
for the later success of the technical operations for the modernization of
traditional agriculture as regards the end of Moroccan latifundia. To

envisage a growth in the agricultural output parallel with a putting in to
practice of these reforms was already very ambitious and appeared to neglect
the duration of time required for the correct execution of the reforms.
To maintain expectations for growth while abandoning the fundamental reforms
was to turn one's back on the experience of the past marked by almost an

absolute stagnation in the agricultural output.

The principal action envisaged for dry agriculture is the "tilling
operation". This is a type of mechanical ploughing which if put into
effect every 3 years should allow the immediate use of rain water and a very
appreciable increase in production. The operation should be executed by the■' J.. '' ti" ' TO'.- a, i.;. ;
state which thus takes the place of the exploiters who are incapable financiallyV, X'• '• X.t. •'v j 4- ■ "• 'XC' ;
and technically of managing a mechanical park, under normal renting conditions,
which would demand among other things, a cooperative association to which

. ;'i. ' ï-.--

they are strongly opposed.

(ï) cited document - page 102. "
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The aim is to .execute annually deep mechanical ploughing over 700,000
hectares at the .end of the plan, This will allow ahout. 2 million hectares,
which is almost .the total area on which intensive dry culture is possible,

to profit from the operation . For the operation to be profitable it
must be accompanied with the use of selected seeds, manure etc... .... ■

X.Í" ■ « ■ ■- .

According to the estimate of the plan, the cost of the operation would
rise for the first 5 years of the plan to about 110 tens of. thousands of
which 8.5 tens of thousands will be chargeable to the state! 1.5 tens
of thousands for the setting up of a material depot, 7,0 tens of thousands
as subsidies for the purchase of seeds + manure, 57-7 tens of thousands
in the form of short settlement loans the development of rural areas

to be given to the beneficiaries to allow them to meet the expenses of
the. operation and to buy selected manure and. seeds and 43 tens of thousands
in the form of advance payments made by the beneficiaries from their
own funds for both the annual settlement of ploughing costs and the

purchase of seeds and manure. In strict investment, the operation is reduced
to the establishment and renovation of the material depot at the State's

expense, (Agricultural works center). (1.5 tens of thousands-), the other
expens*8 correspond.with the current, cost : of : output.

Other operations arc envisaged in the development of dry agriculture

and of the extensive raising of oattle of a more standard breed, notably
for the reclamation of land, for cultivation or in view of the protection
and restoration of the ,soilj 1 .,3 tens of thousands - investment costs

to be charged .to the Agricultural Works Centor and 6.4 tens of thousands
to be charged to beneficiaries, for the development of the cultivation
of shrubberies and forests, (investments: 17.6 tens Of thousands to be

charged to Agricultural Works Center and 3.0 tens of thousands at the

expense of the private sector), as regards stock rearing: the creation
of watering places, fodder centers etc.. 3.2 tens of thousands for(new
current expenses to be charged to the administrative services, 3.4 tens of
thousands - public investments, 1.8 tens of thousands - private investments),
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in view of an improvement in stocking and commercialization, 2.3 tens
of thousands - public 'investments, 2.3' tens of thousands - private

investments, finally for the battle against (4.3 tens of thousands -

expenses estimated for the services charged with this t?ak. ) o.::

Agricultural hydraulic engineering, -undertaken hy a single organism
tho National Irrigations Office, should during the course of this first

plan terminate the physical planning of 78.000 hectares situated in the

groat areas of Bower Moulouya, Beni Moussa, Doukkal and Beth for which
the-essential work has already' been completed. The external equipment
of those areas, (work on th'c dams, irrigation canals etc.) would amount
to the cost of 19«5 diz mils payable by'the O.N.I. The internal equipment
of the works (planning, farm equipment, etc.. at 8.0 tens of thousands
of which 3.9 is to be pai&uby the O.N.I and 4»1 chargeable to the exploiters.

The cost of the sanitation program for tho Eharb plain would amount
to 1,5 tens of thousands for the external equipment and 0.8 tens of
thousands for the internal equipment to be-paid by the O.N.I and 0.4
tens of thousands to bo charged to.the.exploiters (internal Oqui^mont).
Finally, the cost for the physical planning of small areas in the'Dif1 and
Haouz will amount to 9«5 tons of thousands and that for studies at 1.1
tens of thousands to be charged to .the O.N.I.

• • • £ ; yt" .'.V : ■' ï ~ .i.'--. •' VXi-j'v ■ ■■ ■ r

The total amount of tho new investments notod in the final estimate
of the plan (90.7 torts --of thousands.) is thus slightly higher then that
returned in the first rough sketch of which-tho descriptive details given
bolow allow us to estijnatc at about 80 drz". n*Ls. broken down as follows
(in tons of thousands) * ; :yixi K' . ... .1: .
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Public

Investments

Private
«I

Investments

Tilling Operation

Dry Agriculture:
Soil Protection and. restoration

Culture of S&ruberriod & Forests

Stock rearing

Stockage and Commercialization

Hydraulic Engineering

Large areas

External Equipment
Internal Equipment

Sanitation:

External Equipment

Internal Equipment

Small Areas

1,5

1.3

17-6

3.4

2.3

19-5

3.9

1.;5
0.8

9-5

6.4
3.0

1.8

2.3

4.1

0.4

Total 61.3 18.0

Industrial Development: 1

The first estimate of the 5 year plan contained only vague indications
on the sectors., of. industry to be developed.' in the course of the first plan.
A systematic industrial investigation has allowed us to deternine the

exact situation of the Moroccan industry and to start concrete sectorial

studies to fix precise, objectives, A table of intersectorial relations

has permitted us to draw up for i960 and for 1965, the termimal-yeiar of
planj the results of the carrying into effect of the new industrial
capacities to be created on the distributed revenue and the external

oommerce.
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A document «.f great quality published in November, 1961, under the title
' . ( A )

of "Five Year Plan 1960-64 - Industrial Development" to which we refer
below, describes for each of the 26 defined branches of industry - the
objectives of production, the needs for investment, the inputs (raw
material, the services created and the revenue distributed, the direct
effects on the external commerce, etc.

As regards power, the objectives of the plan would be to increase
• Î.C.

the production of the Djorada Charcoal Mines from 505 to 725*000 tons
(no supplementary investment is required). To install an oil refinery at
Mohammedia of a capacity of 1.1 thousand tons (a mixed Moroccan-Italian
Society - investments: 7 tens of thousands) and to bring the production
of electricity from 1.035 to 1.935 thousand kwh (principal investments:
Mechra Klila Hydraulios Center and Oujda Thermal Center - total amount of
investments estimated in the plan: 5*0 tens of thousands).

11:

The extraction of phosphates should increase from 6.6 to 11.0 thousands
tons in 1965, this will require investments amounting to 32.5 tens of
thousands and will permit us to bring the exports up to 61.2 tens of
thousands at the end of the plan. The output objectives for the other

principal minerals would bo 1.8 thousand tons of iron t.die as agains-t i;.„
1.4 in 1958, 300.000 tons of pure lead and zinc as against 200.000 tons
in 1960, -440.000 tons of manganese and 245*000 tons of sulphur minerals.
The following are also .anticipated: the development of the- extraction of
copper, cobalt, potash, barytesetc.... The investments estimated foi those
diverse mining programs would amount to 16.7 tens of thousands and would
allow an increase in exports to 32.3- tons of thousands. - -

(ï) Rabat, publications of the DCEP 505 pages.
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The development program anticipated for the food industries envisaged
principally: the creation of a sugar refinery which will permit the increase
in the capacity of refining from 27Ó to 350*000 tons and to furnish 30,000
tons of cristalized sugar for-, direct consumption ( investment 9*3 ions
of thousands, the installation of•supplementary capacities in the-sector
of coffee roasting, confectionery and yeaêt (investments: 0.3 tens of

thousands), the creation of supplementary fish, meat, vegetables and fruit
conserves will allow an increase in exports to 23.8, thousands at the end
of the plan (investments: 1.6 tens of thousands), the establishment of
cattle food factories etc...(investments: 0.1 tens of thousands) the

development of the capacities of the fats industry (grinding of peanuts,
oil refining, treatment of olives and by-products - margerinery — invest¬

ments^ 1.8 diz mis.) and for milk products, for those of thíè indmstrial
flour mills, for the polishing of rice and diverse cereal industries -

(investments 2.8 tens of thousands) finally for breweries and aerated drinks
industries (investments 2.1 tens of thousands).

In the field of the textile industry, very much retarded in Morocco
as regards other sectors of light industries, an investments of about T9»5
tens of thousands are envisaged, to bring the capacities of wool carding
to 4*800 t, spinning to 1.500t and weaving to 1.300t, cotton to 12.000

'

, V'f „ , * 'i - . ;•/•.(. J. ' i ■ • .. ; ' *' ' "

spun, and 15.000 woven jute and sisal to 5«700t of sack and 4*700t of
string + cords. Investments in decline in the industries for the making
of fishing nets, clothes, underclothes, knitted goods, embroidery and

trimmings as well as handicrafts, were estimated to rise to 3.1 tens of
thous ands,

"vxiei; , ■ 1 ■ _ .

....
i \

Numerous projects aro anticipated for the other light industries for
whichvthe total of investments will amount to 0.3 tens of thousands for

- c , . • " : . fj: f* J . "V

tanneries, 0.5 tens of thousands for shoe factories, 2^4 tens of thousands
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for the making of wooden cases, 0.2 tens ofthousands for the vegetable
leather industry, 0.3 tons of thousands for the transformation of plastic
materials, 0.5 tens of thousands for the diverse wood industries, 1.0
tons of thousands for earthen waro and porcelain, 1.1 tens of thousands
for glass work (hollow glass and flat glass).

A beginning in heavy industry was envisaged in iron and steel and
mechanical industries. The installation at Nador in Eastern Morocco of the
first stage of a complex iron' smelting idustry which will be fed from tho
minerals from the Rif and Coal from Djerada should allow the production
at tho end of the plan, of 60,000 tons of métallurgie products and 20.000
tons of iron manganese (investmentss 15.5 tens of thousands). In the

* ■ ■

, -r;-' . .o. •
metallurgy of zinc and lead the supplementary foundries to be installed will
cost. Under the Iron and Steel Industry Investments of 12.8 tens of thousands
were anticipated for metallurgy (wire works- steol tubes and cables forging,
primary transformation of aluminium, smelting, copper smiths' works, shoot-
iron works) and mechanics (internal combustion engines, pumps, railway
material, tools, tractors, naval constructions, metallic wrappings, etc...).
The establishment of a lorry assemblage factory (2.000 vehicles a year)
a factory for the assemblage of touring cars (10.000 vehicles) of motor

cycles (15.000) the fabrication of bicycles (25.000), the improvement of
repair shops should equally absorb investments amounting to 4*0 tens of
thousands. Finally, several projects concerning light mechanics and
electrical industries: the fabrication of refrigerators (8.000) of sewing
machines (5.000) of tinwaro, cutlery hardwares, metal furniture: the
fabrication of portable stoves, water heaters, hurricane laiterts , and various
household apparatus» radio receivers (35.OOO),batteries (5 million),
accumulators (75>000)> alarm clocks (12o.OOO), electric bulbs (7 million)

J .i 'V ..0
for which the overall total of the investments rose to 2.4 tens of thousands.
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An important outset in development was equally envisaged in the
chemical indmstry, Investments of 20.6 tens of thousands were provided/

» •*
. T *-r- - Pff"" '« •'for basic chemistry, notably for the production of fertilizers- (85,OOOt

of super phosphates, 200.OOOt of triple super phosphates, 130.000t of
compound manure), production of basic products- (9.OOOt of chlorine
2,OOOt of hydrochloric acid, 20.OOOt "f sulphur, 31.000t of sodium carbonato
10.OOOt of tripoly phosphates, 15.000 of sulphuric acid, 1600.000 m3 of
compressed air, 320.000 m3 of acetylene, 4.000t of explosives, sulphide,
silicates arid mineral pigment, etc...... and products of organic synthesis
(D.D.T.insecticides, etc., plastic materials, colourings, etc...). The
pharmaceutical and parachemical industries being fewer than the basic
ohemical industries, should absorb 5*4 tens of thousands of the investments,
notably for the fabrication of tye, detergents and maintenance products
(6»§00tons), paints and varnishes (16.70Ctcns),insecticides and disinfectant
(3.500 tons), products of perfumeries and soap work (30.000 tons) pharma^-
ceutical products; - aspirine, khelline,,vitamins etc.. and
diverse chemical products; - glues and gelatines, starch and glucose, etc..
and for fabrication of matches . A particular effort should bo shown in
the rubber field. In this the investments should increase to 3»1 tens of
thousands notably for the making of inner tubes and outer covers of bicyclotyres (76O.OOO) and of vehicles 350.000 and for the making of various rubber
articles —tubes, hoses, belts, shoe soles, etc... The paper—cardboard branch
and the polygraphic industries should benefit from investments amountingto a total of 11.6 tens of thousands. This will permit the production of
53-400 tons of paper paste, 55*600 tons of paper and cardboard as well as
the installation of important printing presses.

In connection with the targets of the public works and construction
targets, the building material industry should invest 5.8 tens of thousands
to permit a rise in the output capacity of the cement works to,910.000t,in the value of the extraction of sand, stone, gypsum and marble to
4.7 tens of thousands arise in the fabrication of plaster, ceramics and.
compressed fuel to,3*6 tens of thousands.

.;
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The building output should increase to 52 tens of thousands, at the
end of the plan of this, 23.6 tens of thousands should be for the bulk
of the work, 1.5 tens of thousands for the architects and Study offices,
2.4 tens of thousands for the metallic carpentry, 11.0 tens of thousands
for the wood work, plumbing, electrical installations, painting, and

« ■ >' "

glass work and 13.5 tens of thousands for the finishings undertaken by the
craltsmen. The public works output should reach 69.6 tens of thousands
of which 31.1 tens of thousands will be for the general works, 20.0 tens
of thousands for the roads, 2.4 tens of thousands for digging, 9*5 tens.of
thousands for boring, 2.6 tens of thousands for electric and telephone
installations and 4-0 tens of thousands for the mining works, No investments
were provided for in thoso sectors which are at the-moment over-equiped.

Specialized material could eventually be introduced as a temporary import.
especially from Algeria by the successful tenderers for the contracts.- ;

On the whole, the amount of new investments anticipated for industry
in the final estimate of the plan would come to 203 tens of thousands

distributed as follows!

Power: 12 tens of thousands

Oil refinery . 7.0 f,

Power Houses 5«0

Mineral Extraction - 49 " " "
... - J "

Phosphates 32.5

Other Minerals
A 16,7

Pood Industries
... 18 " .. " - M ; ;

» ' *• "*

Sugar Factories 9*3

Tinned food factories 1.6

Fats ■ u. : .> 1.8

Floeir mills 2.8

Breweries, drinks 2.1

Sundry 0.4

Textiles 0- - 20 n " h

Other light industries - 7 '1,1 "
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Iron + steel industries,metallurgy, mechanics 48 tens of thouscu

metallurgy of iron 15*15
iron smelting 12.8
lead, and zinc metallugry 9*0

heavy mechanics 4*0

Light mechanics 6.3

Chemistry 41 " " "
hasic products, fertilizers 20.6

pharmacy, para-chemistry 5*4
Rubber 3.1

Paper, polygraphy 11.6

Building material 6 " " "

Total 203 11 11

The type of industries anticipated by the 5 year plan of Morocco and
its total amount of investments recalls to a great extent the characteristics
of the 5 year Egyptian plan which covers approximately the same period
(July 1, i960 - July 1, 1965). In both plans in fact we find lists of

industries that often appear strictly identical. The total of the net

investments provided by the Moroccan Plan for the industries described above,
come to 203 tens of thousands, while the gross industrial investments
forecast in the Egyptian plan, come to 574 thousands, Egyptian pounds^

(ï) See "General Pram of 5 Year Plan 1960-65" Cairo 196O — official document
of the national plan committee page 25. See also our detailed description
of the Industrial Plan for Egypt: Samir imin "The Program of Industrialization
for Egypt" in the Economy and Finance of Syria and the Irab Countries— No.29?
ï'Vj I960 - Damas.
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The Moroccan Plan forecast a slightly more intense effort towards

industrialization than the U.A.R. Plan, compared with the first 3 year
plan of Tunisia and even, so it seems, with the first sketches of the 4 yoar
plan of this country, the 5 year plans of Morocco and Egypt appear to bo
based to a greater extent on industrialization. Considering this similarity
of targets, it is interesting to compare the expected efficacy of these
industrial"investments and their effect on the labour employment and
commercial balance of Morocco and Egypt.

As regards Morocco, the growth expected from the value added, by the
extrativo industry, the transformation industry and the power output is( 1 )94 tens of thousands , This corresponds to an average net capital
coefficient of 2.1, The effectiveness of similar industrial investments
is evaluated with more optimism by the Egyptian Plan, for since the growth
of the value added by industry has to be of 267 thousands pounds, the
gross average oapital coefficient will only be 2.1. Similarly, the Egyptian
plan estimates the results of the industrial program on labour employment,
more optimistically. This should créais in 5 years 215.000^"^ supplementary
employments whereas the Moroccan program did not supply more than 53.000^
of these.

(ï) 5 year plan- Industrial Development page 45
(2) General fram of the 5 year plan pg.45« Value added 1959-60: 273,4
thousand £s Egyptian 1964--65: 540.3 thousand £s Egyptian
(3) Ditto pg.119 - Industrial labour force: 1959-1960 - 632.000 -I964-65

847.000

(4) Moroccan doc. cited page 52.
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Thus the amount of now industrial investments required for the creation
of permanent supplementary labour employment would he, according to the
Moroccan Plan -38.000 dirhams^ whereas the gross urn of industrial invest¬
ments per employment would he only £2.700 according to the Egyptian plan.

When it is common knowledge that the lists of industries are very

similar, such differences ought to he removed. The two plans are separated

hy large differences in the results expected from the industrial program
(5)

on exports w/. Moroccan exploitations should in fact increase within the

Q«urso of th© plan "by 75 tens of thousands, and reach at the end of the

plan, 276 tens of thousands, heing (25$ of the output). Those of Egypt
should increase hy £61 thousand and attain £229 thousand in 1965 (13$ of tho
output). The increase in exports should he realized in Morocco at the

rate of 22 tens of thousands from agriculture,20 tens of thousands from
mineral extractions, 32 tens of thousands from industries (including food
industries), whereas in Egypt, agriculture should furnish only 20 thousand

supplementary exports and industry, 40 thousands. Thus 37$ of the

supplementary value added furnished hy the Moroccan industry should be

exported (exluding mineral products) while Egypt's percentage is only 15«
Tho difference in the size of the markets partially explains these variances
since lesser populated Morocco, finds herself obliged to reckon upon relatively
more important industrial exports. On the contrary, the increase in imports
to Morocco would he of 80 tens of thousands coming principally from
industrial products (66 tens of thousands out of 80 tens of thousands),
whilst the Egyptian plan forecasts a reduction in imports of £14-000

(ï) Moroccan Document cited page 53 and Egypt Document cited page 85.
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(1)
(the reduction of the importation of industrial products should be £17.000
Hero again the difference is partly self-explanatory in the size of tho
markets which permits Egypt to have relatively less neod than Morocco for a

recourse to the importation of industrial goods for the equipment of the

country and the intermediary consumption of her factories or for final
consumption. On the whole, the anticipated effects of industrialization on

the industrial commercial balance (exports and imports) are estimated in a

considerably more optimistic fashion in the Egyptian plan, as the tablo below
indicates t

Morocco Egypt

(tens of thousands (thousands of £E
dirhams)

Increase of the value added

by industry

Effects of industrial products

on the commercial balance

a variation of Exports
b variation of Imports

94

+ 35

+ 66

267

j <

+ 40
- 17

Net results (a^-b) = - 31 + 57

Thus, whereas Morocco does not expect from its industrial program a

net increase in its commercial balance of industrial products, the Egyptian

plan forecasts an extremely great improvement its own commercial program.

(1) Mornccan Document page 54? Egyptian Document Page 87.
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We shall have the opportunity further on of seeing that the plans
of both countries present not only a few chance resemblances but, very

systematically, a profound similitude in the strategy of development$
except that the estimate of the results of the, economic planning have, been

. : : .! ' i'-i . " tl'-'î P
calculated with much more optimism in the Egyptian Plan. However, a

great difference in the fundamental choices of industrial politics separates
both plans. Egypt envisaged from the start, not only the preponderance
but also the almoat absolute monopoly of the state sector over industry.

Morocco, on the other hand, anticipated only a public intervention and
the association of state capital with that of tho national and foreign
private sectors.

The amount of the public participation was not supposed to exceed
34 tens of thousands for new investments totalling 196 tens of thousands

( 1 )
in industry and power

The BEPI created by the Moroccan State at the beginning of .1958 could
participate only in the creation of basic industries or enterprises of a

monopolistic type, while, in principle the other industries were left to
face competition. It is precisely the National Bank of Economic Development

ufíot íY
(B.N.D.E) established in 1959 in association with the private and foroxgn
capital which should intervene in the sectors loft to face competition to
help them, if necessary, with industrial loans - long or short term.

« -j' ' '

Morocco also inherited two powerful industrial organisms. The Cherifian .

Phosphates Office, controlling the principal mineral resources of the
country and the "Mineral Research and Participations Bureau" the task of

■. rjiviijX'

which is, as its name indicates, the direction of mining and mineral oil
research either under stato supervision or in association with foreign interest

(ï) 5 year plan. 1960 copy. Plate pg 30. In the final estimate the total
of investments-has been increased from 196 to 203 tens of thousands.
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Finally, the creation of regional societies for study and development,
envisaged in the plan, should facilitate the association of private assets
on the regional scale. The Moroccan system thus constituted about the

year 1960, nearly oquivalont with the Egyptian system of the time, being
itself constructed on"a state holding the organism of Economic Development
creatéd in 1957 which later was broken up into sectorial organisms in
1959} an industrial credit bank (of the State), a Mineral Oil Office (asso¬
ciated ' sometimes with foreign interest for the exploitation of Mineral Oil).

'
■

• 1 ' •' ' 'i; ■" . • •• i

Other developments constitute the object of a more litterary type of
(1)analysis in the 5 year plan for Moroccov . They ares quality standardization

and inspection organization and productivity} localization} the market
problem and artisan concerns (reconvérsion, modernization, etc...).

- > .rio:;- i

Substructure Development

In the field of tlio development of the substructure and of urbanization
the investments definitely anticipated in the 5 yoar plan for Morocco come

to 192 diz mis. distributed as follow:

Transport and Communications: 7««5 tons of thds.
Roads 19.0
Ports 17.1
Railways 6.3
Aerodromes " ' ' "" 4.9

Postal and Telecommunications Services 8.5
Transport equipment 1 16.7

Urbanization and Housing 118.4 ~
Urban physical planning : 16.4
Rural " " 23.0 - •

Housing ' 79.0 * ,v
Total

W.9

(1) "Five Year Plan"- Document November, i960 pga 187 + 210
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As regards road communication, the 5 year program aims ât inter-
grating the ex—Spanish zone which is relatively isolated and underequipp4c
and at improving the conditions for use of the present network hy developing
the terticry net work which is considered insufficient. A precise road

. ; . . '■ -• ' . ■ I'w •: r

program has been drawn up by the Bridge and Road Services. Diverse
operations for the extension and modernization of ports, notably, the
creation of the new ports at Ras Kabdana and at Tafaya to serve respectively
as openings into East Morocco,(up till then, depending on the Algerian
port of Nemour), and into the ex-spanish southern zone have been envisaged,
There are also diverse extensions of the rail net—work (East Line—Oujda—

Ras Kebdana) phosphate lines, envisaged. Some of these operations,
especially those that aim at giving to East Morocco new openings independent
of Algeria, are of doubtful economic profit and they re'spond to political

preoccupations. The following have also been sometimes^ judged excessive^
the decided programs for the aeronautic substructure, for postal equipment,
for the equipment of radiodiffusion and television (the installation of
international range short wave networks, etc...).

The equipment of transport concerns little enough road transport

which is over-equipped. However, a better use of parks for road transport
is necessary and would demand probably a regrouping of enterprises, especi¬

ally the railway lines whioh the plan envisages to protect from road

competition by means of regulations, (authoritative restrictions of runs

etc..). If the creation of a Moroccan fleet has not been proposed at this

stage, the extension and modernization of the Royal Air Morocco Fleet has
• ■

been nevertheless the object of a few provisions.

The program of lodging construction comprises, besides private
construction (48 tens of thousands which corresponds to 53.000 lodgings),
an important effort in public constructions (31 tons of thousands).
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The latter program proposes to resolve first of all the grave problem
of the category of economy lodgings for which there is a solvent demand
Cjodgings from 25-30 dirhams per month - representing 10t-15$ "^e revenue)
which., however, the private initiative judgedof too little interest to
satisfy it. In this field, where the state proposes to build 22.,000

lodgings, the total insolvency of private capital justifies public
intervention. -For the middle q1 ass es, a .program of 35»000 constructions
financed partially by public loans in envisaged. For the very poor

class.es whose demand is not solvent, only a program for the improvement of
shanty towns which group 400.000 inhabitants - (water holes, etc...) is

envisaged. The urban physical planning is destined to maintain, in the

agglomerations in which an increase of more than 700.000 inhabitants in

5 years is anticipated, modern standards af water and electricity supplies,
drainage, and roads. The rural physical planning should on the other
hand permit a very impressionable improvement of the present living stand¬

ards, notably in the supply, of drinking .waiter and the equipment of markets.

The amount of investments anticipated in those fields comes to 42 tons

of thousands of which 28.2 tons of thousands is for education, 8.8 for health
and 5.3 for general administration.

/ j\ . u j >• ' . : . ' T ./JAs regards academic matters the target of this 1st Plan is to carry
the rate of school attendance from 38$ in 1959 -60 (730.000 scholars) to

68$ in 1964-65; (4.5.3O.000 scholars). Tq train 7.100 teachers in the

regional teaching colleges (which have at present 700 students). To construct
1200 classes a year.

(ï) 5 year plan 1st Year estimate - page 340.
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The targets of the secondary and higher education do not appear expressed,
any more clearly than those that concern public health, the main bottle
neck namely qualified etaff personnel (teacher and doctors). .The.-latter
problem not being solvable within the next years and as a consequence
the..rytlun. of the construction of secondary schools, dispensaries and
hospitals has to bo restricted to"foreign technical assistants as regardspersonnel^^ .

Finally, government programs concerning principally the army, justice
and the interior are forecast in the plan^\

Tourism, Commerce and Services.

A special effort is recommended for tourism from which the currency
contribution to Morocco has increased within the last years at an

extremely rapid rythm and from which a contribution of 28 tens of thousands
dirhams is anticipated for 19&5 as against 15 tens of thousands for 19
To this effect, investments amounting to 7,8 tens of thousands are fore¬
cast by the plan^^. No particular state action is anticipated in the
field of commerce and the services left to private initiatiVe^^. The
action on the structures that are judged non—satisfactory (circuits which
are too long, borders which are two high etc....) appeared still at study
level. An estimate of the probable investments - of about 10 tens of

l ' ft)thousands - is given by the plan .

The output and investment targets.
The five year plan and the 10 year plan

The final estimate of the plan thus estimates an increase of 32^ of
tho output at a regular price during the first 5 years of the plan.
(2)l)itto pages 345 and following.
(3)l>ocumsnt Nov. 1960-p. 288

)f
(4) Document November, 1961 page 49
(5) Document Nov. 196O p.300 ans suiv.

(6) Document Nov. 1961 page 49.
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10 Yoar Projaots forooaot tho prolongation of this lythm to 6 or 7$ per ,

yoar during the next 5 years according to the' prdportions given hereunder:
. v ■ . , ; .

: r ■ ■- r
_ • j '

l Moroooo . . Growth ■Rato
1960- 1965- 1970 ... 1960/69 1965/70
Current tens of thds .

Agriculture 265 315 418 3.. 5 .ó 5« 7
Industries 182 277 393 9 -lO 7*3

Building

Public Works 33 JO 93 16.0 5*7

Transport,
Commerce Services 340 446 594 5-5 5«5

Total .

Product

Government, salaries 85 112 1498 , 5-71 6.2
Production^^^ 820 1108 1498 6.2 6.2

Total Product i 905 1220 1498 6.2 ' 6.2
• ; ; ■ .r :.to) .. r 1 "
:• i

.. : • -V- - • - / 1 f 'Í ■ ' .f . **• ■■ " • ■ ' " "

There is"queátion here as we see of an "industrialist" plan and prospects
of which thé final target is to double the gross domestic output in 12 years

(instead of in the 10 years forecast by the primary project based on a rate of

jfo). The great similarity between these targets and those of the Egyptian plan,
which is itself placed again in a ten year prospect of growth at a rythm of jfo
per annum, appears in the numbers on the tablé below:

. ^

(ï) 5 year plan Nov. ÎÇ61 - pg3.
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Egypt3) Growth Rate

. :it x\. -, :j • : j - ■;

Agriculture
Industries

Building: Public Works

Transport, Commerce and
(4)Services v

Total product

I96O-I965-I97O

( current thousand £s. )
1960/65 1965/70

400 512 625

273 540 . 802
52 51 75

557 692 1060

1282 1795 2564

J i i'.. yt.i.- ;o :

J ? 5.1
14.7

4.4

7.0

4.2

8.2

8.2

9.0

7.0

In both cases it is proposed that the industrial sector cause a take-off
in the growth. We have seen that the Egyptian s6-r-vices of the plan had in
this field, shown*proof of an optimism yet greater than that of the services
of the Moroccan plan* They had also retained an averagô capital coefficient
which is particularly low. In both countries likewise, it is supposed that

during the course-of the 2nd 5 years the rythm of the industrial realization
I

will slow up appreciably, the starting point being higher. In Egypt as in
Morocco important progress in agriculture is expected though less rapid

jfch.aiLjt.iiat.. in industry. Qn short-terms in Egypt* which seems strange since
the,chief progresses should be attributed to the exploitation of new lands
that the construction of the High Dam will permit during the second five

years. In Morocco rapid progress in agriculture íh oxpbcted on long-terms.
Morocco's target possibilities are greater in this field though obstados
of a social and structural kind are to overcome previously.

(3) Doc. cited pg.11

(4) Including administrativo services.
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In a word, in both countries, it is proposed that the stress he placed
'•.1 V* '

on the material basis of the economy and a systematic priority be accorded
to this in the tertiary sector which is justly considered relatively too

developed. Experience however, has shown that in this field, the government

austerity policy that this strategy implies has not been put to work in
( 1 )

conformity with lhe targets aimed at. The sole difference appeared in the
compared growth rates in building and public works which only explain

V . /" v : > j '• 1"'. ■ c • . .'•!...
very different models of investment distribution as we shall see.

It ■ -- vV ' , -j ' ; ,

The amount of gross regular investments anticipated by the first

-5-year "Moroccan Plan should come "to ?68 tens of thousands, distributed
as follows: ; 4" ;

...... Amount 56
(diz mis, )

Regular net Investments ... ..

Agriculture 90.7, 17
Industries

. 203.0 37

Transport and Communication 72.5 13

Housing 79.O 15
Piibliç and Social Services _ 81.7 15

Sundry Services + Commerce , 17.8-, 3

cu'-i tJvj ;4. • "i- ——

- Total : . - T "..;, 544.7 1 100
Depreciation x j. -iv :.~C • 215.7
Reconstruction of Agadir --xv- '-i; . ; s 7,5 ■■4L'

-, ,• fi ■■ . . j ' • - .* J .• ;• f: • "X" 1 " i ! i"i • «Î' C !

Gross total regular investments 769.9

(ï) See Dr. Mohammed Mahmoud. El Imam. "Al Pakhtit: Minagl AP Tanniia il
Igtisadia" Cairo 1963 (in Arabic): From the 2nd year of the plan the

provisions for government expenses relative to the 5th Year had already boon
exceeded (tables pg. 108-109).
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This distrihuticn presents great similarities with that of the

Egyptian Plan (established in terms of Gross Investments, as the following
(1)table showsv t

1st

1960 f.1965
Amount

Gross Total Investments 1577 100

2nd

1965 - 1970

Amount

(Mis £E ) 1 i ~ (mis £E) *

Agriculture 392 25 412 24

Industries ~

(2)
Transport + Communications

579 36 555 32

272 17 255 15

Housing 175 11 275 16

Public + Social Services 49 3 60 4

Diverse Services + Commerce 111 7 160 9

1717 100

The sole appreciable difference arise from the more m®dest section of
the administrative and social services anticipated in Egypt. These dispose
in this field of a great lead on Morocco and of tho greater part in agricul¬
ture the progress of which requires in conditions unfavoidable to Egypt
relatively considerable investments (the Aswan High lam).

(1) Document Egypt Cited p. 15

(2) Including the Suez Canal.
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The growth of these investments presents, However, great differences.
Morocco in fact anticipated a growth which would•rise less quickly from
a lower starting point then increase more slowly during the course of the
second plan as the figures helow will indicate (tens of thousands) (1)

.it

■Tn,,

1960

. 1961
,

. -.1962

1963
.. 1964

Total First

Plan
V 'ï-

9I.7

121.9

152.7

183.7
217.9

767.9

1965 - 249.5

1966 - 259.5

1967 - 270

1968 - 280

1969 - 29Q ,

Total Second

plan

1970 -

1349

301

Thus-the investments"Teprosenting 11$ of the production in 1960
should attain the percentage of.'22$ in I965 to later fall to the level of
20$ in I97O. On the oontrary Egypt presaw a stronger starting hase and
consequently a less rapid growth. From i960 the gross investment of which
the total amount would come to 204 mis, would already represent 17$ of the
gross production, as against 21$ in 1965 (351 mis)^. This difference
explains the divergences that have been noted in the building and public
works growth rates. Considering the importance of the investments required
by the development of Egyptian agriculture, (High Dam) the gross coefficient
is sLightly higher according to the Egyptian Plan than- it -is-in-the-Moroccan
estimates.

\ :

(1) Industrial devélopment pg. 34 + 41

(2) Comparison of the two economic tables for i960 and 1965 in the
Egypt document cited.

o:i.i
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The strategies of these 2 plans, ' defined, by their out-put targets^
the volume and distribution òf their investments, present certain
similarities with a few variances due to evident differences in the

objective conditions (notably in thô field of agriculture and in the
level of the starting point), and with this difference that the estimates
of the Egyptian Plan, in matters of the results of industrialization on

the income, the external balance and the creation of employment, are

more optimistic.

The Overall Coherence of tho 5 Year Plan 1960-64:

The general physical balance:

■

, : The establishment of the general, balance .of resources and of the
use of goods and services, has represented the major operation iri the

preparation of the »plan for 'Morocco.' It is unnecessary to describe here
(1)the method, employed to this effect . This method presents close similar¬

ities with the one used by" the Tunisian technicians for the elaboration of

their .10 Year Plan, Little oriticism oan.be passed on a work; of such
technical perfection. -

(1) A brief exposition of these methods may be found in the "Five Year Plan"-
industrial development". Rabat I96I pgs. 1-25. See also the report of
M.A. Assouline, Director of the Plan, at the meeting on Integral Planning
in Africa organized by the Economic Commission of the b.N.O for Africa,
Addis Ababa - 15 - 20 October, 1962.
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Unlike the Tunisian Plans, those of Morocco are based on demographic
assumptions which are more complete and more realistic. The maintenance
during the next ten years of the present growth rate of the muslim popu¬
lation (2j7% per annum) which would bring this to 11.1 thousands in 1960»
1.2.6, in 1965 anci 14»4 thousands in 1970. It is estimated that the

. .. • '• •. .a : • •

number of foreigners excluding Algerian will fall from 320.000 in 1960
to 210.000 in 1965 and 150.000 in 1970. The departure of the jews had
however not been anticipated. Assumptions had been similarly made in tho
case of urbanization according to which the population of the towns would
rise from 3.3 thousand in 1960 (31$ of tho total population) to 3.9 thousan
in 1965 (32$) ■>.. v" y; ^ ;.L.

The population has been divided into 2 groups of which the 2nd
includo besides the Eirooans, only 15j000 Moroccans in i960 and 17.000
in I97O whoso requirements are of the European kind. For the first /

group the demand rate was determined in 1965 anA 1970 from coefficients
of elasticity drawn from the observation that a great consumption

(2)
enquiry, executed in 1959 'to- this effect , had permitted, and which
distinguishes the urban areas from the rural areas, such a procedure
involved 2 adjacent assumptions. The one, that tho degree of inequality
in the distribution would remain during the courso of tho plan, unchanged,
which contrasts strongly in its simple candour, with tho social targets
of tho Tunisian plans these proposed to favour systematically the most

undorpriviledged classes, (targets for tho minimum income 50 dinars).
The other, which seems to ignoro totally tho phonomenom of the eventual
substitution of Moroccans for the departing Europeans.

; -i,v, ! ' fr . .r 7. • :.:17 v. .L a ;.A .

(ï) First estimate of tho plan

(2) Published by tho D.C.E.P. in 1961.
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In this field, reality and the recent past contradicted the hypothesis
of the plan already in i960.

From this final demands sectorial output targets have been elaborated
by '-an-intelligent-use of inpvt- and output methods. Certain methods

which are even finer than those "employed by the Tunisian plans have

permitted the best planning of imports that could probably ever have

beeç made on the African continent. Similarly, a very detailed analysis
of commercial margins has permitted an establishment of commercial

revenues and taxations arising from the development of the material bases
of the economy.

To this effect, a series of tables of inter-industrial relations,
isolating in the intermediary demand, the imports and the commercial

Cl)
margins, have been completed for the basic year of 1958v .

The results of these studies have been confronted with those that

were being furnished by the micro-eoonomic analysis of the sectorial

projects, especially in the industrial sector. It is from these sectorial

projects that the amount of1 required investments, and possible exports,
had been determined whereas the Governments' final current demand, just
as the sub-structúre investments, constituted exogenous targets. The
relative precision of the sectorial targets are better studied than in the

ten year plans of Tunisia. They are very similar to"those of Egypts' in¬
dustrial plan, and the moderate optimism of which the Moroccan technicians

have shown proof, notably concerning the reduction of'imports allows for
a consideration of tHo rosults of their work with great confidence.

(ï) Published by the D.C.E.P. in 49-41»-
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The general balance obtained, which is of a great physical
coherence, is shown at the overall level as follows (current tens of
thousands). . H

:'-i -ir a 1965 Nos,

Output 739 1108 150

+ Imports 188 301 160

— Exports • 157 276 175

= Liquid Assets 770 1133 -

Final Consumptions
- f •' '

Private 619 841 136

Public r . : . ;j„ X •; 39 .
38 97

Gross Investments 112 254 227;

As we can see, the import growth must surpass that of output, inspito
of the industrialists options of the plan and the systematic orientation
of industries, the development of. which is proposed towards a satisfaction
of the local market. There is to be found here first-of all, the natural
consequence of the strong progression of investments, the starting level
of which was low in 1958 (15^ of the output) and which must attain, in
the terms of the plan, tho level of the 1948-53 period (23$..pf the output).
It is however, to a great extent because the Moroccan planners have not
committed abusive excesses of optimism in matters of capacity of the local
economy by serving as a substitute to the exterior for the provision of
raw materials and products for final consumption, as„the table below

- - ■ 1 — " "" "

(* yindioates ( current tens of. thousands dirhams) \ ' t f a ;-••• .

(ï) Five Year Plan - Pinal estimate.
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'

i -J J. j. '. J.'.il ••

Imports
v.-, j uo.i w'V

J. .1 ... J. J. ; J. ^

i960
1

1965 Nos
î 7 . •+

Agri cul tural Products; 23.3 37.1 159

Pood products :i ... Mi* 35.1 ' 37-7 107

Power 15.5 18.4 119

Mineral. Products .." 1.1 1.5 132 >•

Mechanical + Electrical ...I ,. ... •■ |OW
Products 64.3 130.7 203

Textiles, leather 33.5 32.1 96

Chemistry ; ; - 23.3 r 18.6 .3 u : 80 Y A

Paper, wood, diverse 16.2 . . u-i 17.6 108

Services . >: . , • 8.4 •

•. ■ • 7.1 84 ■'

Total' 220.8 300.6 136

Thus the balance demanded, a high export-growth,a growth more rapid
than that of the production, as the table below shows (diz mis dirh

C1 )•constants) : (current tens of thousands dirhams).
.

.. r ,• ; ; Lr; | n ; ii ;

Exports - v ri l '''

1960 1969 Nos U

Agricultur&l+ Pood Products '91«4 120.9 132
Mineral Products 77.0 95» 9 125
Industrial Products 24.4 48*4 198
Services Ji'" 8.5 10.9 12^

Total 201,3 276.1 137

(ï) Five Year Plan - Pinal Estimate page 53»
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The realization of the targets for the export of agricultural
and. food products implies ' the "previous success of the plan in agricultural,

output. Tf" the export"targets for mineral products present no problem,
we may wonder if the rocjuired increase anticipated in the export,, of /
manufactured products will not he faced with outlet difficulties. The

plan, not, having been executed at the, output level itself, as we shall.,
see further on, this problem did not- j.nfact arise. What would have

happened however, if the anticipated projects had been actually carried
out? We are confronted here with a very serious market problem to which
there is no other solution than the creation of large groups which are.

strongly protected. Within these, complementary industrial bodies arc.

voluntarily•created systematically. We■ shall later return to this problem
which is common to all African countries and for which, we think, .there
is no 'aHreTnative~to thd constitution of large African economic areas.

The fact still remains that the 5 year plan for Morocco proposes a

policy of wide openings and enlarging external exchanges,, to which, there
appears to be no possible alternative for a country of a small economic
size. As for the volume of the external commercial deficitits reduction

/

during the course of this first plan, should be lowered enough in absolute
value (diminish from 31 tens of thousands in 1958 to 25 tens of thousands
in 1965) but much more considerable 'in relative terms since the external
deficit must be reduced from 40Jo of the available funds in 1958 to 2.2-/0 .

in 1965.

•

• k "
■ ; • "

•

. " ■ ï r0

The reduction of the external deficit shows a desire to give the
responsabilité of development tò local finance sources, the external support
being reduced to the minimum. Besides, we shall find further on, as
regards the analysis of the financial coherence of the plan, other aspects
of this choice. •' ••
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It is for this very reason that the private consumption should increase
.. /

at a lower rate than the output: 4.5$ of the growth rate ofJ consumption
as againct 6i2$ fõr output. Taking into account the population growth,
this leaves all thé-same an improvement of 1.8$ per capita' ànd per

annum - a rate on the basis of which thé consumption has beeh determined
for eaoh product, group in Conformity with the elasticities of demand. '

-V -, : Ï. . :• ' Oi I ... :■ a 1
J. I O C. «».••• - L- • •• •

4s forrthe apparent stability of the public expenses, it reveals

largely the-/anticipated disappearance of foreign military bases. This
• L , ' 4. O. / \ u

in such a way. that, as we shall see further On, the figure retained for
thee carrent expenses of the Moroccan government is for '1965 - 146 (base
100, in 1958) which corresponds to a growth rate of 5«5$ per annum,

Precisely because the. strategy of development envisaged in the plan
for Morocco (branches... to develop and types of £ investments) presents great
similarities with that of the Egyptian Plan,-it:is interesting to compare

the Moroccan model of the physical balance evolution,with that designed
by the Egyptian Plan which is presented as follows: (current Egyptian £s).

...... /.;Uv J.,ïOii CO
1959-60 1964-65 Figures

Output ..,■/• 1224 -I!'v r 1717 140 *
+. Imports i

:

248 i:" 245 •J 100

-Exports..-.. y 235 302 '129
« Liquid Assets /• fj: j,f 1; - 1237

1 S \
1661

-

;... r

"^ina! Consumption
'j J. •• - i

- - cr,'p '■ "■ ■ • : 0 ï ■

Private ' ■Tri' esjl~~ 975 ( / 1?36 ,127...
Public 58 72 124
Gross Investments 204 35^ 172 r

\ cii° — 'Y —■ ■ ' : V\T

^ k ^ ; vn.*-• - n r r

(1)Let us add that the private consumption comprises equally, that of
■ ,tio 11. ' ' •'

tourists: 28 tens of thousands in 1965? as against 15 tens of thousands
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The output- growth should he realized at- a rate of 7$, per annum,

while that of-. consumption which is as much public as it;is private,-.will
increase .at a,.reduced,.rate of 5$« Prom this point of view the two-

physical development modqsls, Morocco and ; Egypt present a great similarity.
A great difference^however separates the 2 models in matters of prospects
for external exchange. We might wonder how it could have been foreseen
that such

. important investments as those anticipated in the t.erms lofthe

Egyptian Plan will not imply -further supplementary imports. Even-if .about
l/3 of the growth .of investments (abojft £50 mis) demands .supplementary
imports -of equipment goods, by this right alone the current imports -should
be reduced by about 35$» „ . .4 , - 0. -•-• *' -1

Experience shows that so staggering ivGSiite have actually nevor been
realized and that the rapid economic growth of' small countries is always
accompanied with a growth at least as rapid of the external commerce. A
use.of the tables of inter-industrial relations easily indicates the
sound reasons for this. It may be thought that' these unrealistic provisions
in matters of importation had been made voluntarily because the'provisions
for exportation, brougfct-úp to a maximum (increase of agricultural exports
by 20$,those of industrial products by 70$ and of the returns from the-

Suez Canal, by 10$), would hardly permit further imports at the antici¬
pated level of foreign, raid. But this is not the case since the current
balance would have showrj. a deficit in 1959-60 of 23 thousand representing
the net external contribution of capital^, this presents a syrplus -of •

40 thousands in 1964—65 which wo dare not imagine corresponds with an 1- • »,- :■
. s l\' " ( O) •'?excessive capacity of financingv , v .•

■ " ■ ■ ■■■' ■" » — - ï- - .1,

. ^ t . /

(ï) See the overall economic table for the yoar 1959-60 - cited document:
table 74 pgs.216 and following — the balance of the current invisible
transactions presented a deficit of 10 thousands.

. iT -1 , - ' .1.1 ....
{2) Table for the year 1964-65 - table 75 document cited. The deficit
of the invisible current transactions has beon brought to 16 thds. The Egyptian
national accounts, not bearing any finance analysis, one does not know to
what operations a surplus so curiously elevated could correspond.
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. • ;. ■ v yniíaoií-t;J:

The facts should show up the weaknesses of this extravagant model, sinoo
the effectiye exports (.excluding Canal Taxations) in current prices, have
passed from 190 thousand in 1959~60.,ta only 198 thousand in 1962-63?
while the .imports rose during the same, period from 226 thousand to 344
thousands and while the. commercial (deficit, which cuni-u-iy had been
progressively reduced, rose in reality from 36 to 146 thousands^^,
counterpart of external aid, very superior in the long run to the estimates

-(a:)---
of the plan . • j > a. r-

-, ' i.'c ' ■ " - ■ ■ • a'..
This.....actu.al.-^XQlu.t.i.oii._6f. .Egypt will help us a great deal in imagining

what probably would havo happened in Morocco in the assumption that the
investment program could have been, better executed than they had been.
Where there programs had only given results inferior to the estimates, the
relative stagnation of exports would have created, in face of the growth
of exports, again increased in the case of an "over—stepping"of the plan

m ■■ ï r\
• .... -

in the field of government expenses - an external deficit more important .

■:r .,..fo
j

than anticipated. The ideal of a development financing almost exclusively-

local, should have probably been strongly brought to question.

Employment Prospects;

Employment problems which are really as preoccupying in Morocco as

in Egypt have given rise in the 5 year Plan of .the Cherifian realm, to

(3) Statistical pocket-book 1963- p.223. 'J "

(4) Which includes, besides the equipment loans connected' with tho J" :
execution of the investments program, a very important•current aid fiom
the U.S. which does not seem to have been taken into considerat-ioe--ia---the -

analysed plan;.. - • ~ v 1 's ' ■
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interesting developments (1)

It ié reckoned'that the natural population growth will bring in tho
course of the 5"years 1960-65, an increase of1 450.000 people of employ¬
ment age of which--350.000 will be candidates for non-agricultural employ¬
ments who will'-be--joined by 220.000 unemployed from the cities.(2)

. U '

Rural Population

Urban Population

Total Population

Working Population:
j • ... :

of which:
*

. 'S s o

Agricultural
; ■ ■ ; rt r :•

Non Agricultural:
Urban

Rural

i960

7450

3330

IO78O

4870

3280

1110

480

1965

8080

3860

11940'

5330

3390

!" !

I29O

'"650~~

(Thousands of persons)

Morocco's industrial plan offered only -125*000 supplementary-
employments of which 53.000 were in industry and 73*000 in. construction:
and public works ^ ^.

(1) "Five Year Plan" -i960 estimate - Chapt III p. 45 + following
(2) Cited Document p s. 50 + 54

(3) Document — "Five Year Plan" — Final estimate p.,. 52.
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If the present proportions (1955-60) are to he retained in non-

agricultural labour, 35/a in industry, construction and public work,
75$ in other sectors of employment (transport, commerce, services,
administration)^"^, the economic development anticipated in the Plan
could-.tCreat-e a maximum of 350»000 employments. Again it should be
recalled to mind that since the strategy of the plan is founded on

industrialization, the proportion of employment created in the-otter
sectors would normally be reduced. The plan thus showed it$glf hardly
capable of reducing the mass of unemployed in the towns below its
I960 level of (about 220.000 - unemployed) in the best assumption. Let

-

. ;; >■ .11-TVus add that the country-side already overpopulated had to absorb on

its side 1HO~."OOCTsuppTementa:ry people of working age. This is why a( ' •_ «

mobilized liib.our-snving action - was - envisaged with the creation of

development work yards, parallel with the policy of industrialization.'V ■ • f
¥e shall see further on, the results that have been obtained in this
field by the "National Promotion" a term which signifies officially
this policy of human investment.

ï ■ • ■ " j {J i L »T Xito.r.1 '■ .lia : ■

Nothing comparable with this is proposed by the Egyptian plan
which is satisfied only with a largely moro optismistic estimate of the
number of employments created directly :and. indirectly by the industrial
investments, which we have seen, wore of the same great amount as those

envisaged by the liproccan 5 Year Plan.

(4) See Chapter III + IV.

. , -, -r... ... : f > . .. ; Hi
. OGf.U
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:i" (ï)Employments anticipated by the Egyptian Five Year .Plans :

1959-60 . 1964-65 1969-70

Agriculture : 3245 3800 . 4460

Industri®*» Construction
and Public Works 802 1006 1266

Other Activities 1920 .2195 3210

Total active labour 5975 7001 8936

Total Population 25400 284OO 31700

(Thousands of inhabitants)

It will be noticed that the rate of occupation of the population
should progressively come to 24-. 6 from. 23.5 then to 28.2$ of the
total population. On condition, however, that the agriculture can
furnish 120.000 supplementary employments per ybar, which appears very
doubtful in the conditions existing in Egypt, On condition also that
the number of tertiary employments engendered by each supplementary
industrial employment, is such that the percentage of the industrial
popula.tion, in ratio with the whole of the agricultural population,
remains unvaried (about 30$), which seems hardly coherent with the
industrial orientation of the plan.

The Financial Coherence:

If the Moroccan Five Year Plan presented a remarkable physical
coherence, not as much can be said of its financial coherence.

(ï) Document cited pgs. 13 + 14
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A comparison of 2 overall economic tables established for 1958
and 1965> shows that if the current balance of external payments
allowed in 1958, het exports of capital amounting to 25 diz mis, in ^
1965 Morocco would be obliged to have recourse to the latter*- the not

aid of which should come to 7 d.iz mis. (1)

The external balance ;Ln fact is presented thus for these two years,
(diz mis. dirh. constants)! ~ )

1958 1965

,0)

Taxes from Morocco

Exports
Current Transfers,
Dividends, Interests

(2)Tourism

Foreign administrationv

External Capital (Net flow)

Tot al
. =

Moroccan Expenses

Imports
Current Transfers

Dividends

Tourism

Public Expenses

Interests from the Internal Debt

Net Capital Transfers

157

3

5

61

236

188

10

12

2

1

24

276

2

28

14

8

328

301

13

5

2

7

(ï) Need-capacity balance of financing of 2 accounts - private external
and public external for 1958: 76.6 tens of thousands - 52.2 tens of
thousands = 24»4 tens of thousands and for 1965» 36.3 tens of thousands
-43.2 tens of thousands =6.9 diz thousands.
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(2) Included.;, in:'the "Employments" of goods and services of the

external public sector for 1-958: part of 30.6 tens of thousands
and for 1965 part of 31,0 diz mis;

(3) Counterpart: external administration expenses:
Goods and services (1958: 15.6 tens of thousands - 1965: 3.0 diz)'
Salaries (1958: 29.6 tens of thousands — 1965: 5«0 tens of thousands)
Pensions (1958: 14.0 tens of thousands — 1965. 6.0 tens of thousands)
and functioning aids (1958: 4.0 tens of thousands).
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This model of tho external balance constitutes a more optimistic
estimate than the first, according to which the need for external
oapital should have been at the end of the plan, from 15 20 tens of
tjho.usands^^ The exports having been perceptibly raised, » the final
estimate of the plan no longer retains more than necessary external
aid of about 8 tens of thousands.

The gross total of innestments being fixed, that of the national■ ■ ' i u i ■. r. ...

savings is equally so. A distribution of these according to the.local
economic agents is furnished by the balances of the operations rstsacod
by the model of the repartition in the 2 economic tables, the results
of which are as follows; (tens of thousands).

Gross Investments

+ Net transfers of capital

-Total

Local savings:

—Ent erpri-6 es — •

Household

From-Administrations

External capital (net flow)

1958

112

24

136

82

25

.30

?

1965

254

254

114

83

49

8

(4) Document 1st estimate p. 38 - 39
(5) According to the 1st estimate (page 38) the exports should be in
1965 of 240 diz mis alone as against'276 diz mis in the final estimate.
The analysis of cuírrént transfers, very large in the 1st estimate, has

- ■ V- r.~ - •: • • ' :
been appreciably improved in the final estimate.

•" Í '• J.
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The question is, evidently to know if the savings total amounts
that show the 1965 objectives, are reasonable.

An approximate distribution of the investments among the enter¬

prises, the households, and the administrations is given for all the
Five Years of the Plan in the following table (tens of thousands):

Enterprises Households Admin. Total

Net Investments
( 1 )

Agriculture^

V * Vif !. -

91'" ' 91
Industries 203 - - 203

Transport + Posts
(2)

Enterprises 32 - u.J- 32
Substructure

/ \

Transport^ ' - - 40 40
Urban + Rural Planning

Housing^^
•

_ - 4° 40

31 48 - 79
Social Services - - 42 42

Touring, Commerce etc. 18 — — 18
Total

(5)
Depreciationsv

375 48 122 545
163 42 18 223

Gross standard investments

Stocks

538 90 140 7 68
15 15

• ' • ' " * j?
Gross Investments 553 90 140

i " • iv
783

(ï) Including public enterprises : irrigations office and works center.

(2) Railways, Posts, Transport supplies
(3) Roads, ports, aerodromes.

(4) To the account of the public enterprises: housing constructions by
the state on the house—hold's account: private constructions

(5) Distribution inspired by the accounts of 1958 including the subsidies
to households for the reconstruction of the Agadir (8 tens of thousands)

(6) Our estimate — the Plan being silent on this point.
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To this overall total of investments corresponds a procedure of; A
growth, very rapid in enterprise investments and slower in household

GV.X o ic/X O-j S ' •„

and government investments, in such a way that the overall annual-
"... 'j.' -.1"»' -i- ' ■ v . . ' . »v

amomnts of investments fixed for the 5 years of the (196O-64 inclusive)
or

plan are situated on the graph drawn in the document relative to the
( 1 )plan , and so that their overall amount is equal "to 768 tensof thousands#

Entorpricos

Std. Invoot, Stocks

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

5&

78.
111

139.

457-

3

3

3

3

3

Households

16

17

18

19
20

Admin.

26

27

28;

29

30

Total

98

125

160

190

210

Total Plan 538
1965 201

15

3

90

20

140

30

783

254

oai'i

This model of procedure retained in the final estimatp of the plan,
does not seem to be very different from that which had b©en described

more summarily in the primary estimate, according to which the investments
should incrèase from 69 tens of thousands in 1959 to 218 tens of thousands
m W2). • *:,i ' 4 4,

■ ' • ; £ «-r ■■"•r i' 1., jTî.lit *X '41 .:w- v.-1 .CII y ,

Financing of Enterprises:

The model of repartition described in the overall economic tablë's

explains the wish to bjring the amount of the auto—financing of enterprises "1"
to the highest possible level, t .. 1 l

• -í: < . <•-<...
. ) íi.."'

. X' •

(ï) Document plan -final estimate Table 4 interpolated pgs. 55-56
(2) Document plan - i960 estimate pg. 39.
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Apparently., however, the aggregate account of exploitation and allotment
of enterprises projected for 1965 does not anticipate any relative"growth
of the margin of non-distributed profits. But the amount of the enter¬
prise savings in 1958 is, as we have seen, abnormally elevated and shows
important dis-ipvestments in view of the liquidation of businesses by
the emigrating colonists. ' "r

Counterpart of production (current tens of thousands).;.:li'd . ...... : -r-- »

1258 IV...1. *

c ■ ii Amount 1° Amount 1o
Distributed Revenues 548 75 817 74
Net fisoality of subsidies 109 15 177 16
Enterprise savings 82 11 114 10

Total - Gross Domestic output 739 — 100 - 1008 - 100

Thus the volume that the enterprise savings should reach in 1965*-
114 diz mis., remains considerable since it should cover not only th.e

'■ (• ;N *■ O T íX I- • \total of renewals which represents about 2>Cffo of the gross investments,
(that is about 60 diz mis in 1965)5 but also between 35 and 4C$:of the
new investments of about 140 tens of thousands). Supposing that this
be possible, it remains to be known how the balance which constitutes
"the net need for financing" in the overall Moroccan economic table,
may be financed.

;'■> oúoíj£

From this point of view the public aid concerning the net established
investments from enterprises for the 5 years of the plan that is 375
tens of thousands should not surpass 149 diz mis., which is 40$'of these
and about 27$ of the gross investments of ent erpri s eeas-HAe ~t able heloff
shows (tens of thousands)*
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Enterprise Investments

Public Financing Private Financing Total

Net investments:
( 1 )

Agriculturev
(2)

Industriesv

Transport^
• (4)Housing^

(5)
Tourism, Commercev

Net total investments

Depreciation
Stock

Gross Total investments

i .O.'f'M.;

68

«x*5
15

31

::C 1

149

23

168

17
. -!f-

18

r ul 91
203

,.^2-
31

ribu
82 £ 375

1 l'S
« j .»rt

15

553

Por the year 1^65 "the public aids financed by the enterprises
should thus come to 55 tens of thousands (27-$ of gross investments), .

(ï) According to the figures given above the share of the public financing'
ii V.1 iíi- : ■' ' ....l. J- ■

(ONI, Works Centre) represents 75% of the. new agricultural ; investments. ,~Û.1 .alt . - n vTf I'U-I
(61 tens of thousands on the.total of 79 tens according to the-primitive
estimate of the plan).
(2) According to the given.figures about 17$ of the new investments in
industry. !: " "4
(3) To be charged to the state: railways and posts - automobile pártá-; ete..
to be charged to the private sector. u u
(4) Houses constructed by the state (see the significance of this polioy

above) -u 1 5- x . 1 xj ■■4
(5) No public, intervention (ceo - above). r ./ ■ T . - tj ' ; f ?
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These aids would he accorded{under several forms} pubBic subsidies
or loans for equipment, participations of the B.E.P.I, from societies,
etc....

As for the aid that the banking system could bring to the enter-*

prises we have estimated it at 10 diz mis. in 19^5- In fact the growth
of the national revenue being of the order of 6$ per year that is 67 tens
of thousands between 1964 1965? ^he volume of the necessary monetary
circulation will perhaps increase by 22 tens of thousands if the ■speed
of the circulation of cash should not change t«o much (this ratio of 1/3

• 7
corresponding with the present quotient of the cash circulation for the

petion&l revenue). We could attribute 15 tens of thousands of supplomon-t" *• -- —

tary liquid assets to household (which is 1 Qjo of their savings) and
i-...... ... : ,.%l ,

7 di'z "mils to the working of the enterprises, which appears reasonable.
The banks which would take it upon themselves to finance integrally and
exclusively the short term needs of the enterprises, that is, the
constitution'of the working and stock funds should furnish aids up to
the amount of 10 tens of thousands." -1-

• '

With the net support from the exterior to the country having to
be according to the plan of the external balance, 8 diz mis. the gross

flow of input and output could be distributed in 1965 as follows:

Input 35 di.z mis. -..'..i,.---.-

Output 27 » »
Profitd from enterprises 22 , ■. . ; . ...

Household savings 5

As a matter of fact if, for example, 75'^ of the private investments
in industry is financed with fçreign capdtfl.(private or publiç) about
15 tens of thousands in i960 and 20 tens of thousands in 1961, 25 tens
of thousands in 1962, 30 diz mis in 1963 and 35 I°r ®ach of the years

1964+ 1965 the cumulative amount of foreign capital invested during the
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five years of the I96O-64 plan would come th 125 tons of thousand's,

Remunerated at a rate of 10/í-., this capital will cause reexportation
of profits for an amount of 12 tens of thousands in 1965, fcr which

... ,» '• > L I • ; '".V
when added to the'10 exported at present, (1958 level), gives, by the reflux
of profits from enterprises, 22 tens of thousands. If about 5 is added
in the form of Europeans' private savings, (lovel inferior to that of
19585 7 tens of thousands after a fall in the number of Europeans), not
external aid of an amount of 8 is obtained. It little matters from this

point of view whether this foreign capital is invested directly and

privately in the proposed industries or whether it passes through the
Moroccan treasury in the form of public external aid.

v s:

It would remain for the subscriptions of;the Moroccan public
to the issues of the enterprises to cover the. balance of 19 tens of
thousands and the financing account of the enterprises could then possess
the following aspect:

Financial requirements of Enterprises:
, : . .1',

Investments

Regular

Stocks

Liquid Assets for

functioning ^

204 tens of thousands

201

3

JL
211 tens of thousands

Financing

Aut offinancing
Public aid

Bank aid

External aid

Private subscriptions

114

55
~

10

113
19

in

f!

T!

ÎT

!f
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Financing of the Treasury's trusts:
. ' ] ' ' ' ' •"

■ • •• :: • . 1.The cost of:. the financial trusts of the treasury will come in
1965 to.::88 tens, of thousands of •sriioh 30 tons of thousands in. the form
of administrative-investments, 55'in the form of state aid for the
financing of : enterprises, and 3 in the form of aids to households. In
fact a public contribution is anticipated for the financing of certain
types ,of private housing which could be put "approximately within the
figures of 1:2-15 tens of thousands (between 25 and 30$ of the value
of private

. .constructions) r about 3 tëns of "thousands" at the end of the
plan. •; i,-.. .. .

The amount anticipated in the form of administrative savings should;
according to the model of distribution retrace . by the overall economic
tables, increase from 30 tens of.thousands in 1958 to 49 in 1965 as the
accounts of the governments' assignments show below: (tens of thousands)

*. " ' »•

1958 1965
Admin. Moroccan - Admin. ■ Admin. Admin."

External Moroccan External

Current Expenses:

Current consumption 24 16 35 • 3
Salaries 76 30 112 5
External Expenses —

1 - 2 —

Social allowances 13 14 23 6
Aids to households etc.... 6 — 9 —

Subsidies to Enterprises 6 - 6
Interest from the Public debt 5 - 11 —

Balance: Publio satings 30 M 49
'

■'
-

Total 160 61 246 14
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Current Returns;

Taxes

Social contribution

Income from Public Enter¬

prise .'participations etc..

External returns

Thus, whilë the overall functioning expenses should increase
from 191 tens of thousands to only 211 tens of thousands as a resul,t
of the anticipated evaluation of the French and Amerioan Military
bases, the Moroccan expenses (including transfers) should increase
from 130 tens of thousands (17.6$ of the gross domestic output), to
I97 tens õf thousands ( 17-7/&)• The strict running expenses of the
Moroccan government should be at the index 146, corresponding to a

growth rate of 5.51° ~ slightly inferior to that of the output. The
plan foi*'Morocco did not thus propose a policy .of excessive administrative

austerity. In other respects, there was a slight release of the
taxation 'pressure, which should have risen from 16.8$ of the output
I958 ^0 17.8$ in 1965. In collaboration with the growth of the returns

expected from the state enterprises, especially from the Cherifian
Phosphates Office, this effort should permit the realization of a

substantial public savings. There was nothing unrealistic.in thrs
plan, on condition, of course, that the growth of the production was

effected at the anticipated rythm, and that of the administrative

expenses remained slightly on this side.

We have not, in the financing model explained, caused to pass

through the Treasury, an eventual public external aid, destined,
finally to the financing of investments and enterprises, this aid
having been directly'sent to the account of the enterprises.

124

14

19

4 61

197

25

24

14
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Also, the "balance of the States' financial account which is 39 2r&
ml. for 1965 represents the net amount that the help to the monetary
and. financial market should "bring to the Treasury.

Confused version of this finance model is given in the first
edition of the plan. The amount of the public charges which comprises;
besides the administrative investments and the state aid to the

financing of the investment of enterprises and household, certain
working expenses, had to represent 39$ of the plan's expenses (259

> ► :v 'tens of thousands* out of a total of 660 tens of thousands). Calculated
in terms of the financing of gross investments this ratio has been

fixed definitely • at 35$ (08 tens of thousands in 1965 ^or 321 overall
amount of investments of 254 tens of thousands). The net investments
and shares of the state forecast for the 5 years of the plan (259

( 1 )tens of thousands) should be financed by^ ' a special Public Works tax

(corresponding to' the raising ;f taxes mentioned),**2^ the payments
of the phosphates office and^ the recourse to foreign loans ( 110
tens of thousands) or domestic loans (64 tons of thousands). The
foreign aid should* thus represent 13$ of the gross investments (110,
tens of thousands for a total of 85O Vens of thousands), a ratio
which we have conserved in oui? attempt to explain a finance model

corresponding te- the physical balance and to the model of distribution
described in-the-1-plan (35 tens of thousands of external help for gross
investments of 254 tens of thousands In 196$).

. i s 1.• ' :OL I' ■The model of the monetary and financial market.

The model of the monetary market, extremely simple, corresponding
to a monetary non—inflationist policy, shows that the aid from banks
to the treasury (subscriptions to the public issues) could rise to
12 tens of thousands in 1965» "the monetary issue being of 22 tens
of thousands while the aid from banks to enterprises would be 10 tons
of thousands.
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It is thus the financial market, alimented by the -household-
savings, which should complete the financial needs of the treasury
by stibscriptiòns of 27 tens of thousands' In 1965. Thus, the volun¬
tary savings should, in the end, play a major role in the financing
of the Moroccan Plan. The tendency to save should on the other

hand increase from 3.8$ to 8.7$ of the household incomes, as the
model division (diz mis) shows J

Household Incomes

Employments

Consumptionv
Taxes

.1. ..

Savings

,(D

1958

665

634
6

25

945

851 :

83

The use of those savings, shown in so considerable proportions
.. ;... • " J. v •••".!•■ 0 I '■'• 4 I"-' * " r

should equally be totally upset, a very active participation ofrthe .-...it r.:: ■ ■ -• -£ - ,- .i~
voluntary local savings to the finanoial market being expected.-

s r jr - x~ -

Resources in capital-of the household
"

ÍU

Savings

State Aid

Total
iiUiibrv.

"X .1: .

1^8

25

0

25

1265.

83

c tj

86

Household expenses in capital

Construction of private housing
Cash Investments

Exported Savings

Financial investments

Stocks and shares

Public obligations

14

3

7

20

1*5
5

19

27
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The Incoherences of the Financial Plan:

The projects set up hy the Planning Services in Morocco do not

comprise an explicit financial model, the economic overall tables giving
•

. i. .

. . .... ..

only the non-decontracted balances of credit and debts. Nevertheless,
experience shows once more the interest of a financial projection.. In
explaining the financial model corresponding to the physical targets and
to the set-up foreseen in the repartition, as we have done in table XIV

enclosed, we bring out the incoherences of the financial plan. These have
not escaped the notice of the technicians in Rabat^\ . ov.î..;; .P

The amount of savings anticipated for the government was very

reasonable, all the more so since it implied that the State expenses still
follow and not preceod, the growth of the material basis of the economy.

On the other hand, the level anticipated for the spontaneous household

savings is, in the-opinion of the authors of the plan themselves,
improbable. The financing of investments anticipated in the plan, taking
into account a relatively modest external aid, is-thus ■real-i-zablo only
if the state intervenes actively to reduce the consumption propensity,

.
„ i.',"'. • .

their action being applicable notab'ly by means of taxation and by a recourse
(2)to work savings , thus is the conclusion drawn by the authors of the

plan in this field.
•A J .' • -T " J

The "Slrate^hould thus have substituted itself for the weakening
private savings and should have assumed greater responsibilities in the

financing of development, notably of industry.

(ï) Document plan, final ostimate pgs. 64 - 72
(2) Ditto p. 70.
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i ■ ' ' " '* ' -f "rr • I* ■)
We shall add that, the level anticipated for the self-financing of i. i;
enterprises implied a centralised price control. It is strictly unrealistic
to think that new entorprisos can he capable, right from .theistqrt,•oft* O ' '1 '

financing from their own resources an accelerated.prooess of accumulation
without the relative prices of their products being very systematically
and authoritatively fixed at a very high rate. Soviet experience showsf'ï : • r ' •' X . 'J* . """ •

precisely how the oentralized price control alone allows this type of
para-inflationistio financing based on a systematic distortion of relative
prices. The criticisms addressed'to this price oontroltotally valid ->
at an ulterior stage of .development - (irrationality of choice, restriction

. 4. v- : acxes~-of the initiative of the enterprises, eto...) appear completely besides
the real question which is to know if a system of this kind is not tho

.. í O - ■ "-rsole and unique means.of financing a process of rapid accumulation and
of "forcing the savings" to adjust themselves to the level of the physical
investments decided upon. The unbalance which appears elsewhere in tho
economy, notably the disequilibrium between the distributed nominal incomes
and the availabilities in consumer-goods (war phenomenon, etc...) are

"

*-
. ï • • • ; • - ... • • -the aounterpart of thisifundamental-Option. In we desire to accelerato

' *
tho accumulation it is necessary to submit the financial plan to the
physical objectives previously determined. This submission is never easy
and the financial reality rebels and asserts itself by classical inflationist
tensions. However, it is very well conceived that the political authority
accepts these difficulties as the inevitable cost of an accelerated - ~

aooqjBUletion.

Tho incoherence of the Moroccan Plan Consisted, in having determined
its physioal objectives corresponding with an industrialist policy of
accelerated accumulation with á modest enough external aid, in refusing
the means of this policy. These means, which the experience of communist,
countries shows, are probably diffioult to avoid. They aro» (ï) thev_; - • ' •'

i. .I

substitmtion of the state for the failing private sector: (2) the abs.olubo
priority given to the development of the material basis of the economy""to.'
the detriment of administrative expenses. • :
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(3) the raising of tho_faxes and parafiscality notably by the collective
organization of the sectors of the traditional economy (which constitutes
undoubtedly in our opinion the ultimate historical reasoh for the early 'J
rural collectivity). (4) The centralized control of prices. Is it not
a great illusion to substitut» f«r these means the alternative. of a

spontaneous private savings which is increasing, and of the capacity of
autofinancing, the growing enterprises, while respecting the f'réedom of
prices in an economy that is still controlled by the market, laws,

, . o j:

Similarities with the 5 Year Plan of the.U.A.R, 1960-65

It is interesting to note that the 1965 plan established for the

5 year plan of Egypt bears, besides its extravagances in matters of

external commeroô and the balance of payments that render the quality of
the physical coherence of this work, suspect, the same type of financial
incoherences as the plan of Morocco.

. H; •' ' * %* ' •* ' r

c* I ' ;•

In fact the overall economic tables 1959-60 and 1964-65 furnish the •

following financing model (l)(«urrent thousand £ Egyptian):
ií; ' » ' "

1960 -, .i . 1965
Gross Investments . 204 351
Local Finance: r «'• •'J'

Enterprise savings 112l 225 - ''
Household Savings 26 80 ,r:

Administrative Savings 47 90
Net Foreign Competition .+ 23 -40

f s ■

Whereas the output should be at the figuro 140, the taxes payed by
the enterprise and the profits from the public sector payed, in to the

(2)Treasury should be at the figure 144, and the incomes distributed to the
#

population at the figure 131 only so that the resources of autofinancing
may double. • >■'
^ 1)cited document and tables.
|2) The tax returns properly so called'should be at the figure 130, the
profits of public enterprises deposited in the Treasury at 234 ^ a result
of nationalization.
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Such a finance plan, similar to that of Morocco, would imply for the
same reasons central high-price control.

The increase in government expenditure forecast at a rythm less rapid
than that of the output (index 130 for the first), should equally permit
the doubling of the volume of the government savings, if the output groirfch

•

• • r- • .

is realized at the anticipated rythm and if priority is given to the

development' of the economy's material bases to the detriment of the
administrative- services.

As. for the spontaneous private savings, this should be at' the index

130, which should imply that the propensity to âaving increases from 2,4J
of the-household incomes to 5>7$ which is strongly unacceptable, the
fundamental state orientations in matters of development being given.

Similar to the Moroccan projects, those relative to the Egyptian Plan
:do not comprise, any further, an explicit model of financing. It is

- however not difficult to decontract the balances of loans and advances as

we have done for Morocco. This work will show that the financial equilibrium

may not be obtained in 1965» except on condition that the finance market

supplied.by the household savings consents to contribute to the financing
of the Treasury in extremely high proportions. The alternative to this

model, hardly realistic, is evidently the central control of prices and the
increase of taxation and pala-taxation.

The Balance Sheet for the years 1960-65

When it was promulgated in November 1960,- the five year plan for
Morocco already no longer■corresponded to the ifuhdamental orientations of

the new government. , . •

The plan had been elaborated under the government of Messrs Ibrahim
Abdallah and Bouabid,
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This government, won to the cause of rapid industrialization, had
formulated its social and. economic program in new terras, which marked
a rapture with the liberal orientations up till then in1 practice. Tho
four targets of the 1st plan were thns; 1) Rapid scholarization of all
youth, 2) An agrarian reform previous to the agricultural expansion
3.) The rapid take-off in industrialization in a setting to a great
extent state owned. 4) State reforms moroccanization, modernization
austerity and democratization. The promulgation in 1957 of a differentia¬
ted custofcs tariff which had to assure the efficacious protection of
local industries, tho creation in 1958 the B.E.P.I., tho transformation
of monetary institutions in 1959 (creation of a real Central Development
Bank, a savings bank and a Foreign Commerce Bank), in a word, the organisa-!
tion of the first Moroccan elections (Municipa.1 elections of May,1960)
should prepare the conditions favourable to the success of -Moroccan
planning.

These options had not "existed without creating political tensions,
even in the leading party, the Istiqlal. This had broken up in January,1959 âftd. its left wingj led by Mehdi ben Barka, and which later on took

Y ... •:the name of the "National Union of the popular forces", had the sympathyof the government of Messrs Ibrahim Abdallah and Abdel Rahim Bouabid and
the support of the syndicates of the Moroccan Nork Union.

r- A two year equipméáit plan 1958-59 had been adopted by the government
while awaiting the perfection of the 5 year plan. However, there was not
yet question, in reality of anything but a program of public investments

H ' O ! 'of an overall amount of 89-tens—of-'- thousands — "3T,4 diz for agriculture(improvement of irrigated areas etc...); 23»9 tens of thousands for social
and administrative equipment; 13-5 tens of thousands for the substructure;14.9 tens of thounands for housing and only 5*8 .tens of thousands for
industry and power. This program of public equipment had not avoided
for Morocco a tragic stagnation and the continual leakage of French Capital.

. : . x J. . . '
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The plan did not question in any way the economic liberalism herited from
the protectorate, and enrolled itself in the line of public equipment,
plans of the former colonial period, (program 1949 -53 and program

1954-57s Industrial development was left entirely to private initiative.
It is precisely the failure of the "reanimation" of the Moroccan Economy
by means of the public substructure expenses which,, acknowledging the
opposition of the urban world and notably of syndicates and the youths.,
had brought about the breaking up of the Istiqlal and the falling to the
left of the party.

The project of the 5 year plan established at the time bore the

mark of this slipping to the left. But it had also its restrictions
which are at the origin of grave incoherences in the finance field which
we have analysed above. These hesitations which reflected that of the

political regime were more aggravated in the official version of the

document promulgated by the king in November, i960. In six months, from
May to November, 1960, the initial project was hastily revised by the
new party which succeeded to the Ministry of the dismissed "Istiqlalian
Left". In its principal options, it was sugar—coated: the agrarian reform
left room for an inoffensive "agricultural" reform, the preponderance of
the private initiative in industrial matters was reaffirmed for forcibly.
The plan-,: however, had conserved the physical targets'of the primitive
project of which it thus acknowledged the incbhereiiops.

During the course of the year-1961, the stress was brought from the
plan of industrialization on to the emergency program for reducing'un——
employment. From this time it could be said that the plan was in actual
fact abandoned. The "national appointments" inaugurated in May I96I inspired

. .

_ .ï- ■■■■• ... . 0<by the unemployment yards of-Tunisia was"to take its place. A, report on
this operation which has permitted the putting to work of a maximum man¬

power of 10.000 unemployed during a quite short period," it seems & very
questionable conditions of payment, has been made.
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( 1 )Fe refer the reader to this . It is very evident that an action of thxs
d - ' ' ! •' ■

type could in no way replace industrialization, the necessity of which
had been published a year earlier.

Since 1962, on the other hand, the 5 ye&r plan wai officially
abandoned. New orientations, evidently liberal, were taken, prepared by

■

...j- •-/ .. *
the code of investments promulgated in December, 1960, and the rules for
association with' the European Common Market placed under examination. ,r

:i .i'j. ' y '' "
. vr.t- ■. ■ ■■■■

In the agricultural field "the ploughing operation" which was

situated in the heart of agricultural program of the plan was equally
(2)ab andoned quickly ,

....... - - . . •. . ' -tr*

Finally in the industrial field the modest realizations of the

B.E.PjI. and of the B.N.DIE. have no common measure with the primitive
projects retained by the plan^^o

V, ~ - ;• i. , . • : .L> " •: . '■

In July, 1964, the government decided to have prepared.by its technical
services for theQçtober, re-opening session of the same year, a new

3 year plan 1965-67 the fate of.which has never been explained up till

today. < ■ ■ j-j r:i r.

In these conditions one will not be surprised that the economic tako—

off envisaged by the plan has not taken place till today. According to
the estimates of the D.6.E.P.production will always remain stagnant and
the level of 1954- has never again been attained.

(ï) A. Tiano - "The financial and economic policy of independent Morocco"-
Collect Commonalty Studies 1963-lst part.: ' -

(2) See 4. Tiano - Op. cited - 3rd part - chapter 1 -p. 167 and following
(3) Ditto 3rd part ■ ,;

(4) Documents - ^.Rabat 1964. : i. * ■ '

ri.:.Villi

■> v. ..
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The 1964 production would he atout 900 current tens of thousands at
fixed prices, very much equal to that of 1958» "the increase in prices
having teen ranging atout 20$, The çrolume of investments still remains
at atout 13-1 5$ 'the production distrituted as unfavourably as for the
1954-60 period^, priority being given to the administrative and social
work and to the substructure, to the detriment of industrialization. • '

. .. . • r '

The growth of current administrative expenses, on the other hand,
continues at a regular rythmi the ordinary budgetary expenses have rfchus
risen from 135 current thousands dirhams in 1958, to 220 tens of thousands
in 1964 (index 163) while the current taxation returns (including para-
taxation and deposits from the public enterprises into the Treasury) rose
during the same period from 150 tens of thousands to only 180 tens of
thousands (index 120) in a parallel direction with the output. (it is
equally at the index 120 at current prices).

In fixed values, the growth of current government expenses goes on
at a rythm of 5$ per annum while output is stagnant. Thus the current
government savings, still important in 1958 have given place to a considerable
deficit in 1964- The alarm had to be raised in 1965 and. the government
proposes:- to reduce by 100 tens of thousands (5$) the current expenses
fixed at 209 tens of thousands for the austerity budget project 1965}and to raise the taxes (from 17$ of the output to 20$) in such a way asto bring the budget returns for the year 1965 to 215 tens of thousands.

In the same way, since the exports other than those of phosphate are
stagnating, the imports have increased at a rapid rate. The continual
leakage of capital has aggravated the nnfavourable evolution of the external
balance and a deficit of 20 tens of thousands dirhams has been recorded
annually in the course of the 4 Years 1961-64.

(ï) See Chapter IV
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The cmrrency reserves of Morocco, once impressivo, which rose again
in 1961 to 86 tens of thousands, gradually diminished and in October,
1965 they were no longer more than'7.2 tens of thousands. In this'

: ••• : '■ L '' '

... ' ;field also, the warning had eventually to be given and in October,.1964». . " . _ ' C
•

-f* ■ .0the blockade of imports was decided.
. «. u

, • ' • r . ■ -*
r.v ■ * * *• I ■ , J ■ - "• %

All these measures of conservation which became imperative do not
unfortunately constitute an economical policy. If these measures are not
joined with a thorough revision of the fundamental orientations of a
true planning in view of industrialization an agrarian reform, they
only venture to permit a certain balance between-the public finances and
the external balance, but this at a standstill. Whereas the latter shows
a continuous fall in living standards, an increase of un-employment and
finally an accentuation of the social and political problems of the realm
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CONCLU SI OU

The balance—sheet of decolonization: the medium-term projèctionsj
Maghreb in 1970 - Conditions governing accelerated growth:'A. long-term
integrated economic development model for the Maghreb (1970—1990).

I« The Balance-sheet of Decolonization: Medium-term Projections: The,
Maghreb in 1970 Population and Income

The last decade,- 1955 to 19^5 - seen not only independence but
the end of sottlsr colonization in the Maghreb. The extent of the social
and eoonomio upheaval which has accompanied the departure of the European
and Jewish Nationals is not disputed: the figure for the non-Moslem

population in 1955 was 1.8 million: in 1965 it was 600,000, and it is
expected that in 1970 it will not exceed 300,000. In 1955, non-Moslems
still represented the economic mainstay in Maghreb countries, especially
in urban areas, where they accounted for 30$ of the population, At Jhat
time, out of a total income of about 1470 thousand million old francs
the non-Moslem share amounted to about 720 thousand million, or, in other
words, about half. -

Non-Moslem Income

Agricultural Income
t -

Other Income

Moslem Income

Agricultural Income

720 thousand million

130 thousand million

59O thousand million

670 thousand million

375 thousand million

295 thousand millionOther Income —^

, Income from public corporations
80 thousand millionand enterprises
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However, the departure of Europeans and Jewish nationals has not
slowed down the urbanization of the Maghreb. On the contrary, this
has been sharply speeded up and the Moslem urban population has risen
from 4 million persons in 1955 to 7*8 million in 1965) and will probably
reach 10.7 million in 1970. By this time the population residing in

agglomerations of more than 20,000 soulds will probably account for about

35$ of the total figure, as against 30$ in 1965) 24$ in 1955»

; Evolution of ....the. population (in millions)
1955" 1965 1970

Total Population 24.0 28.5 31.4
Non-Moslem Population . * 1.8 • 7 --1 • 0. 6 v' ' 0.3

Moslems ;. r >; •

Urban 4.0 7.8 10.7
Rural 18.2 20.1 20.4

By 1970 gross domestic production in the Maghreb will probably have
attained 2,670' thousand million(old francês, at 1963 value) at the
maximum , that is, approximately 1760 thousand million at 1955 prices,
(as against 1490 thousand million in 1955). This figure corresponds to
a series of optimistic assumptions concerning future five-year planning
periods.

Indeed, on an "average" estimate of economic.recovery in-Algeria,
8y 1970, gross domestic production will have attained,1165 thousand million
at 1963 prices, including 210 thousand million for petroleum as against
65O thousand million current francs in 1955» If we allow for the increase
in prices, {65$ from 1955.to 1963), by 1970 output excluding oil-production
will have attained about 90$ of the 1955 level. As already irtylicited,
these figures.correspond to a fairly optimistic forecast, necessitating
a difficult political re—adjustment which is by no means an accomplished
fact. If present negative trends continue, (such as backsliding in agricul¬
ture or land-settlement, disorderly increase in government expenditures,
etc..), gross domestic production in 1970 will have sunk below 1000 thousand

million, (at 1963 prices,) in other words, excluding oil-output, below 75$ of
the 1955 level.
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Gross domestic production for Tunisia in 1964 was 328 thousand
million at 1960 prices, (index of prices in i960 was 138 (1955- 100))
The second four-year plan proposes increasing this production by 1968 to
420 thousand million, (at i960 prices,) equivalent to a growth-rate of 6.4$.
Taking the experience gained during the last five years, with a maximum
rate of 3 to 3*5 PQr cent, we may conclude that it is an extremely optimistic
assumption that this target will be reached with a time-lag of only two
years i.e. by 1970. By 1970 production will be 455 thousand million,
in 1963 prices, or 305 thousand million at 1955 prices, compared with only
200 thousand million in 1955» With an average growth-ratè of 2.8$ por

annum, from 1955 to'1970, Tunisia will have succeeded in traversing the
entire period of "decolonization" without any falling off in the level
of production per capita, which, in some ways, is incontestably a remarkable
performance for an underdeveloped nation and fo.r Africa, and the Maghreb
in particular. . -,

Using a less optimistic estimate- of a 3$ to 3» 5$ growth-rate from
1964 to I97O, by 'I97O 'gircfes domestic .production will have"attained."430

■\ ...

thoùsand million at 1963 prices, or about 285 thousand million at. 1955
prices, which would lower the average growth—rate over the 1955-1970 period
to 2.4$ P®r annum, which is more or less equivalent to the population-grorth.

Production in Morocco has risen from"640 thousand million in 1955 f0

900 thousand million in 1963. If inflation is taken into account (1963
price index = 140 (1955=100)) the 1963' level was the same as in 1955» while
production per capita for 1963 was 17 points (83) below the 1955 base level
(100).

rr
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Will the stagnation in the Moroccan economy last beyond 1965? Nothin
can justify our predicting any serious improvement as long as the liberal

crating at present continue to be an official Government

However.,, if we adipt a frankly optimistic assumption, we may conclude
that some attempt at a planned economy beginning in 1966, would bring
the growth-rate, for 1966-1970 up to 4f> per annum, which would enable
the targets originally set for 1965 by the discarded first five-year Plan
to become realities by 1970. On this assumption, production will have
attained 1,050 thousand million by 1970(at 1963 value), or approximately
750 thousand million at 1955 value.

(ï) Early in March, 1965j a new "Three-year Plan was brought up before
the National Assembly. This plan which was more like a public aapital
equipment programme, (amounting to 2425 million dirhams), also laid down
three priorities: agriculture, training of supervisors personnel, and touri
in accordance with the I.B.R.D. recommendations.

Industrializing stratogy was thus abandoned. Illusions about the

spontaneous growth of private, — notably foreign — industry which ten
years of history have shown to be confined within narrow limits, do not
seem to have shaken official dogmas.
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mi
Assinnption I (1) (2)Assumption II v

Value Value Value Value

1963 1?55 1963 1955

(thousand million Old Francs). , .. .3 •' J-

Algeria 650 1,165 705 1,000
-■ ■ • tr

605
Tunisia '200 455

'
305 430 285

Morooco 640 1,050 750 9,00 640

Aggregate 1,490 2,670 1,760 2,330 1,530

Consequently on an optimistic estimate, production per head,
(average productivity), in 1970 will he, for the whole of the Kaghrob,
about 56,000 Old Francs ( 1955 prices) as against 62,000..Old Francs in-1955
On the assumption of a persistence of present trends, the average product¬
ivity in 1970 will "bo about 49,000 Old Francs, or approximately 80Jo of-
the 1955 level, as against ^Offo on the optimistic assumption.

In either case it seems practically certain that the level of
production per head will not, by 1970, have attained that of 1955, 6ut "the
departure of non—Moslems, -oven in the most unfavourable circumstances,
would bring about a very substantial -increase in average Moslem incomo
per head, as is shown belows

/ . N

l-i r -r :• •
,

'

r ;..;. •

: ij i'i- 7 J :•

- • " ; í. Z C. V '
' .'f.i v- f

(ï) Very optimistic assumption. 4

(2) Assumption of the persistence of present trends.
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mi Jiio,
Gross domestic — -—•

. f

production (in thousand
millions at 1955 prices) 1,490

Assumption I Assumption II
4

1,760 1,530
Distributed.incomes
in thousand millions
at 1955 prices (ï)

(7)
1,470

80

3^720
670

1,550

190

100

1,260

1,400

190

100

1,110
Moslem income per head
(1955 Old Francs) 30,000 40,000 36,000

This increase in Moslem income per head (20% or 33% according to which
estimate is adopted), points incontestable^ to the setting up of a new form
of Moslem Society, much more highly differentiated than the former one. The
formation of a new national elite, notably in government branches, and the
acquisition of land, hitherto in the hands of ox-colonizers, by new social
strata, (such as wealthy landowners, cooperators, or managing partners as
the case may be) explains this evolution in the manner we shall presently
study.

Hew Social Structures in the Maghreb
The extraordinarily rapid rise of a new administrative elite, and

massive replacement by Moslem elements of ex-colonizers and of the former
Jewish elite in the branches of commerce and small—scale enterprise, cons¬
titutes a fundamental aspect of the social upheavals which principally affoctod
Maghreb towns from 1955 1965, a*id for which we have tried to give as
accurate an impression as possible^^
(ï) He pass from production to distributed income by adding to.-the firstfigure government salaries, social transfers and foreign income, (tourism,and sums sent by individuals working abroad), and then subtracting from thistotal taxation and income—returns from enterprises. Distributed income" for1970 would amount to 2,330 thousand million, 1963 value, on assumption I,and2,100 thousand million on assumption II,
(2) 1963 Valtie: 290 thousand million in 1970 on both assumptions, withoil-production accounting for 170 thousand million.(3) 500,000 Old Francs (1963 prices) per person in 1970, equalling 150thousand million 1963 value.
(4) See Chapter IV.
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As indicated, in the table below, stagnation and even decline in

production and employment in the building industry has been accompanied
by relative stagnation in labours-employment, while in the fields of

commerce, petty artisan -^-concerns and especially administrative work,
where European elements were predominating, the departure of the latter
has open«d up vast possibilities of employment to Moslems.

1955(1) 1965^ 1970Í3)'
Economy : «

Manual Labour
Clerks
Artisans etc..
Responsible personnel

640
170
330

60

770
290
480
100

1,020
360.
595
135

Âdminis t ration: 70 660 7<?o
Total no. of Moslems engaged
in -non-agricultural activities 00

■

roa— 2,300 ■.. j - -,* X.,' 2,900
Unemployed males

"

600 600 -

, 800
Male population of ago to be
employed, (non-agricultural) (4) 1,900 2,900 3,700

(million individuals)
(ï) See Chaptor IV. Vol. 1 ...

(2) See Chapter III. V0I.-I ... • • " r "v"

(3) SeerChapter IV, Vol. 1

(4) Assuming the best favourable hypothesis (ï)
Nevertheless, in spite of the departure of Europeans - posts filled

respectively by a single European have frequently been divided between
. • J .zL'X . "'. Jseveral; Moslems - and the spectacular, broadening-out of government servie

(notably the creation of national armies,) the volume of urban un—employmcr
has remained practically stationary, as a result of the extremely rapid
rythm of urbanization end -highly insufficient, if not negligible economic
progress, notably in tho industrial sector, so that allowing for the fact
that European departures are bound to exert a lesser influence duping tho
coming five years, (they will vacate only- a maximum 100,000 jobs), even
on the most favourable assumptibh, ihé volume of urban un—employment by
I97O will be increased by about 200,000 persons.
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This optimistic assumption is "based on the following calculation*
in Algeria the policy for an "economic recovery" offers ho great
opportunity for employment creation, as it necessitates the wholesale
blockage of the number of personnel employed ih civilian and military
services, (requiring reconversion from one sector to another, whilst
creating 100,000 new jobs, principally in the building industry and in
pmblic works. In Tunisia the launching of the Second Plan will create
40,000 jobs in industry and construction and 80,000 jobs in the"services.
In Morocco a plan similar to the discarded First Five-Yeàr Plan will create
125,000 jobs in industry and construction and 225jOOO i.n the services.
So that on the most favourable assumption a total number òf" 600,000 non-
agricultural posts will be created between now and 1970, whilst Moslem'
population employed in non-agricultural activities will rise from 11.8
millions to 14.8 millions, thus offering 800,000 new candidates for
employment.

A less favourable assumption would reveal a still more serious
situation as there would be room for only 200j.000 new jobs. In all three
countries the balance of public finance is extremely fragile, owing totoo rapid an expansion in the labour forces. Continuation of this policytogether with insufficient production growth will not be feasible unless• V •

the Maghreb governments manage to obtain increased financial aid from outsidewhich is unlikely. An alternative solution wouldbe to reduce government
servants' salaries. This could probably be done by blocking nominal salariesin spite of the rise in prices accruing from the inflationist policy whichthe Treasury would have to adopt in order to meet the crisis in publicfinance. Therefore, in the hypothesis of a persistence in present trends

up till 1970, urban unemployment will affect a least one million candidatesfor non-agricultural employment.
... ■

Concurrently, with the increase in the volume of jobs available to
Moslem, non—agricultural workers, a slight probable improvement in avoragowages per hèad migíit be possible if th® optimistic assumption is adopted .They will have risen by 1970 from 230,000 Old Francs in current (1955) terms,or 340,000 Old Francs in current terms: (still about 230,000 Old Francs at1955 value), to 370,000 Old Francs at 1963 value, (i.e. 250,000 Old Francs1955 value, as calculated below:
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:
, mi(Current 1000
million)

mi
(1963 1000

1970
million)

Gross domestic
production t,49Q (ï)

2,210 u 2,670
Other, el ements of •

distributed income: • • • : /

Government wages 165

„<2>
29O

80^
350

/

Foreign administrations

Wet transfers
50

80 100 100

Tourism, transfers from
abroad 60 90 140
Elements of undistributed
income:

Taxes
__ 245 [-

135

510

260

610"
(5)

Self-financing 370

'•Distributed income,
viz:

1,470 2,000 2,330

Agricultural income 505. : .705 815
Won-Agricultural income:

Societies^ ^
(7)Won-Muslem Population*

T " '
80

. 590.0-

260

240

290

1-50
Musiem Population 295 795 1,075
Income per active non-
Muslem engaged in non-
agricultural pursuits:

VÏ ' :• • '■

.. ■ il :
000 Old Francs Current Value 230 340 ! ;

'

37.0
000 " » - 1955 » 230 230 250

j:-

(3)

(ï) Aigeria: 955 thousand million-Tunisia s355 thousand million, Morocco:
- 90G thousand milliòn (1963 value)

(2) ¥ages paid by foreign, military adminstrations - French Army and American
Bases (in Morocco) —about 50$ of the expenditures incurred by these
adminis trations.

(3) Approx. 80$ of foreign administrative expenditures, reduced henceforth
to Embassies and Technical Aid.

(4) Social transfers (net prestations from contributions), and sundry reoeiptr.to households, free from contributions and sundry payments from the t,
(5) Of which 140 thousand million for Oil in I965 and 170 in 1970.
(6) Of which 140 thousand million for oil in"1965 and 170 in 1970.,7) Excluding revenues from settled land, theee having been included in

agricultural incomes.
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Towards 197.0, on the favourable assumption, and if the present
.

...... ~ ,; \ ... }
salary-level is maintained, the distribution of income for Non-Musiem,
non-agricultural workers, will be approximately the following:

-, T ; Working Fpfce Income per Overall
capita ...... income

(000) (000 Old. Francs 1000.million
1964)' 1963

Economy: *'• . ' - ' ' '£.. •

Labourers • 1 ,020 250 ■ •'. 255
Clerks 360 33O ; --120
Artisans etc. 595 430 260

Responsible Personnel 135 650 .. 90
Government 790 450 350

Aggregate: 2,900 37O V 1,075

Allowing" for the fact that compared with 1955 9 "the number of
responsible personnel and civil servants (earning relative higher salaries)
has been multiplied by six in 1965 while the number of labourers and

artisans employed has increased by only 30% we may conclude, without
any possible hesitation, that up till now the European departures have
been of exclusive profit to the former. Independence,, and the sonsequont
departures have undoubtedly favoured the formation of relatively privi¬
leged social strata, while the masses have benefited neither from an im¬

provement in employment available, nor from an increase "in real wages
per capita, indeed, quite the contrary. So that Muslem society is now
more highly—differentiated than in 1955» when thp best jobs were occu¬

pied by Europeans. On the most favourable assumption this may still"be"
«so in I97O. the number of government, servants and responsible personnel

in. comparison with 1955 will have been multiplied by 7» but the number
of jobs employing labour, clerks and artisans will have increased only
by. 70%, that is to say, far less than the.; corresponding rise in popula*-
tion (up by 170/® between 1955 and 1970). So, we may conclude that con¬

ditions prevailing among, the urban masses will have-seriously worsened
'in comparison with the colonial period.
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Âà far as agriculture is concerned, Jln spite of appearances,

the 1965 situation and the average-term ^prospects to he deduced from
it are scarcely more encouraging. In respect to the agricultural popu¬

lation, (14•6 million in 1955» 16.1 million in 1965 and 16.3 million in

1*970, on an optimistic assumption, agricultural production per capita
. . ' f" '

i-S''given..as 35,000 Old Frailcs current in 19559 44,000 Old Francs current
in;1965 (i.e. 29,000 Old Francs, 1955 value), and 50,000 Old Francs at
1963 value in 1970, (or 33,000 Old Francs at 1955 value). So that agri¬

cultural production per capita is considerably inferior to what it .was

around 1955» and on the most favourable assumption it will still fall
short of this level in 1970. Of course, the distribution of these

incomes, at least in Algeria and-Tunisia, has been upset by the disap¬

pearance of colonized land-settlement. In'thèse two countries new re¬

latively privileged Muslem strata have emerged from among the administra
tion of self-administered lands in Algeria and from among the new owners

(small and great), and the Government-partnership cooperators in Tunisia
In Morocco the sharing-out of colonized land operates progressively for

the benefit of Muslem latiJundiaries. The risk is great that by 1970
this process, now in the course of development, will have been- consoli¬
dated and that the. new peasantry, (by far in the minority), who have
taken over the.-colonized:-iand, (partnership administrations, small

proprietors, cooperators, or big latifundiary proprietors as the case

may be), and a mass-of traditional peasantry living in conditions which,
under the combined effect of stagnation-in--production and population,

pressure,, have unquestionably deteriorated.,, will take the place of the
. oldr- juxtaTpb'sitibh., of colonial settlers and Muslem peasants. Here .

again, as .in the;case of urban economy, the Maghreb in 1970 will offer
.the picture of a much more highly differentiated Muslem rural society
than during the colonial period.

Economic Structure of the Maghreb in 1970

The schemes elaborated fou rearf;h--òf the three countries: economic

recovery in Algeria (on an averate estimate), the four-year Plan in
Tunisia and the assumption, that a plan similar to the first discarded

Plan will be adopted in Mdrocco are considerations which enable us to

establish for 1970, the physical equilibria given below, (in thousand
million Old Francs, 1963»
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Algeria^ ^ ^ (2)Tunisiav Morocco^"^ Aggregate
Production 1,165 455 1,050 2,670
+Importations 450 155 280 885
-Exportations 420 90 260 770

=Availabilities 1,195 520 1,070 2,785

Final Consumption 965 400 830 2,195
Gross Investments 230 120 24O 590

,(4)

But in reality this equilibrium corresponds to a most unrealistic
financial outlook for Morocco and Tunisia. So that, as we will see further
on, a more realistic equilibrium would pre-suppose an increase of some 120
thousand million in imports and final consumption over the whole of the

Maghreb, which would paiart <. . a corresponding reduction in local savings
through increased foreign assistance.

The extent of recovery outlined in the scheme covering the next five
years is revealed in the following table:

1955 1965
current (1963,1000
1000 million) million)

1970 Indices
1965 1970

1955 1965
Production 1,490 2,210 2,670 150 120

+Government services 165 29O 350 175 120

*gross domestic product 1,655 2,500 3,020 150 120

+Imports 500 69O 1,005 140 145
-Exports 335 640 770 190 120

=Availabilities 1,820 2,550 3,255 n H

Public consumption 220 410 470 185 115
Private Consumption 1,300 1,840 2,195 140 120

Gross investments 300 300 590 100 195

1) Figures for Table 11 & 2
(2) Figures for Table XIII corrected by the general price index for 1963/1960,3) Similar equilibrium to that by Table XIV for a production of

1,050 thousand million.
(4) See Chapter II
(5) Highly temporary forecast -figures suggested by accounts covering 1963

"and 1964 and by our short-term forecasts.
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From 1955 "to 19^5, production has stagnated, (the index of prices
for 1965 was I5Ò, ( 1955 " = 100), investments have fallen from 20 to' '14'

per cent of the gross domestic production, exports, exclusive of oil,
are on the decline| public consumption, on the contrary has gene up from

'13jo to 16^0 of the gross domestic product. So that strbótural features

in the independent Maghreb in 19^5 are not particularly good when com¬

pared with those prevailing during the colonial period (1955)•
- All these'features evidently reflect objective difficulties--arising

from decolonization, and the consequent upsetting of accompanying

structures, especially in Algeria. But they also spring from negative
trends-which seriously burden the future of economic development, notably
those systematically stressing the "political" aspects ;to the detriment
of the "economic" ones. For this reason, the term "pq^itiç^l" carries
with it, a more nominal than real content#rand barely conceals :an im¬
portant social phenomenon undergoing development during the last ten
years, viz; the rapid constitution of privileged social strata, mainly
from among-government servants, as juxtaposed to. the broad layers of the
masses who, owing to the general lack of economic vitality, are faced
with even less favourable living conditions than those prevailing during
the colonial period.

Medium-term projections, if we adopt an optimistic outlook, enable
us to expect a slightly improved situation by 1970» If the Algerian plan
for recovery is applied correctly, and if Morocco manages to wake up from

1 • ' • *. ' . . .1 .

its leathargy, ..we may expect an acceptable level of investments by 1970s
i.e. 22°/o of production. If new priorities are established, qhich lay

greater stress to the benefit of an "economic" aspects.rather than

"political" prestige, these investments, together with an- acceptable level
of administration in Algeria,, could bring about a possible growth, of 20a/o
in production and exports. A. more rapid growth in imports, and in the

■ ' " " *
*

trade deficit rising from 2fo of available funds in 19^5 to 7f° in 1970,
as an inevitable consequence of this development, would still be com¬

patible with the amount of foreign aid predictable as we shall demon*-'
strate further on.
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As we have already indicated, the improvement in the balance of trade
in 1965 on the balance established for 1955 (trade deficit at that date
representing 10$ of available funds), arises out of profound structural
changes (e.g. the departure of the European elements), and the develop¬
ment of Algerian oil, but also, as is frequently the case, out of economic
stagnation, (low level of investments), But even adopting this highly
optimistic outlook, the Maghreb will embark upon the ten-year period
following 1970 under unfavourable conditions: there is small chance for a

disappearance of the negative trends described above, or for any serious
setback to the vested interests responsible for their existence.

The Maghreb will evidently enter the last third of the century in far
more dramatic circumstances in the eventuality of a non-fulfilment of our

optimistic five-year prospeots. In this case living conditions will bo
much more burdensome for the rural and urban masses than at present, depen¬
dence on foreign aid will become aggravated, public finances and the
balance of foreign payments will depend for their daily equilbrium on

external financing not directed to economic development. The structure
of investment finance in 19^5 is different from what it was in 1955 £or

reflects the upheavals which shook and are still shaking the Maghreb ï

foreign shareholding, which in 1955 accounted for 17$ of investments, has
become broadly negative, current government deficits are largely the same

as in the past despite a sensible rise in taxation! spontaneous private
inves-tment and self-financing resources represented in 1965, exclusive of
the oil sector, and reckoning in constant values, only about 70$ of what
they were in 1955» The five-year projects look forward to a spectacular

recovery which we have criticized in this book, giving the reasons why
we consider them as lacking in realism. A. financial scheme for 1970, viewed
from a more realistic angle, indicates that compulsory public investment
and enterprise investment should replace defaulting spontaneous private

investment, if the physical targets of these optimistic forecasts are to
b(J' reached at all.
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The table given bblow retraces the development of this financial schemes

1955(0 1965^ 1970^ 1970^i
I II

(ourrent
thousand million) (1963 thousand million)

Gross investment 300 300 59O 590
Financing: . , j

. V;
Social financing; . : .-y. *

Enterprise investment ■ ;

Oil 0 140 170 170
Other sectors 135 120 240 200
Spontaneous private

investment 1150 175 180 100
Government investment - 35 -55 +20 +20
Net Foreign contribution + 5° -80 -20 +100

As we can see, in 1955 enterprise investment (self-financing)
accounted fOT about 9ft of gross domestic production. This percentage ha
dropped to 6°/o in 1965? if we exclude the oil sector, mainly as a result
of the less efficient administration in enterprises which have been hand
over to the State or to the private sector by now emigrated settlers,
notably in Algeria and Tunisia. Financial projects courut on a possibiA
lity of raising this percentage _to_. 10^ in 1970, which we consider as

"being slightly too optimistic and have accordingly diminished to 8ft.
This estimate still presupposes a considerable qualitative effort at

recovery in the field of administration.

Spontaneous private investments were, and still are, almost entierl,
f , TV- •• . ;incumbent ,on European initiative. These investments which in 1955 ac¬

counted for about 10^ of household_incomes (5) still represented 9% in
• - F9&57~as a resuit of seller selling-off their; business, in view of im¬

pending departure, (notably in Morocco). But the experience gained1/ See Chapter II, Vol. I --- ~

2/ Provisional approximations of forecast figures »3/ Figures^corresponding to the theoretical models: Algerian Recovery Plan,2nd Tunisian Plan, Moroccan Plan similar to the first five ;year Han which
was discontinued • •'■

4/ figures, corresppnding to the Tunisian ant£ Moroccan models after more realistic
alterations had been made, appealing more larger proportion of foreign aid
as a first approximation. Private consumption plus spontaneous private savings
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in Algeria and Tunisia leads one to suppose that the day is not far
distant when this source of investment will run dry, so that to
maintain a percentage of 8% for 1970 seems like endorsing the unrea¬
listic financial assumptions prevalent in Morocco and Tunisia.
For this reason we propose limiting probable contributions accruing from
private investment in 1970 to approximately 5$ of household incomes.

Over-rapid growth in goverment expenditures following on independence
and out of all proportion to the level of production! (stagnating in
Morocco, considerably diminished in Algeria and progressing but slowly in
Tunisia), explains the persistehqy in 1965 of a ourren-t-' public deficit
in spite of increased taxation, (which has risen'from l6'to 23 percent of
gross domestic production). The extent to which taxation has increased

seems to have attained iis maximum limit at the present moment so that it

will authorize, (considering the prospects for production -growth over the
next five years even from the most favourable angle), no more than a modest
budget for public investments, that is, about twenty thousand million, or

3.5% of gross investment, as shown in the table hereunder*

1955 1965 1970

(Current Thousand (Thousand million
million) 1963 value)

Gross domestic production 1,490 2,210 2,670
Domestic publierrevenue:
'

•aTajditaion

"H Other -:yeè^ ^ ^ . , ,

245

70

510

.. ; s80

610

120
Total

(0)Domestic public expenditures
Goods and seryiees

Wages

315 590 730

55
165

120
290

120
350

Total running expenditures
(in the strict sense)
Transfers"(3)

220

130
410
235

470
240

Total current expenditures (4)
Government savings or deficit

350
-35

645
. ..-55

710
: +20

(ï) Contributions from social security, product of national estates, profits•from national industiy
(2) For 1955 civilian expenses only, i.e. exclusive of the French Army,(seechapter II), —for 1965 and 197*3,; domestic administrations only, i.e.- exclusive of foreign embassies and technical assistance. '3) Social transfers, subsidies to enterprises etc.4) Balance of receipts minus expenditures.
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B^en^tH-rp ;<yi qgurning oos-t^ -j j_n the strict sense of the word

has risen from 1 5$ preuuction in 1955 do 19$ in 19^5» On "the most
favourable assumption, namely, if the piv-gression of Government expend-i titrée-
over the next five years is made to follow and not precede the rate of;
production# i?his percentage will be reduced to approximately 18$.

Net foreign contributions which were positive in 1955 ar*d negative
in 1965 oouldj if circumstances are favourable, account for about 100
thousand million in 1970, which would amount to the same proportion 'of
investments as in 1955» The foreign balance outlined in the table below

indicates a reversal of tho situation between 1955 and I965, and a

possibility of arriving at equilibrium by 4-970. ■ .

Receipts : 1955 " 1965 197P,Ï(current (1-963 I
1,000 million) thousand million)

19IP
Exports

(3)Sundry foreign revenues* '

Foreign administrations^^

335

60

110

.640

90

100

770 ,

140 ;;

60

.1 770
140

. 60 .

Foreign aid .j • '■

. fiOil
. (5)

Othor^Sectèrs
15

150 u> vi0
1

0

200 3-20

Total v
• 670 '

965 1,170 1,29O

(ï) Assumptions corresponding to Tunisian and Moroccan plans.
• 1

: , J : i

(2) Assumptions reviswed'to include an increased amount of foreign aid.
(3) Tourism and contributions from emigrated nationals.

(4) Por 1955# French and American' Military expenditures, (see Chapter Il)<
For 1965 and 1970, Foreign embassies and Technical Assistance.'

(5) Private investments, national aid reserved for equipment or running
expenditures, (Advances to the Treasury, etc.)
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Expenditures :
, .• f , , r

. .. . ;

Importations ,500 690 885 1,005
Foreign expenditures.^^ 55 60 65 65
Savings and exported capital:
Oil 0 130 140 -140 t'¬
other Sectors^^ 1T5 85 80 80-, a • • ' ' 1

So that if the gross amount of foreign aid could be increased by
1970 to about 320 thousand million, (or approximately 555° °f investments),net foreign contributions, (foreign aid- minus exported savings and capital),could be maintained at the limit of 100 thousand million which would be ;■
necessary to insure the financing of investments at a realistic level of
domestic savings.. \

Evidently, this financing scheme would be totally upset if the optimist
. 4

. . ; • Jassumptions involving production were not fulfilled. If, for example,priority were given to unprofitable programmes, (notably to substructures,as has been the case up till now,)or if the recuperation of an acceptableform of administration were not accomplished in suitable time, insufficientpiogress in production would reduce the self-financing possibilities of
enterprises ' as"'well lis capacity for household and government savings. For
example, on' the.-hypothesis of -a-growth-rat ë "of 2% "instead of 4% between1965 and I97O, domestic savings could contribute only 410 thousand millioninstead of 490 thousand million, net foreign contributions would therefore^have to amount to 180 thousand million instead of.100 thousand million, andgross foreign contributions to investment-financing would h^vre to attain,400 thousand million (68% of investments), in lieu of 320 thousand million(55/o of investments). '

0In any-eventuality it appears quite evident that even on the mostfavourable assumption Maghreb economy does not show any signs of being ableto reach the phase of an "economic take—off" by 1970: capacity for domesticfinancing will.continue to function below the mark, and, dependence on ■foreign aid will remain extensive.

(6) Foreign domestic expenditures, Foreign Tourism, expenses incurred byoffices for enterprises etc.(7) Profits and exported dividends, exported private savings.
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The Economie Structure in the Maghreb in 1970;

. The. economic structure of the Maghreb in 1970 on an optimistic

assumption, will not be dis-similar from what it was in 19!?5* Except
that not only will the contribution of services to production have

(diminished, but.also their absolute level owing to the departure of
the departure of the European community. The Oil-sector will evidently
have undergone considerable development too, as the following table
indicates : s

;• .= 1955 I97O Indices
Amount (in current ('Amount in
1000 million) a/o 1963 1000 %

;• j. ■ million)
Agriculture 503 34 815 30 162

Mines 69 5 120 5 174

Energy & Oil • 24 2 25O 9 1040
Industries & Artisan Industry 211 H' 350 13 .165
Construction & Works 93 6 185

J

7 198
Trade and Transport 327 22 600 22 183
Services -262 18 350' 13 133

Gross domestic production at
market prices 1,490 100 2,670 1ÇÒ" .179

These figures roughly correspond both to sectorial programmes for j.
the eventual Recovery Plan for economic administration in Algeria, and
to the targéts set by the second Tunisian Plan, or by an eventual Moroccan
Plan which would retrieve the discarded programmes of the First Plan.

They happen to bear a strong resemblance to the targets set by Egyptian1
ten-year perspectives which in their" turn were based on a most optimistic;

supposition, that is, on an increase in rhythm of 7^ per annum during the.

ten-year period covering 1960—1970? .Expressed in million Egyptian' pounas

at i960 value, they amount to the following sums for 1970» -^agriculture;
627 million, industries, mines and construction: 877 million, transport,
trade and services ; 780 million.

\j amounts drawn from "General Frame of the"5 Year Plan", Cairo 196O,
pp. 2 to 12 - Administrative services excluded. -Se'e also work of
Mr. M. El Imam, op. cit. table 10 p. tpk-AOj^-r
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If from the stand-point of population figures, the Maghreb Group and
Egypt offer analogies as to economic scope, in spite of the difficulties
encountered during the decolonization period, the..Maghreb is favoured by
a fairly considerable, advance on Egypt in the field of economic development
levels. In 1963. the Maghreb disposed of production amounting to 2,100.
Thousand million francs at current value for 27.5 million inhabitants,
i.e. production per capita amounting, to 78,000 Old Francs, (l6Q dollars),

( 1 )while gross domestic production in Sgypi^ which was estimated, in 1962
at 1,345. Pillion pounds at current value for a population of 26.9 million
inhabitants, (figures valid for the same year) shows only 115 dollars per(2)
capita . It is therefore, highly probable that by 1970 from the stand
point of eco'nomio scope, a still wider divergence in favour of the Maghreb
will point to a higher level of development in North /Ifrica than in Egypt.

Individual input-output tables for each of the three Maghreb countries
have.enabled us to draw up a simplified table illustrating economic scope
in the Maghreb in 1970, (table XV appended), calculated in thousand million
Old Francs at 1963 value The working out of this table reveals the

possibility of obtaining a satisfactory inter—sectorial equilibrium at
1,005 thousand million for imports and 2,315 thousand million for final
consumption,, with production t ,-',.670 thousand million exports and
investments amounting respectively to 770 thousand million and 590 thousand
million. >.

Analysis of this consumption which has been established principally
in relation to elasticity of demand, supplied by inquiries into consumption
concerning the Muslem population, give roughly the following:

> v . ... ■ - . -•

Amount
,. f

Agricultural and Food Products 1,120 49
tfanrfactured products 772 33
Services - 423 ... -j8

- 2,315 100

( 1 ) Moh-Mah El Imam op.cit." p. 108-109(2) £1 Egyptian =2.3 dollars —rate for commercial payments, the officialrate being 2.9 dollars for one Egyptian pound ..... -(3) 1,000 Old Francs = 1 Tunisian' Dinar
10 Algerian Dinars or 10 Moroccan Dirhams

„ l'¬Inclusive of motor-vehicles, .petrol, etc.
Inclusive of housing upkeep and oolloative transport?..v„=

$
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Exports which shopld amount to 770 thousand inillion if production
programmes are carried out would involves L

Oil products ' 250 thousand million
(2)Mineral and chemical products^ 146 thousand million

Agricultural and food: " 310 thousand million
(a) ■ -ni: ' ' -Sundry K Total 64 thousand million , . ...

■ -ias-i-I . ., L .. I. —u. —-u__-—■ ■
,v /, f : - , 770 thousand million- ,i

The demand expected to satisfy fixed investments would involve
mechanical and electrical industrial products, (270 thousand million)
and building and. construction, (32 0 thousand million). Ear purposes

. . . . J. J. ' r "

of simplification stock movements: have been overlooked. Marketing
margins and transport of merchandise would amount to 683 thousand million

(about 2$fo of gross internal production), if present structures govern¬

ing the distribution system and taxation rates were not too greatly upset.
Production capacity for industries already in place, Or those-

expected to operate in accordance^with-'our optimistic hypotheses, (for
example a rebound of industrialization in Morocco), would-correspond to the
values added figuring in,our table, vi3

- (5)Agricultural industries^130 thousand million
(6)Other. light industriesv

, ;; (7) 100 .thousand Jillion
Iron industry, metallingy, mechanical 65 thousand midlion

(1) Unrefined oil, mineral oil and gas

(2) Iron ore, lead, zinc, unrefined or treated phosphates, (superphosphates)
(3) '- Wine," Cereals, oil, fruit., \ cxfgps fruity market. vegetables, • canned goods
/ \ J" ' 1 - ' J * « .. - .-vr UôJ»t ' 'ó."(4) Inclusive of air.' services etò. ?í. V. '• "
( \ . r ÓÍX0'" '• ' " ■(5) Exclusive of transformation's undertaken by rural households involving,

traditional, methods, to. be aggregated with : agricultural production.,
/ \ " 'j -r : ."ov-.-o lr .'.'I .' CiîfiH I(6) Textiles, leather, wood, sundry industries, 'including artisan products.

The amount of 100 thousand million includes the supposed fulfilment of
a certain number of Moroccan.projects, (see Chapter V), and the
Algerian textile combine at Tizi-Ouzon

(7) Figures based on the anticipated working of the iron combines at Annaba
(Algeria) Wador (Morocco) and Bizerta (Tunisia) and the mechanical
industries originally provided for by the Moroccan Five-Year Plan.
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_v .. t , , . (1) 33 thousand, millionChemical Industries /?\
Materials for construction 22 thousand million

Total 35O thousand million

The level of agricultural production (815 thousand million)
corresponds to assumptions concerning a "recovery" in agriculture,
especially with respect to the formerly colonized holdings in Algeria.

Finally the levels for ore production (120 thousand million),for
electrical power and oil (40 and 210 thousand million), for building
and construction (185 thousand million) trade and transport, (600 thousand
million), and services (350 thousand million) have been established with
a fair amount of ease from the starting point of the targets set for final
and intermediate consumption (services, trade and transport margins, and
electrical power), for exports (ore and oil), and investments (public
works and building).

The Intermediate demands corresponding to these levels and production

oth£0t$$$^&-JS&sron
to the tables for intersectorial relations between the three countries,
and partly from technical coefficients, pertaining to certain new industries
of wide soope*^.

A general equilibrium would then suppose a strong current of imports
notably in the fields of industrial capital products, final consumption and
intermediate consumption which our input—output table has distributed as
follows

(ï) Hypothesis for the implementing of projects concerning factories forfertilizers and basic chemical products (acids, soda, etc.) for allthree countries, and the petro-chemical scheme at Arzew.
(2) Present capacities outstrip anticipated needs.
(3) See descriptive figures collected in the "Five—Year Plan for Morocco-Industrial ^Development".
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Agricultural and Food Products 160 thousand million
Power 69 thousand million

.

Àï«s 'X : r , oM r.. ■ ,.r , tttf.-;#b> ■" ;-
Manufactured Products 736 thousand million

Textiles, wood etc. 2d9 thousand million
■ : •; . ! ,,ÛÎ5:. ; •' : : ru : ••••: ; - : ï f. •Chemical and - )

Electrical goods 394"thousand million -

Chemioal products-; 118 thousand million

Building materials - 5 thousand ; million

Services . - - J-fc" ' 40 thousand million

Total ' 1,005 thousand million
The Ec^np^âiq;; %^pctug?c/ described as systematically as is possible octó-c
serve as a basis for the 4.oa4SP j • of an integrated long-term development ^scheteo (1970-1990) •

It presents a few important aggregate characteristics worthy of noto.
. - (..N : -'Oxr: H7Firstly the high level of foreign trade relationsv ': export figures

represent in fact 29$ of gross domestic production. We may recall thatSuez
in Egypt exports, including/Canal revenues for 1962 represented only 19$
of gross domestic production. If -Hgeria®. Oil and Sue-t.-Ccifà revenues aro

excluded, the comparison favours the Maghreb still further -26$ to 15$.
This advantage tô'the Maghreb proceeds from a much greater variety of
important mining resources on the one hand, and a higher development of
modern agriculture on the other, accounting for nearly 40$ of tot&l agri*v.
cultural production,' (in 1970s 310 thousand million for a production of 815
thousand million), to about 32$ for Egypt, (exports totalling 140 thousand
million in 1962 fòr a production of 440 thousand million,). ■ -

Incohtestably their superior naturaliresources, and the relative
advance in modern sectors favouring the economy of Maghreb countries, with
the advantages inherited from the formerly colonized holdings, provided
scope for a greater volume of exports derived in turn from a higher level of
imports for the same amount of foreign aid and allow the Maghreb an average
productivity per héad and a considerably higher standard of living than in
Egypt.

-r . a . ;
-

t -

(ï) Exchanges between the 3 Maghreb countries at present of feeble' volume,have been emitted from the table,
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In effect, and this is the second factor to he noted in a study
ofttro Maghreb» although the industrial development of the Maghreb

group is still relatively feeble, it is nevertheless of quite notable

strength for the African continent probably holding second place after
"( ï )

South Africa . A comparison between the industrial capacities of the

Maghreb and those of Egypt reveals that- except in thé field of textiles
in which Egypt's superiority is overwhelming in practically every other^
sector the Maghreb advance is, or will be quite impressive.

.Dewer—production-is- practically""tH'e same forthe M&ghr$fe and BgJrjrtian
economic scope s 2.7 thousand million K. ¥.H. in 1962*.;- But here-.the®
Maghreb possesses very considerable surplus potentialities in Algeria
(more than a 'thousand million k.w.h. and more economical working possibli-
ties (e.g. the predominance of hydratrlio electricity in the Maghreb as

against the thermícâlly-generated type in Egypt). Inversely the potenti¬
alities of oil-refining are greater in Egypt: 6.5 million tons to 4*5 in tne
Maghreb. < '• .... ; -J:

In the steel and iron and non-ferrous mineral industries, as in the
machinery line} arid the branches concerning the transformation of metalsj
Egypt's oresentantag'q(200j000 tons of steel) will be
r::VwjTbtil iri a few years' time. Profiting by considerable natural advant¬

ages, (iron ore, coal and natural gas, the Maghreb envisages creating in
the hear ifhture three iron and steel key—points which will bring production'
potentialities up to 600,000 tons of steel. In non—ferrous metal production
the Maghreb already ■possesses important, lead and zino foundries, (with
a 35,000 tons capacity , which^expected to develop rapidly, and o£ which
Egypt is deprived owing to its lack of natural resources. Concomitant with
the iron, and steal industries, the Maghreb already possesses mechani.eal
industries, (such as wire—drawing, forges, stamping, metal frames and

shafts),.assembling tracks, light machinery, stoves, locks and light tools,
hardware and household apparatus), with a higher production capacity thaiç.
those of Egypt*- 100,000 tons of metal frames and shafts qompare^.wyth 5p,OOOdn
Egypt, 1000 trucks to 500 for Egypt, - 12,000 tons of cable to "8,000 for
Egypt, 120,000 stoves, to 80,000 in Egypt etc.

-, - ' ' ' ' " ' . 1. ' J

(ï) In this regard, see the A.E.E. report on Industrialization in the
Maghreb, (Tangiers, March 1964) and U.N. studies on Industrial
Development in Africa (A.E.C. - Addis Ababa 1963 and 1964).
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This is also true for the chemical industry: with the launching of

the Safi, Arzew and Gahes projects added to the factories already in
existence at Sfax as well as in Morocco., the production potentialities of

fertilizer materials will he about 1,200,000 tons principally in super and

triple phosphates and nitratefertilizers, to 750,000 tons in Egypt (super¬
phosphates, nitrate and potash fertilizers).

The production capacity of basic chemical products (sulphuric acid,

chlorine, ■;,sodaj,>>sulphur, etc.. .')-.is roughly the s ame. This is also true
for paper and cardboard production, including, paper-pulp, - (100,000 tons),
paints and varnishes (25,000 tons), matches, etc.... • -■-* -

The building-material industry offers a fairly similar degree of

development with' the Maghreb cement output at 2.8 million tors^ and the
Egyptian at 2.5 million tons.

In light industry the branches which have been developed are not the
same for the two atenax^fear^s The Maghreb has the advantage of more highly

developed food industries, with a potentiality of 200,000 tons of refined
oil, (to 100,000 tons in Egypt), 4 million hectolitres of beer and gaseous

drinks,(to 2 million in Egypt), 50,000 tons of canned meats, vegetables,
fruit and fruit-juice and fish, (to 6,000 tons in Egypt.) Equivalent
industries are sugar, 350,0Q0 tons , and tobacco, 16,000 tons.

On the other hand, Egypt produces ten times the volume of textiles
manufactured _in the Maghreb which is fairly under-developed in this respect,
with 120,000 tons of cotton yam, 80,000 tons of cotton fabrics, 4,000 tons
of woollen and 9,000 tons of rayon goods, and 24,000 tons of jute products.

Finally in thç field of transport and communications the substructures

offer characteristic statistics: 12,000 kilometres of railroads, 30,000
kilometres of macadamized roads, 35,000 kilometres of dust roads and 26,000
kilometres of track, ^a substructure of 18 large harbours and over 50 airfields,
a telegraph, telephone and postal network unparalleled in Africa, except in

EgyP't and South Africa (2,000 post offices) jetc... In the field of social
services the Maghreb possessea*#Q,000 hospital beds (to 58,000 in Egypt),,
and counts the same number of school-children as Egypt, (about 3 million

primary-school pupils, with a school-attendance rate of 6Cffo in 1964), but
only half the number of secondary school pupils, (105,000 pupils in the

A

Maghreb to 214,000 in Egypt at the commencement of the 1963 school year)and /tj
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the number,of university studentsj (with about 20,000 Maghreb students
to 98,000 in Egypt). Probably by 1970 targets for a practically 100$
primary school-attendance (.with 5» 9- million school-children) and 10$
secondary school-attendance (about 500 to 600 thousand pupils) will be
attained in the Maghreb. -,

II. Conditions governing speeded-up growth ; A Long-term Scheme for

integrated economic-development of the Maghreb (1970-1-990 )« -

Framework for Analysis.; . •/. •

The Maghreb enters the final third of this centrury endowed with
considerable possibilities for rapid economic development: in agriculture
it possesses a modern sector with a relatively high productivity capable
of sustaining a high level of exports, a solid substructure in mining and
oil—production, and basic structures in industry which-ahê~already far
from negligible. But on the other hand, the Maghreb embarks upon the last
third o.f the century in very mediocre condition, and with a considerably ;
reduced financing capacity, , c 1 ..

This apparent paradox derives from the fact that the edoial structure
of the independent decolonized Maghreb in 1965—1970. is dis—similaitto the
one existing in the colonial Maghreb. In fact, the colonial Maghreb in
1955 was not actually under—developed. As in other population — settle¬
ment countries er,g. South Africa - North. Africa possessed a typically dual
society characterized by the.juxtaposition of highly developed sectors and
populations - the European, and backward ones - the Muslem,

The departure of the European element left the country with a pro¬
duction - capacity and with a substructure out of proportion to the cul¬
tural. and technical level of the new national population, so that the
latter was incapable of drawing full and immediate profit from its inheritance.
The threat of progressive deterioration which hovers over these organizations,
(we may take the example of the Algerian vineyas not merely a theo—
rectical one). A substructure when too highly developed may become a

burden instead, of a boon to developnœnt. -A typical example is the number
of hospitals which were deprived of doctors practically overnight.
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In other fields, in the course of the last ten or fifteen years of

decolonization - from 1955 "to 1970 - some highly negative tendencies
have come to light, at least up till 1965> at the core of Muslem Society
itself. We. are referring to the hasty constitution and consolidation of

power among the newly privileged strata, more oft6o than not composed of

government officials who are only very moderately fyiamic although quite
capable of putting up a bitter struggle to defend their recently acquired
interests. All this leads to a reduction in the financing capacity of

Maghreb economy. The main sources of private investments have disappeared
with the departure of the Europeans and Israelites, the faulty administration
of formerly settled land and public, cooperative, or private national enter¬

prises which have either been handed down or recently established, reduces;£« i;v - .
. '<

self-financing capacity just as the speedy and disorderly increase in

government expenditures with its accompanying stagnation of productive

economy,, prevents public investment from taking the place of defaulting
private capital. It has been, said of the Maghreb around 1955 that this

group of countries was capable of staging an economic "take—off". This
O. ' -, ;■ " j

was true only in theory It was accurate in the sense that the potentialitiof
of local savings were sufficient to finance rapid development. But on the .

express conditions that a different direction be chosen for investments which

should cease to be canalized into the European sectors, and the substructures,
and that a centralized planification should envisage the employment of
financing capacity in the context of self-determined industrial development,
But more of the elementary political conditions essential to the implementing
of these options existed at this time.: the European sectors which were more

appendices tagged on to the Metropolitan social ana economic scheme system¬
atically " and"obstinately resisted them. Bringing in its wake the disappearauc
of two mutually impermeable societies and economies decolonization" taas pro¬

foundly transformed existing conditions. But this transformation has been

effected in a manner which has annihilated former financing potentialities,
Neither today, in 1965 nor tomorrow, in 1970 could the Maghreb be considered
even under the itost favourable aspects as having attained the stage which
would permit a "take off" or"start up" of development.
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The aim of the exercise in projection which we shall presently
under-táke to: ^AQftoAudo, this study is to clarify as

far as possible with supporting figures, the modalities of a strategy
which would'be capable of "producing self-determined and Self-generated
development at the end of an initial phase covering 15 to 20 years.

Thé scheme takes for granted the integration of the three countries
as it appears to as fairly pointless to consider the possibility' of rapid
development within a more reduced economic scope. We shall perceive more¬

over how the próblem of markets if we attempt to consider the creation of
workable industrial combines'with a high growth-potential, will necessitate,
not only the association of the three countries,but in actual fact then
integration within a simple economic sphere, which in the last resort

practically amounts tò their unification. In the voluntary choice of a

fairly protracted time-lapse, (20 years: 1990 horizon), we run the risk
of encountering a certain number of ^'predictable factors. But thexohy we

are able to throw into stronger relief proposed trends and thèJresults which

may reasonably be expècted to be derived from them. 4^ bbb^o^j^e^ipííítjii.-i■
•DodftHS-term 'plans, (e.g. five-year plans)V®tó define at each stage the

targets aimed át'and'the means of attaining them, to disaggregate the scheme
as a whole and render it concrete, and to modify its outlines so as to cope

with the evolution of factors which were impredictable when "viewed from a

greater temporal distance.

^ Conditions required by a strategy for rapid ^envelopment: level of^
(inve£^merr^^rár^nsoffjLnancingB>them.

We shall now endeavour to throw: ngnt: on the conditions required for

rapid development. À growth-rate of 6$ per; annum over, a period of. 20 years •

would raise production in 1990 to. index .320, that is about 8,5-00 .thousand
million .at .1^63 value. In the meantime, if we suppose that the rate of
population—growth could be lowered progressively. from 2»:5$> ~ the present
rate prolonged up till .19.70, - to. 1.7$. at the end of 20 years, population
would rise from 32 million to approximately 48 million (index 150 corresponding

« " ■' *"• ,-K

to an average rate of 2$). Production per capita would therefore increase from

85,000 old francs, (about 160 dollars) to about 175,000 old francs (350 dollars}.
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This would represent only about one fhird of present European income-

figures, but as we shall see, it would, pave the way to rapidly self-
determined development, which, if high growth-rates,, (6 to T^iper- annum)
were maintained over several ten-year periods, would be likely to; catch
up with the level existing in developing countries in the space of one

or"two generations.
• A -far fTbtí hôgl igiblè effort hn invest tenfold implied by this growth-

of 6$. Jf..we..provis-ioHall-y-take~5"~'a:s a justifi./oi® capital output

ratio, and if a regular effort is put forward to further the growth of

investment, the latter should increase from 590 thousand million in 1970
(22$ of production) to 2,310 thousand.million in 1990 (27$ of production).

- • Experience- gained" during the colonial period and over the last ten

years in, the. ,£i.eld...u£..Aggreg-ate--ee&ncTTnr wtrald point to a capital output
ratio appreciably above 5» But the exaggerated level of the latter springs
mainly from the defective sectorial distribution of investments. If the

present average output ratio appears to be around 3.5 for the productive
sectors, considering that these productive investments represent only about
50$ of total investments, the capital output ratio for an aggregate economy

f r • V • ' ' . . %
appears to be about 7« But if the proportion of reproductive investments,
(housing and substructure) could be reduced for the T97O-I990 period to
30$, an output ratio of 3^5 in the productive sectors would give a capital
output ratio of 5 for an aggregate economy.

The accrued amount of gross investments for the period covering 1970-
1990 — about, 29,800 thousand million at 19^3 value, corresponding to .sectori&l
production targets coherent with'the' structure of demand defined by average
income per capital and the volume'of"possible foreign trade, (wg shall examino
further on how they have been established), would be grossly distributed
as follows» . : ~• '

:( Accrued Annual %
, ; " Amount Average

1963 thousand millions)
A.- Productive Investments:

Agriculture 3,500 175 12$
Indu^trie^ petc. 1
Mine8

300 15 1$
Energyu:and_oil 3>100 ^ 10^
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Accrued Annual $
" ' -

Amount Amount

(*1963 thousand millions )
Industries ' ' ' 3,000" 150 10$

Basic Industries 5,200 260 18$
Transport", Trade, Services,
Public works equipment 5»700 ^85 , 19^

Total A 20,80Cf " 0-e-0•\ 70$

-Non-productive Investments s •V ...... - ■' i »

Housing 4,500 225 15$°
Substructure 4,500 '. 225 15$

Total B 9Voob 450 30$
General Total 29,800 .. . 1,490 .100$

The reduction of investments for housing from 20$ to 15$ of total
investments should in no waypjjavent the complete satisfaction of the_
priority needs of urbanization. If town population increases.from 11 million
persons in 1970 (i.e. one third of the total population)to about 28 million
in I99O» (i.e. about 58$ of the total population), keeping in this manner
the level of agricultural population (80$ of the rural population), — too
high even at present — down to its present figure, (16 s.illion persons),
in a space of twenty years housing will have to be found for 2.6 million
families, (on an average, 6.5 persons per family). If housings-construction
plans are limited to low-rental constructions of Worker Plat Type, 1.7 million
Old Francs could be invested per housing, unit, which corresponds to present
day estimates established by specialists in low—rental constructions. ——

Moreover, a housing—system of this type which responds tp an-absolute social
priority need, would be a paying concern tt'x r. an e-j ncmp aiVjl : . annual rentals
of about 120,000 Cid Francs, corresponding to less than 10 per cent of popu—

^-ncome» would be sufficient to. cover administration and upkeep with¬
out the aid oJ^^vernment subsidies.
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Obviously, as the Moroccan planners indeed realized, it is
an illusion to think that the financing of this type of housing
construction can be left to private initiative. Besides this,
the necessary substitution of the state for the private sector
would involve among other things the compulsory restriction.of luxury
building and the development of municipal systems for the financing
and management of low-cost housing. The average Sum of 225 billion
(thousand.million) per year spent on housing for the period 1970 -

I99O, which the needs of accelerated urbanization entail, is in¬
deed not absurdly small, since it represents 2.5 times the level
of investment in that field in 1955, which'was moreover very badly
distributed. ..This kind of political choice may seem harsh, and
both the area covered and the quality of the housing that could
be provided may seem inadequate; but has any country managed to
cope with the accelerated urbanization made necessary by rapid in¬
dustrialization for the purpose of developing a country whose
rural areas are overpopulated, without a, housing- shortage?' -As com-' L ï. ■ • ' ' '

pared to many other countries, the Maghreb already has a quantity '
of "Luxury" buildings, inherited from colonial days, which greatly
exceeds effective demand.

At all events a social, policy of this type is necessary if
we are to avoid the alternative of shantytowns. ... It. would bring
socialism from the level of words down to reality and give to the
workers decent housing enabling a proper productivity of labour
and acceptable modern conditions of living. . . - - -

As for the infrastructure investments, they would also be re¬

duced to an average of about 225 billions per year for the 1970-1990
period, i.e._157° ?f "the total amount of investments, as against
30% around 1955* Such a reduction of the ratios could not by any

means prevent the absolute amount of the infrastructure investments
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from being 1.7 times higher than the amount, of 1955* Here, too,
the Maghreb inherits an infrastructure which widely exceeds its
present needs and the capacities of its public finances. A pause,
a slackening in the effort made in that field, would make the
necessary readjustment possible. Is it necessary to develop a road
network which is already better than that of Eastern Europe, which
is far more highly industrialized? Is it necessary to continue to

multiply the hospitals when there are no doctors? The proper main¬
tenance of the present infrastructure and its extension at a reason¬
able rate, which excludes prestige operations (ultra-modem adminis¬
trative buildings, luxurious stadiums, A-class airports etc...) and

I operations whose profitability is more than dubious (the trans-Saharan
road etc...), will certainly not require an amount of investments
beyond the ceiling we propose here.

The rapid development of the material basis of the economy,
on the contrary, requires a considerable increase in the total volume
of the produciyo - investments and a radical revision of their dis¬
tribution.

i • "• L í i''
. v - ' "In agriculture, the target of the 20-years perspective plan

would be to double the production which would rise from 815 billions
in I97O to I.7OO billions in 19905 a target both necessary and pos¬
sible as we shall see later on. The effort òf investment that the
development of the irrigated zones, the reconversion of certain
speculations (for instance the wine region), staff training and the
intensification of traditional agriculture in the mountains and in
the steppes, and measures for protecting the soils required to meet
those objectives, would amount to about 3^500 billions, or an average
of about 175 billions per year (12^ of the investments). This re¬

latively high amount of agricultural investment, amounting to 2.3
times the corresponding 1955 level is assumed to have a capital
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coefficient equal to 4* The high level -of this coefficient may

seem surprising, hut it is caused by the high costs involved, in

modernising agriculture, a long-delayed necessity. Furthermore,
ibenc, investments will not lead to any increase in agricultural income $

they are mainly intended to stop it from falling. Moreover, rural
over-population, which will not he much reduced until 1990, in spite
of the very rapid urbanization, requires that the effort of inten¬

sifying production should he matched with an expensive protection

of the soils. At a later stage, as industry "becomes able to ahsorh.
the excess of the rural population i.e. after 1990, the desertion
of the overpopulated regions, where the threat of erosion will become
mere and more serious, ."-and the concentration of agriculture'in the ri¬
chest sonos, which will he hotter cultivated, will enable the-.endless
effort of soil improvement to ho reduced.

The development of mining production which (in order to meet
the export possibilities and the needs of local industry) must pass

from 120 billions in 1970 to 165 billions in 199^, as" we shal*l see,

would require gross investments ranging about 300 billions, to be
on an average of 15 billion per year (marginal capital coefficient

following the various projects now being studied 6). In the field
of power and oil, we have been led, as we shall see, to consider
the maintenance of a level of oil extraction ranging about 35-40.
million tons during the 20 years (1979-1939) considered, whereas
in the other sectors (electricity production, oil refinery, coal
extraction.) in order to meet the intermediary power and raw material
demand .(oil products designed for chemical industry for instance)
and the final demand (light, petrol consumption of private and ad¬
ministrative cars etc...),, production must be multiplied by 12 (the
added value passing from 40 billion in 1970 to 500 billions in 1990).
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The maintenance of the level of 35-4Q millions tons for oil

extraction would require - according tP the techincians - run¬

ning research and renewal expenses of about 30 billions per year,
to be 600 billions for the whole period. As for the development
of the other sectors, it would require gross investments of the
order of 2,500 billions for the 20 years if a capital coefficient
of 6 is assumed. Thus mining, oil extraction, electricity production
and refined oil products would absorb investments of 170 billions
per year, or about 11% of total investments.

A model of harmonious industrial development corresponding to
the structure of the final local demand and to external trade pos¬
sibilities will require the following evolution of the added value

(billions, 1963 value).
1970 I99O Indices

amount % amount %
Light industries!

Agricultural and alimentary 130 37 405 21 310
Others (textile, leather,

wood, etc.)' 100 '28 575 29 575
Primary industries:

Metallurgy of iron,
eignieering 65 18 510 26 785

Chemistry 33 9 400 20 1,210
Building materials 22 - 6 85 4 385

Total 350 100 1,975 100 •< 565

Generally in light industry gross capital-oXLffíoíoitá aï^tetwttt 4
are considëred, in iron, metallurgical mechanical and chemical indus¬

try coeeficients of about 6, and for building materials coeeficients
of about 5. Those coefficients would give gross investments of 3,000
billions in light industry (150 billions per year) and 5,200 billions
in the primary industries (260 billions per year). The;y are then
very important investments, which would represent about 28% of the
gross amount of the investments, against 11% in 1955 and which would
be eight times more important in absolute value than in 1955, which
shows the necessary industrial orientation of the strategy of rapid
development.
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Finally for the fitting out of transport (infrastructure excluded
i.e.. rolling stock and vehicles, ships and planes) of trade (in¬
cluding the stocks) of the services (including hotels) and of build¬
ing and public work enterprises' (public work equipment), the production
of which must pass from 1,530 billions in 1970 to 3,950 billions in
1990, we can estimate that about a total of 5,700 billions (285 bil¬
lions per year on an average) must be invested during the 20 years

(1970—199O) or 5.7 times the 1955 level and assuming a gross capital
coefficient of 2, the part of the investments in those sectors passes
from 11 % in 1970 to 19$ 1" 1990.

• * .j. — • • • •*-

So then, as one can see, the sectorial distribution of the invest¬

ments, as well as their absolute and relative amount, corresponding
to well—balanced objectives of rapid development would be very dif¬
ferent during the twenty years considered (1970—1990) from what they
were towards 1955'

1955 197O—199O Indices
Amount /o (Annual average) %

Amount

Agriculture 75 17 . 175 „ 12 230
Mines, power, oil 45 10 170 11 380
Industries 5,° 11 410 28 820

Transport, Trade
services, etc...'"' 55 12 385 19 520

Lodgings 90 20 225 , • 15 25O
Infrastructure 135 30 225 15 165

Total 450(1) 100 1,490 100 . 330

It remains to show how these investments could be financed, accord-

ihg to which financial strategy is adopted.
.. " A-..

The projection of the external balance shows that it is not possible
to expect a much external aid. -

(ï) 3OO billions, or about 450 billions at 1963 prices.
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Under the most favourable hypothesis the exports could.pass
from 77O billion in 1970 to 1,290 billion (19^3 value) in 1990. We

suppose that,the amount of the,oil exports will not vary and will
remain at 250 billion annually for the entire period the equivalent
in value of 30 million of crude oil. We assume, of course, that when
a sufficient network of refineries is installed, exports of crude
oil will give way to exports of refined products in smaller quantities
but for a same gross value. At the same time, the local consumption
of refined products would increase for the different uses (traction,
electricity from steam generating stations operating with fuel, petro¬
chemical industries).

The perspectives of the oil world market, the quality of the Al¬
gerian oils and particularly their localization, the future and growing
competition expected from Lybia have led the oil technicians to a cer¬

tain long term pessimism: according to them, the assumption that the
maximum level of 1970 would be maintained during the next 20 years

is already too optimistic. 1 The prospects relating to the mining ef-
»....

forts are better, however. An increase of 3S5% in external demand
for raw iron, lead, zinc manganese and phosphates and for the products
manufactured from those raw ores seems quite possible. At the present
time about 90% of the products of those branches of activity are exported
in raw condition and only 10% are manufactured. We have assumed that

by I99O not only will, the value of those exports, have doubled (passing
from 146 billions in 1970 to 300 billions in 1990) which corresponds
to an annual growth rate of about 3-5/^, but also 2/3 of those exports
will include manufactured products (exports of fertilizers: 200 bilr-

lions — and of raw and concentrated minerals - 100 billions).
Exports of agricultural and alimentary products, exports could

rise if the most favourable assumption is adopted from 310 billions
in I97O to 620 billions in 1990* Doubling such exports does not
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correspond an annual growth rate of 3,5^ as it might appear, but to
a rate of about rJ%. For, about half the present agricultural ex¬
ports includes commodities no longer to be produced under the program
of reconversion of the French vine-yard. The reconversion of the
Worth African wine region is a necessity, without doubt, although it
has to be done gradually and to the immense gain of rich speculators.
As for the o.ther commodities currently exported, the outlook is more
promising: vegetables, fruit, tinned fish and perhaps, olive oil for
which an increase by 7fo per year in exports is possible. Indeed here
again serious difficulties still exist relating on one hand to pro¬
duction itself, the maintenance of such high rates of output in agri¬
culture has never been easy, and on the other relating to the tradi¬
tional French-demand, where competition of other members of the European
Common Market (today Italy, tomorrow may be Spain and Portugal) will
be more and more heavily felt. The systematic preferences that Eu¬
rope will increasingly grant to her own producers are not compensated
by the geographical advantages of the Maghreb which are rather poor
(Worth Africa is one month earlier for the refinery of the vegetables
and fruit than Italy and Southern Spain). Will the association of
the Maghreb to the European Market , recommended by certain people and
which in this field would enable Worth Africa to profit by the com¬
mon protections, lead Europe to sacrifice her own farmers who benefit
from higher levels of productivities for reasons so evident (high qua¬
lities of labour "external advantages" of regions more highly developed,
etc)? Will that not include, in other fields, (notably the vital need
to industrialise) inconveniences which risk to seriously counter-balance
these perhaps illusory advantages in the agricultural field? In fact
the prospect for new outlets and perhaps the opening tomorrow of

o .

Europe to those richer types of consumption seems to be nece
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Then finally, the evolution of the. exports could, be effected accord¬

ing to the following ratios (billions 1963 value):

1970 1990 ' J ..

Raw and refined o ilk products • 25O 250
Raw and manvfactured\pre products 146 ' 300"

Agricultural and Alimentary-products 310 62Q
Other products and Services 64 120————A. "

•

■ \ Total • 770 • 1,290 •

As for the various externa^revenues and receipts they could pass
from 200 billions in 1970 to about 36o billions in 1990: 210 billions
from tourism (as against 70 billions in 1970, corresponding to an an¬

nual growth rate of 5°5 per cent per year)| 100 billions from transfers
of expatriated workers (against 70 billions in 1970: index 150 corres¬

ponding to a marked emigration of 30 - 40,000 workers per year), 40
billions from expenses of foreign embassies (against 20 billion in 1970,
annual growth rate of 3.5 per cent), and 10 billions from technical as¬

sistance (against 40 billions in 19703 the possible employment of a

more numerous foreign staff will be financed locally.

As for the amount of the external aid,, the gross flow of public
and private foreign capitai could pass from 320 billion in 1970, re¬

presenting 94 per cent, of the gross investment, to 690 billions in

I99O, or 3Q.per cent only of the investments at the end of the 20 years

of the evolution on the whole. During those 20 years, the Maghreb would
receive .external aid oÇ ab£ut 9,600 billion - about half of which from

-ft

donations and the other half from special loans repayable in 15 years
I ... . ... i

at 3 ..per cent.... This flow of. external would .cost at the end of the

• dYdlp-.tipn, in 1990, about 4OO' billion in annual instalments for repay-

ment whic%. of course, would be added to the gross revenue now exported

by the oil dector (140 billion)| and by the other sectors (80 billion).

V

H.
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The net external contribution could not exceed then, at the end of the
20 years, the modest amount of 70 billion against 100 billion in 1970.
Once more, the calculation - a very simple one - shows that the external
aid is not a panacea and' that, cvon in the case it could.be chosen as. ap¬

parently important, and with very favourable conditions, it can only
play a part of added portion.

The external running expenses would thus likely pass from about

65 billion in 1970 to about 135 billion in 1990, including 40 billion
for external public expenses), 25 billion for tourism (against 15 billion
in 1970) and 70 billion for external expenses of the enterprises ( com¬

mercial missions, head office expenses, patent letters etc... against
30 billion in 1970).

Possible imports would then not exceed,.in 1990, the amount of.1,505
billion, as the projection of the external balance shows (billion 1963)s

1970
External receipts

"... . ï"'I . ' . • • ;

Exports
. y.... y.

Various receipts & Incomes

External aid in capital

770

200

320

Total

External Expenses :■. ...

Imports

Various expenses, and Transfers

Savings and Gross exported Income

(Gross Domestic Production)

1..,290

1,005
65

220

(2,670)

1990

1,290
360

6^0
2,340

1,585
135 '

620

(8,500.)

We shall see later on how a considerable reduction in the "opennosg"
or freedom of the Maghreb economy towards external economies is a neces¬

sity in the strategy of development from the balance of payments viewpoint.
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We shall also see how, at the end of the 20 years, the Maghrebum economy
will be able to free itself rapidly from, the compulsory call for exter¬
nal aid i.e. at that time all the conditions will have come to maturity
for a very rapid autonomous development "take-off".

The contribution of self-financing (savings of enterprises) -whioh
will amount in 1970 to 200 billion, the oil sector excluded (about 8
per cent of the production, oil excluded) could, assuming good management
of such enterprises, rise to the rate of 10 per cent of gross domestic

production, or about 83O billion. The amount of self financing (about
50 per cent of the gross investment of the enterprises) is already
quite considerable and implies that on the whole.not only will the
total of the amortization be financed in this way but also the 10$ to
20$ of new investments. As prospects are largely based on rapid growth
of new industries one is able to measure how ah efficient management
and a vigorous choioe of projects can attain these objectives.

The contribution of spontaneous private savings "'would not provide
for more than 5 Per cent of the private revenue (gross proportion of "

1970) i.e. about 310 billion in 1990, taking into account the socialist
directions that a development programme of this type implies in the
historical conditions of ..the Maghreb. Here too, lacking a truly local
dynamic group of entrepreneurs, it is illusory to expect anything from
a liberal policy but disappointing results: especially waste of much
revenues in ostentatious consumption.

It remains then that the state would have to provide as forced
public savings, for the balance of about 930 billions in 199O against
20 billion only in 1970, as the model of financing given belowstrcwS"
(billion 1963):

1970 1990 Indices
Gross investment 590' ' 2,310 390
Financing, Self-financing

Oil

Other sectors

Spontaneous private savings
Administrative savings
Met external contribution

170 170 100

200 83O 415
100 310 310
20 930 4,650

100 70 70
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Here too, the economic argument shows onoe more why no other
alternative exists for a rapid economic development under present'c .

conditions of under-development, than state control. It implies,: of
course, as always, a very great administrative austerity as the
projection of the account of public receipts and expenses shows (1563
billion):

1970 1990 Indici

Gross domestic production 2,670 8,500 320
Local public receipts:

Fiscality 610 1,950 320
Other receipts 120 810 675

Total 730 2,760 380

Local public expenses

.Working expenses
Goods and services

Salaries

120

350

240 )
700 )

200

Transfers 0"3-
-

CO 890 37°
Total 710 1,830 260

Public savings alloted to
development 20 930 4,650

—
... .. . . 1. ; . . j. • .v« t - •

The maintenance.of the rate of fiscal pressure reached since 1970
(23?b of the production) which would already imply major fiscal reforms
since the volume of the imports in relation to the domestic production
has steadily fallen, the present fiscal system being essentially founded
on the harbour dues would give gross receipts relatively lower and lower
and lead us to expect fiscal receipts of about 1,950 billion in 1990.

Other local receipts in 1970 include about 90 billion of social
shares and 30 billion of profits of the public sector. If that fact

is taken into account, the figure of paid labour would be. multiplied
by about 4 during the period studied as we see later and if it is as¬

sumed that the rate of the social shares and benefits will be raised

by 25^ then the amount of the social shares would pass from 90 billions
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to 45O "billions in.. 1990. As for the profits of the public sector, if
they are about 2.5fo: of the investments of the state enterprises and
if they constitute about 213 of the investments of the enterprises,
they would reach in 1990 some 360 billion.

As for expenses they will include in 1990, besides the running
expenses in the strictest sense i.e. 470 billions (a) the benefits of
social security family allowances and similar allowances s 70 billions
(úhe counterpart of the social shares, assuming that the management
of the system is well balanced), (b) the other social transfers and
various transfers without counterpart (medical assistance, scholarships,
pensions etovv.- ) to be 110•billions, (c) the exploitation and equilibrium
subsidies to the enterprises, about 20 billions, and finally (d) external
expenses, of about 20 billions. • - •

If it is assumed that in 1990, as in 1970, the systems of social
security will be roughly balanced, then the amount of the benefits
shown here would climb to 450 billion. If it is assumed that the sub¬
sidies to public enterprises showing a deficit in tneir balance sheet
will reduce by half the net profits repaid to the Treasury by the
public sector these would amount to 180 billion (half of the profits).
It would then be left for the whole of the expenses of current consump¬

tions, salaries and transfers without counterpart (classed above at (b) )
about 1,160 billion in 1990, if it is desired that the amount of public
savings allo'ted to* development reach 930 billion. These running expenses

ought to be then at index 200î 24O billions for current consumption,
7OO billions for the administrative salaries and 220 billion for the
social transfers without counterpart of (b) type.

Thus, the model of financing would imply that the public expenses
should only double in 20 years whereas the material basis of the eco¬

nomy would be multiplied by 3«2, in other words, that the public ex¬

penses should always follow the economic development with some delay
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and not precede it as it is the case now, that the growth rate
of the public expenses should not exceed 3-5^ per year, against

for production growth, that the current public expenses should
be reduced gradually from an amount equivalent to 17/& of the pro^,

duction in I97O to 4j> in 1990» Nothing, indeed, is more certain
that Such a change in direction whose political implications are

important, is an absolute necessity for rapid development, a neces

sity without possible alternative and which can never be replaced,
by external aid however generous.

The general and sectorial objectives of a rapid development:
The conditions for a rapid growth having been outlined we are

able to calculate the. global figures associated with a growth rate
of production of 6Jo per year during 20 years, and the following
general physical balance (billion 1963) results:

■
. .t. i ■■ ■ 1970 - 1990 Indices

Production 2670 8,500
A

-
OCM

.

I-O
J

+ Administrative services 35° 700 "200
= Product 3020 9,200 305
+ Imports 1005 1,585 160
- Exports 770 1,290 170

= Abailabilities "3255 .9,495 *1

Final consumption ■'
-ir .a j. • , s

Private 2195 6,245 ro CD 0

Public 470 * 940 200"

Gross investments 590 2,310 390

The most striking fact which those results shçwis that it is
not possible to consider a rapid development founded on a deeper
and deeper involvement of the Maghreb in the international market.
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In relative terms the importance of external trade in the gross-domestic

production must he reduced from 33 per cent in 1970 to 17 per cent in

1990. That is the key reason for the necessity to create in the under¬

development countries..largo economic groups. The capacities of the

developed countries to absorb agricultural and primary commodities
coming from the under-developed countries being limited, the eventuality
of industrial exports by the under-developed countries towards the de¬

veloped countries being excluded because of the naturally superior

productivity of the advanced countries, imports must grow at a slower
rate than production during the process of industrialization of deve¬

loping .countries. But it is not possi.de .within a limited market to

provide sufficiently the growing and more various demands that economic

development implies. For it is not enough, with the help of an input-

output table^. to balance the resources and the uses of goods and ser¬

vices with the "required" level of external trade (i.e. a low level
of the imports in accordance with the limited export-capacities).
For an input-output table is already too aggregate and does,not enable
one to take into account the specific demands of the industries (such
a special industry has no need for "engineering products" or "sundries"
in general, but a specific product). Projection of this kind, examples
of which have been given in this book, rely on a mechanical approach
. For the more confined the market - and this is obviously the case -

the more difficult it is to meet the specific demands. That is why
in the world there is no example of economic development of small
market economies without.their dependence on external trade having
increased. The alternative - the only alternative - is that there

should be a widening of the market sufficient to allow the voluntary
and systematic growth of complementary relationships in order to
enable to increasingly meet various specific demands under conditions
of reasonable profit expectations. It is not certain at all, that.
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the Maghreb constitutes a wide enough market to allow a growth
rate of 6 per cent during 20 years at a level of external trade as

low as that which our projections -imply especially if she remains
divided into three states more or less ill-disposed towards one

another;

The second characteristic of this balance is the reduction sf

the external contribution from 8 per cent to 3,3 per cent of total
revenue. This reduction due to the declining role of external fi-

nancing, means that after that 20-year period, the Maghreb would
be able rather easily and rapidly to do without external aid: a

medium-terms plan, giving for some years a slight priority tc ex¬

ports, particularly to the more competitive industries in the world

market, would enable current external balance to be balanced. The

Maghreb would then have reached the stage of an autonomous economy

whose proper internal dynamism is enough to move it at a normal

development rythm.

Finally, the third characteristic of the balance is that the

growth of private consumption is less rapid than that production
and investment. Private consumption increases at an annual rate

of 5«4. per cent enabling per caput income to increase substantially
(at the rate of 3«4 per cent annually) or 90 per cent in the 20-year
period). If the slackened growth of the public expenses (3»5 per

cent per year')', is also cc'nstïe'fed the scheme "shows the growing"
part of the nation, and within that of the state in the financing
of development.

It remains now to define clearly the sectorial objectives within
the strategy of development, i.e. to break down the characteristic

general data of the physical balance, still keeping in mind the

general remarks already made.
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Final demand relating to a revenue per head at index 170 at
the end of the 20 years (100 = hase period) would indeed have a

structure very different from that of 1970. It can he considered

that the elasticity of the demand of raw agricultural, commodities
is ranging ahout 0.7, that of refined alimentary products ahout 0.9,
that of manufactured products (power, products of the various light
industries, of engineering and chemistry) and to the services (people

o
Ntransport, various services) is ahout 1.2. A first approximation

of the structure of final consumption in 1990 is obtained. Vie can

estimate the gross volume and the structure of other elements of

the final demand - exports and investments. The gross amount of
the imports being also given, it becomes possible to build an inter¬

sectorial table for 1990 corresponding to the general objectives of
our prospects (table XVI here attached). The technical coefficients
of this table do not, of course, correspond to those of the year

taken as a basis, the new industries for which the analysis of pro¬

jects provide us with a first approximation of the inputs, having
been taken into account. For the elaboration of that projection we

have taken the breaking down of the imports into various groups. We
did it following a scheme which appear to us to meet at best the

various specific demands, by giving to the products of engineering
and electric industries the highest growths.

Agriculture and the food and agricultural industries;

The final demand of these products for consumption and exports
is projected to rise from 1,430 billions to 3,070 billions (index 215)
and the demand of raw-agricultural products for the agricultural
and alimentary industry, which itself has to satisfy a final demand
growing more and more rapidly than that relating to- raw agricultural
products (index 240 for refined products against index 195 t°r raw

products), is to pass from 160 to 400 billions (idex 250). Besides
the intra-consumptions of agriculture and of the agricultural and
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alimentary industries (for agriculture = seeds, cattle food about
120 billions in 1990? for the agricultural industries: about 400
billions representing 1/3 of the intermediate consumption of the
branch), there is also the demand for raw agricultural products
from light industries which will be developed rapidly, chiefly textile
(cotton, wool etc...) leather, wood etc... (those deliveries of agri¬
culture will pass from 28 to 300 billions i.e. will be multiplied by
more than 10), and the demand of the chemical industries, and chiefly
the paper industry (from 4 to 20 billions: index 5OO roughly corres¬

ponding to the growth of the paper industries which would be slower
than that of the whole of the chemical industries, the production
of which will be multiplied by 9)»

The intermediate consumptions of agriculture and.of the agricul¬
ture and alimentary industries will necessarily have to increase much
faster than production (which will be at index 250) consequent to
the mechanization and intensification of the methods: the energy con¬

sumption would thus pass from 27 to 140 billions (index 520), that
of chemical products - fertilizers insecticides, etc... - from 33
to 120 billions (index 360), that of ether industrial products -

light equipment, packings etc... - from 51 to 145 billions (index 280),
that of the services from 20 to 71 billions (index 360). As for the

transports and trade margins to which those products are subject, they
would pass from 255 billions (15 pet cent of the production) to 738
billions (18 per cent of the production), the increase resulting from
the reduction in importance of production for subsistence.

The balance would then require that the production of agriculture

and..of the agricultural industries should be multiplied by 2.5 (the
'J ' * •* ■*

. mí. ■ ^

added value by 2.2). If that objective of production can be reached
imports — marginal imports — of 180 billions against 160 billions in
I97O, would enable to balance supply aqd demand.
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This objective of production is not at all unreasonable. It
would be possible to irrigate one million hectars -in Morocco, 300
to 350,000 in Algeria and 150,000 in Tunisia, against less than
200,000 being irrigated now and 650,000 hectars irrigable from dams

( 1 )
already built with a relatively small land preparation invest¬
ment. The obstacle to the development of agriculture is then neither
"natural" nor financial. It is true that the Maghreb, situated on

the border of the arid zone of the old continent will probably never

have a brilliant agricultural future, and is doomed to industry.
But her geographical position - the neighbourhood of Western Europe -

compensates for the poor quality of the natural conditions. On the
other hand, her immediate capacities are very far from being exhausted.
The main obstacle is a social one: the agricultural development must
be centered in privileged zones very intensively irrigated and culti¬
vated, while agriculture in the mountains and extensive cultivation
in the semi zone will have to be abandoned little by little. Such a

transfer of the agricultural activity will require a parallel transfer
of the populations, the distribution of which, for the historical
reasons given here, - is extremely unfavourable, and will even require
transfers from one country to another (towards Atlantic Morocco for
instance), and an adaptation to verj different ways of living and
cultivation. In those privileged zones, reconversions are also to
be considered (e.g. the wine-region) but to the exclusive profit of
promising speculations, vegetables and citrus fruit, industrial crops

(sugar, cotton etc...) the localizations of which will be defined
by agronomists. But in the development of that agriculture an already
appreciable center of which is constituted by the former lands of
colonization relatively few additional people can be absorbed, despite
the intensification of the methods, because mechanization is already

(ï) J. Despois - 0p. cit. p. 403-404.
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justifies there, at absolute costs always below those of a little
mechanized, agriculture. So the regions - now overpopulated - of the
mountains, and of certain slopes are doomed to be steadily drained_
of their population, to the benefit of the towns, the deep and rapid
industrialization of which, therefore, becomes a necessity. In the
meantime - for that process can only belong and at the end of our
20 year period the Manghrabin rural areas with their 16 million
farmers (in 1970) would still be overpopulated - the renovation of
traditional agriculture becomes necessary. Intensification of stock
farming, better methods of arboriculture, and also the abandonment
of cereals seem to be the general pattern needed. Is it necessary

to add that here too that renovation of the rural world inevitably
involves not always the financial obstacle which usually is only »f
marginal significance, but the social problems which can be overcome
only by a deep-rooted mass peasant movement determined to break with
tradition (with what that implies on the political level - changes
in the forms and in the distribution of landed property and in the
ways of exploitation, - on the ideological and cultural, and chiefly
religious levels). The alternative - the action of popularization
and rural staff training conceived in a formal and paternalist frame¬
work, has always given, in the best assumption, only too slow and
expensive results.

The programmes of agricultural industry which would very roughly
correspond to those objectives would, require in 1990 capacities ranging
about 4 million tons for the treatment of cereals (mills, semolina
factories, rice factories, biscuit factories, eta.), 300,000 tons of
meat (cold-storages), 400,000 tons of oil, 8 million hectole'ters of
beer," mineral waters and aerated drinks, 2.4 million tons- of refined
sugar, 30,000 tons of processed tobacco, 250,000 tons of processed
vegetables and fruit and other canned products, and 175-000 tons of
reserved milks, butter and cheeses.
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Mining extractions

The extraction of ores could, "be very roughly multiplied by
1.5 - 1.8 during those 20 years, that of iron ore raised to 5-6
million tons per year, of non-ferous ores (zinc, lead etc...) to

500,000 tons, manganese to 600,000 tons, and phosphates to 20 mil¬
lion tons. The capacity of the level and zinc smelting works could
he raised to 150,000 tons of metal.

The intermediate consumptions of the mining activity have been
increased at higher rates than production (chiefly the intra—consumptions
of the branch which would pass from 5 "to 32 billions), to take account
of the fact that the present gross exports will gradually give way
to exports of products having at least been subject to a first enriching
(concentrated products, lead and zinc, metal) which has been aggregated
to the extraction activity of the branch. So it follows that the

energy consumption per branch would be multiplied by 4, that of
the other products and of the services by 3-5, the transport and
trade margins by 2.2.

The value of production, enriching of the structure of the

branch being taken into account, would be doubled, passing from 187
to 374 billions while the added value would pass only from 120 to
165 billions (index 135-140).

A decreasing part of these mining products, even after having
been subject to a first transformation, would be exported to 100
billions in 1990 against 130 billions in 1970. Against this, the
industrial intermediate consumption of minerals, the intra^-consumption
of the branch being excluded, will pass from 48 billions to 252 bil¬
lions (index 525) including .chiefly 40 billions for agriculture (frus¬
trated raw phosphates), 70 billions for energy, (local and imported
coal — 20 billions - designed for the steam generating stations) 43
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billions for iron smelting and iron and non-ferrous metal metallurgy,
40 billions for chemistry (fertilizers), 12 billions for the industries
of building materials (cement, plaster-stones, clays etc...) and 47
billions for building trade and public works (building stones gravels,

>-.j ,.L 1. Í u. • i'

sands, ® ,• « ) •
- ■■ ''

. noir .. ::±

Energy and oils

The gross local demand of energy products — intra—consumptions-
being excluded (fuel supplying the power-stations) - will pass from
178 billions to 824 billions (index 465) which would correspond to
a growth Irate, of 8 per cant por year. An analysis of the structure of
lcKf.nl shows- of ...what can. be expected, from the-mechanisation of agricul¬
ture,-1 iiadnstrtal and transport development.

-«; x Energy consumption
•d-j ï— I97O 199Ó.9 -- Indices

Intermediate energy consumptions

Agriculture. 19 80
A. O MC .1 ,..42°

Industries 37 ,,352 u:. ,
95O

Building trade, Public works 6 23 .
385

.. Transports, Trade , 20 64
.

•

... : 320

Services £
.8.,..

O-i / .. >; :
3° - 38O

•' Total •9O- 549 d 610

Pinal consumption 88 28Q 320

Total demand its 829 465

Intra-consumption of the branch 40 20Ò 500

Apparent total
. . . 0- . ..

1 ' consumption 218 1.029m. . 470

(Billion and francs - 1963 prices)
. • ...... ■.:>v i Kgnii : i : . * : t • '• T) -0
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As to the balance between resources and uses of the energy-

products it would evolve as follows:

1970 1990 Indices

Production 399 1239 310

+ Imports 69 40 . J>8
- Exports 250 25O 10°

= Apparent consumption 218 1029 470

(Billion and francs, 19^3 prices)

The imports, chiefly of refined oil products, would diminish ~

considerably (in relative terras), especially certain products, becausè
local crude oils lack certain ingredients needed for their formation.

Exports would remain stable in value —equivalent to 30 million
tons of crude oil - 2/3 of which at least would be exported in the
form of refined products.

Final demand for electricity and oil products will rise by 3.2
while industrial demand will increase by 6.1 in order to meet the
needs of agriculture (index 420) of industry (index 950), of public
works, and building trade (index 385), of transports (index 320) and
services (index 380). The objectives of physical production roughly
corresponding to this new structure would be from 35 40 millions
of crude oil, of which at least 50 to 60 per cent would be refined
on the spot and 16 to 18 billions òf kilo watts of electricity (which
would correspond to a growth rate of the electricity production of

9 to 10 per cent per year-: index-(560 - to 670). As for the production
of electricity, the intermediate consumption value of which (high
voltage) would represent about 30 per cent in 1979, while the final
consumption (private and public lighting: low voltage) will represent
about 70 per cent at the same date (those proportions in value roughly
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corresponding to a ratio of ^Of^Oya of ' the quantities of electricity

respectively consumed by the uses of high and low voltage), the
structure of the demand in 1990 would be entirely changed, the
industrial consumption would then represent 60 per cent in value

(and 80 per cent in physical quantities) of the production, while

lighting would use only 40 per cent of the production in value (and
20 per cent in physical quantities) increasing use of high-voltage
would moreover allow an important reduction of the average production

cost ~qf the kilowatt. Thus the important handicap to industrializa¬
tion which the relatively high price of energy represents now, could
be largely overcome.

The intermediate consumption in 1990 would cover about 350 bil¬
lions of oil products (about 10 million tons), chiefly for transport,

agriculljrre, public work machines, and also for the chemical indus¬
tries for which oil and gas constitute important raw materials, and
about 200 billions of electricity (14 billions kilowatts at the 19&3
prices), for which all the industries (treatment of .minerals, light
industries, engineering, chemistry etc...) are heavy consumers.

The modifications of the structure of the production the

branch will have repercussions on its intermediate consumptions. While
the intrh-consumptions of the branch (crude cril designed for the re¬

finers und fuel for the steam-generating stations) and the consump¬

tion of mining products (mainly coal designed for certain steam-

generating station) will be multiplied by 5«6, and the consumption
of the-other products and services by 5.3? transport and trade
margins will increase far less -rapidly (index 160) because those
margins concern mainly the oil prouucts (electricity not being, of
course, subject to either -transports or intermediate trade) and be¬
cause the growth of the production of these items must be reduced
in relation to that of electricity, the effort being made- in oil
refinement rather than in the crude product.
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From that double movement, the added value in the "branch will
;

. "i '0.[ • .. . j\. ., ■ - .

pass from only 250 to 710 billions (index 285) expressed at the

1963 prices, a possible revision towards a reduction of the tariffs
of electricity not being taken into account in the establishment of

.« ;; . ■■ .. -i:iy :l ( \ iJ'iï:df 1 . : 'h. . *i
the table, in constant prices.

The, light industries;

-We have already seen that the Maghreb projections intend to

multiply by 3*1 the added value from the agricultural and food in¬
dustries.. As regards the other light industries a stronger effort
will be required in order to make up for part of the backwardness,

peculiarly important in this field, especially for textiles»

The ovprall import availabilities being very limited and the :f

flexibility of demand of those products being' high, there is n* -

alternative in that'field other than a strong effort to provide for

nearly the whole needs of the 1990 demand. In 1970 the imports net

of exports, are I89 billions (48% of production). This ratio would
be reduced to 12fo in 1990, the net import may only -be 200 billions.
The final consumption of light industry products will be in 1990 as

index 339 .(1375 billions against 413 Millions in 1970). Realisation
of ..the anticipated overall target would imply setting very strong
capacities which would increase cotton fabric production to a mini¬
mum of ..150,000. tons, those of woolens to 10,000 tons, of rayon to a

minimum of 30,000 tons and those of jute and sisal pioducts to 50,000
tons, of leather shçe a,nd^ sand-shoe production to 45 million pairs
(to which are added 25 million, pairs of plastic, rubber and cloth-
shoes). The corresponding cap.acitities should be installed within
the. spinning factory, the. combing of wool, tanning etc. . ...and for

finishing the products.; Dying, stiffling, knotting, confection,
making of nets, Moroccan leather tanning etc... in lumber industry

(furniture, various objects, aggregated panels, timber) a target
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.purporting to treat 2-»5 million cubic meters of raw material seems

to .correspond, roughly to the various needs (saw-mills, woodwork, case

and packing factory, furniture, veneering, varied objects).

Regardless of the intra-consumption of the brarich (e.g. spun)
the'intermediate demand of various industrial prouucts will rise

ffôn '82 billions in 1970 to 277 billions in 1990 especially for the

building industry (timber, etc... 32 billions; needs multiplied by

3.21) services (office furniture and material etc: 57 billions, needs

multiplied by 3.8).

The implementation of the programmes of production corresponding

meeting all "tese needs would iequire intermediate consumption, ex¬

cluding thé branch's intra-consomation, at index 425 (877 billions
in I99O against 206 billions in 1970), more especially of energy

'( multiplied by 20, for the present handicraft productions rarely

anything but human energy), of agricultural raw material (multiplied
by more than-10: Cbtton, wool, lumber, various fibers etc.) of pro¬

ducts from other industries, especially from the mechanical industries

(Millwright works, etc... needs multiplied by 6) arid chemicals (co¬
lourings and dyes, etc... needs multipled by 4) of eorvioos (multiplied
by 7) etc... ' ÎA.S to trade and transport margins we have reduced their
rate from 257» of 1970 availabilities down to 20^J of 1^0 (385 Pillions)
which would mean a big improvement in marketing which mass production
would probably entail. In such conditions the added value in the

branch would rise from 100 billions in1970 to 575 billion in 1990.
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Steelworks, ..iron and non-iron metallurgy ;.and thé mechanical industries;

III this area, "ovô'rall "demand, irie'ludihg intermediate, final and
inventory demands will increase from 65O billion in 1970 (212 "billions
for -.the intermediate consumption 80 billions of which are ..for the

"branches intra consumption - 168 "billions for the final consumption

and 27O "billion for inventories to. 3092 billions in 1990 (1482 bil¬
lions for the intermediate consumption, 1020 of which are for the
branch's intra consumption -550 billion for the final consumption,

and 1060 for outfit): overall index: 48O.

..x ... Important, imports will , have to be anticipated in that .branch

at least for the machinery, vehicles., etc*.,, of difficult .construction.
That is why it was proposed that almost half of th'e import availabili¬
ties should he devoted 1 to the products, from .that, branch, .which would
rise the amount of the 1990 imports to 835 billions (against 3.94 bil¬
lions .in 19.70). Nevertheless the share of the imports, in such as¬

sumption- the most favourable to; foreign, recourse - will decrease;
from 6C^e of the needs in 1970 to. 27$ in 1990. Therefore one must

en-visage the construction of integrated units which can carry, out

the. entire;production (process, which necessarily implies the instal¬
lation of a heavy industrial basis, should the aim bo to achieve a ;

speed—'up development Of economy in the present conditions of Magreb.
..Demand of steelworks, mechanic and electric industries within.the.,

branch itself: would consequently: reach in 1990 1020 billions nearly
310 .billions .of which are heavy products come from. ore. treatment (steel
cast iron, iron, non iron metals) and 720 billions of products from
the first manufacturing of metals (sections, drawn-wire, tiles, blooms,
bars, ribbons, rails, concrete bars, iron and engraving works, frame¬
works and barrels etc...).
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Those targets correspond to the installation of a metal¬

lurgy of iron producing more than 3 millions »f steel, representing
5 times the production of the .now planned metallurgies of Anaba, Eador
and Bizerte. All the conditions exist in Maghreb for the creation
of a firmly based steel industry (ore, coke coal, natural gas, etc...)*
Location alone raises the most serious problem and the concentration

at one place may save more money than the spreading on the territories
of the three countries which they are now undertaking.

Steel-works producing 300 - 500,000 tons could be settled in
metal industry for the making of cables, wires, wire-nettings, tubes,
ironworks, brass founding and finishing boiler works and making of
metal packings. In the mechanics of assembling systems producing
20,000 lorries and buses, 40 - 50,000 touring motor cars, 20 - 30,000
tractors, 150,000 motor-cycles and 200,000 cycles could be envisaged.
The local industry would supply them besides the frameworks and bodies,
numerous parts (200,000 parts a year). For heavy production (rail¬
way equipment: 2,000 waggons, rails, ship buildings: fishing boat
outfit, public work outfit, pillars, cranes and bridges, etc...),
the home metallurgy can supply almost the whole needs. It would be

the same for a few elementary machines and engines, pumps (40,000
units), various engines (80,000 units), agricultural implements,
mechanic equipment, water-meter, electricity counter and téléphona outfi

(400,000 units) , as for a certain number of domestic uses: refrige¬
rators (80,000 units), various household articles (cooking utensils,
razors and blades, cutlery, porcelains and hardware), metallic fur¬
niture and bed frames, heating and light outfits, (safety lamp,
chafing dishes, water-heater, radio sets (300,000 units), electric
house outfit, cells andUaccumulators-, bulbs', inferior quality of
clooks and watches and optical instruments, etc... .
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The .intermediate demand of other industries'in products
from those industries woufl-d mainly come from: the public works,
and building (Bars for concrete, metallic frameworks, pipes,
rails, etc... : 150 billions which are in relation to 1970 at
index 375 )> from oil and energy (tubes, pillars etc... 52 bil¬
lions amounting 4 times the 1970 amount), from transports (at¬
tendant .parts, small equipment, mechanic repairs included within
the branch: 64 billion exceeding 3»2 times the 1970 amount),
from agriculture and agricultural industries (small outfit,equip¬
ment, metallic packings for canning industries, etc... 64 billions
making 2,4 times the 1970 amount), ultimately from all other in¬
dustries and .services (attendant parts, small equipment, mechanic
repairs, metallic furniture and various office and factory outfits,
etc... : 112 billions reaching 3*5 times the 1990 level).

Investment -doriand which is' mainly formed by transport equipments
/ ... ....... 5 •• J.(waggons, .'railway engines, motor vehicles, aeroplanes and vessels)
and electric and mechnic machines (generators, motors, steam boiler,
etc...) would be mainly imported: 10 to 15/o of needs alone would be

supplied by the local heavy mechanics (waggons, cranes etc. and pos¬

sibly lorries).

As to the demand destined to domestic consumption it would
have to be, on the contrary, thoroughly met by the local light
mechanic industry: cycles, hardware, household and electric outfits,
radio sets, refrigerators, chafing dishes, etc... — vehicles alone
being mainly imported: the local industry would probably exceed the
present stage of mere assembling and woull supply.at- least•the bodies
and frames of touring vehicles, as those of transport vehicles
but not yet thoroughly the engines. ,

Intermediate consumption roughly corresponding to such indus¬
trialization programmes would amount to 1767 millions (against 203
billions in 1970s index 870) 213 billion of which for the production
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of metals, 517 "billions for the first manufacturing of the latters
and. 1047 billions for the proau-ctichr-c-h'-'fini-shed products. In each

.of the minor branches of the branch, the gross values added would
he respectively 100, 200 and 210 billions (relatively more deprecia¬
tions in the backward sub-sectors and labour force in the forward

sectors), rising to the aggregate amount of 515 billions (base index
100 in 1970: 80Q-). The following table roughly shows the pattern
of that distribution of the 199® intermédiate consumptions.
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Branch 6 *- Intermediate Consumption

Metal First Finished the whole
Production stages of products. branch

metallurgy

Ores 43 . - 43

Energy 40 .... .. . 20 20 :.<j 80

Chemicals and Miscellaneous 20 10 15 45

Services 10 24 30 64

Transport margins 100 150 265 515

Total 213 204 330 747

Branch intra consumptions - 313 717 1,020

Tot§l 213 517 1,047 1,767
Gross added Value 100 200 210 510

Production 313 717 1,257 2,277

(Old Franc billion 1963 value)

The production of metals, of course, absorbs all the ores. Trade
and transport margins would represent 22$ of the aggregate value of
products, against 36$ in 1970. This reduction, obviously derives from
the fact that the share of finished products in the branch production,
and, of imports in the total supplies, will decrease to the benefit of
the domestic intermediate products for which the rates of marketing
expenditures are the lowest.

Chemicals

Tho increase in demand for chemicals is likely to be very strong.
In 1990 it may be estimated at 981 billions (index 470 base 100 in 1970),
200 billions of which would go for exports (phosphate fertilizers),
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320 billions for final consumption (pharmaceutics and. para-pharmaceutics,

soaps, washes, and detergents, plastic.commodities, matches etc...) and 461
billions for the intermediate consumption.

Export demand would mainly concern fertilizers for which it is

assumed that the present gross export of phosphates would be integrally

replaced by exports of finished:.products (in value» 200 Mliions correspon¬

ding to 5 million tons of fertilizers). The final consumption would of

coUrse, be concerned with finished products. The intermediate consumption
would rise from: a) agriculture: 100 billions (4 times the 1970 level)
fertilizers (nearly 2 million tons), insecticides (nearly 100,000 tons),
etc.. b) buildings: 47 billions (4 times the 1970 level) paint etc...

(nearly 180,000 tons), c) various industries, transport and services:

237 billions (4 times the 1970 level) - acids and basic chemicals,

colourings and dyes, tinned products, pneumatics etc... and lastly d) the
intra consumption of the branch, itself (80 billions basic chemicals).

Imports in.that field will have to be limited for lack of funds
.4-j- :

to 160 billions (against 118 billions in 1970). So, as in? the preceding
branchj—owing-that"it is essential to integrate as muoh as possible, in
order to restrain as much as possible imports of specific products not

easy or impossible to produce on the field.

So a programme of this kind would determine targets according to the

following proportions: 7 million tons of fertilizers (mainly phosphate
intended to be exported, litrate fertilizers: 500*000 tons), 12 million
cubic meters of oxygen and acetylene,'500,000 tons of sulphuric acid,

200,000 tons of calcium carbide, 70,000 tons of soda, 80,000 tons of

chlorine, 200,000 tons of carbonate of soda, 50*000 tons of explosives,
100,000 tons of insecticides, 180,000 tons -of mineral""pigments, paints and

glaxes, 6.00,000 tons of paper and cardboards, 3 million of pneumatics (en¬
velops and tyres) for vehicles, 3,200 million boxes of matches, 300,000
tons of soap, washes and detergents, 40,000 tons of plastic materials.
Associated with this production, transformation industries of gum and
plastic commodities, pharmaceutics, etc... will have to be envisaged, of course
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If then .the chemistry branch is split into 3 minor branches :

fertilizers, (phosphatic, nitrate, étc.) basic products (acids, bases,
petro-chemistry, chlorine, soda etc.). and finished products, it may be
possible to emphasise more clearly the specific intermediate consumptions
of each branch and especially the intra consumptions of the whole sector.

Branch 7 - Intermediate Consumption
,'-0 . «"'.c» .i:... j. i'J

- Fertilizers Base
Products

Finished
Products Total

Intermediate Consumption'■
j • • !• ; . ;

'

..ill:: : ' ' Î t ,-j : ■ -■ .:-l i 1
Ores

_

,(• &,* 001 i' r- - - 0 arntij
Energy, petroleum

,
- a) .4.0

.4° ; j 1 15 10 ..i:; . 65.
Various products, services

,.f_ 25 !.. 20 20 • ,65v v ; OX !'*- ' ' ' ' Í 'Trade and Transport Margins 50.■

i - -• ■>
50 71 ; 171

( Total . . :159 ■' 90 I0f 341
Intra Consumptions

/ ; - 80 '

80

Total
j . ... v.'« • J- I5O ,90 181 421

Gross added value 130 i .;. i: : 60 *r±> 210 j 400 :
, j ^ ï Production1 280^1 ^L 150 391

"\ ' 1
% ' i i.-

821

(Old Francs billion - 1963) :

The production of fertilizers (in value: 280 billions) intended to
export and looal agriculture, will absorb 35 billions of ores and 49 billions
of energy (a very important factor for the production of nitrate fertilizers).Those of basic'products and of petro-chemicals (in valuq: 150 billions)
would-absorb 15 billions of energy and oil products, and that of finished
products (in valué: 391 billions) 80 billions of basic chemicals, 70 billions
of which being intended to 'the other industries.
(ï) 200 billion of which are exported and 80 billion sold to agriculture("2) 70 billion of which sold as such to the other industries. .:.»• 1 r t

.. '• 0
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The marketing margins, which are very important for the finished,

products., would represent the aggregate aiíoúnt of 171 billions
(against 27 billions in 1970: index 630), amounting 13$ of the
production and import aggregate value, nearly the same as in 1970.
The gross value added would rise to 400 billions for the chemistry
branch: 12 times higher than it was in 1970.

Public works, building and building materials

The demand for buildings and public works, required here by the
investment level', must rise from 335 billions to 1300 billions (index
390). Intermediate consumption and value added, assuming that technioal
ratios remain unchanged, would amount respectively to 580 and 720 billions
in I99O (likewise index 390). The induced demand of building materials
would increase from 51 billions in 1970 to 195 billions in 1990, inter-... • : "hf •'*' 1V - .« V • '• ' •' * ' • • ' -mediate consumption and the value added in this branch of industry would
rise from 26 to 100 billions respectively and from 22 to 85 billions.
The capacities which would correspond to this programme of production
in I99O would, be about 8 miilion tons of cement, 500,000 tons of
hydraulic time, and 500,000 tons of plaster, 2,500 tons of bricks and
500,000 tons of tiles, 22 million square meters of window pane glass,etc..

Transport, Trade and Services

Pinal demand for transport services (passengers), will increase,
taking into account the high elesticity of the demand for services,
from 87 to 28O billions; intermediate demand ( transport and marketing
margins ), calculated from the table given above showing inter—sectorial
relationships would increase from 683 billions to 2150 billions (index
320). Marketing margins would be about 12$ of total production (value
added + intermediate consumptions) and of imports.
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Gross value added corresponding to that increase of margins.,

(assuming no change in technical ratios), w^uld he as for the
intermediate consumption branch at index 320» which would give
respectively in 1990s 1-900 billions and 510 billions.

Pinal demand for services would be at index 365 in 1990 (1990
value: 1150 billions including the-Hotel Trade intended to-, meet .the
needs of tourists.) Intermediate demand determined by the equilibrium
of the branches]at index 400 (1990 value: 530 billions), the value
added and the intermediate consumptions of the 1990 branch respectively
1330 billions and 330 billions (index 380, corresponding to technical .

ratios the same as those of 1970). ,t •

Marginal exports and imports of transport services and of various
services, at index 200, have been arbitra:i£]yfixed because of lack of
sufficient reliable information. Because they are low, those marginal

adjustment hardly affect the structure of the table.
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The results of the projections the Maghreb economy in 1990

Development and Employment Levels

Thë- economic'sturcture we have planned, for the Maghreb in 199^»
corresponding to à 6$ growth-rate during the score of years 1970-1990»
would represent an area in reality'very moderately industrialized/1

though notably more advanced in some areas than it is today or than
the third world or the African Continent is today.

Thus steel consumption would be about 60 kgs. per head against
less than 1.0 kgs. for the whole Africa, 120 kgs. for the world ay^-age,

150 at least for the less developed industrialized Countries (southern
and eastern Europe, USSR excluded, etc..) and more than 4,00 kgs. in
the very developed areas. The per capita electricity consumption in

Maghreb would be about 350 kw~h against 800 for the present world..avstrage
and about 1,000 to 4»000 kw h for the truly industrialized countries.

Cement consumption, which would be I65 kg. per capita (against; 410 leg.
for the present world average), would still only reach; 2/3 of the levol
of the less industrialized countries (250 kg, per capita) and between
the- 1/3 and half of the one of the strongly developed countries. :(300
to 5OO kg. per capita).The one of sulphuric acid would be 10 kg. per

head, against 15 kg. for the present world average and 40 to 8.0 kg.
for the industrialized countries. Ultimately the consumption.of plastics,
which would range about 0,8 kg. per head (present world averagë: 1 ,;6 kg. )
would represent but a relatively low proportion of the figure for highly
industrialized countries, which ranges from 4 to 15 kgs.

Per capita income of about $350 (l/3 of the corresponding per

caput income in advanced countries) corresponding to, a 6% growth for
a score of years would be in line with these prospects, That is why,
not only in the field of basic industries, but also in that of agrioulturo
and light industries, per capita income may seem rather low, though by
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present standards they are high for North Africa or the continent as a

whole."' If consumption of cfraals ('90,1'00 kg per head) of oil' and oil
-.if . ■ . : ■ ■ ... ... . . ^,

seeds (8-10 kg. per head), and "of 'SUgar "('40-^50 'kg. per head), are

sufficient to meet calory requirement, the diet is still likely to he
that.of animal protein (only 15 to 20 kg. per capita). Likewisej if
per capita consumption of widely consumed and manufactured products seen

to have.,been greatly'improveds 30 meters qf fabrics (present African
average: 15 meters - wealthy countries, 150 meters)1.5 pairs of shoes
and sandal-shoes, 6.8 kg. of soaps, washes, and detergents (present
African average: below 2 kg.), other■manufactured products will still

remain very limited, even for the 'objects of current "use in the industri¬

alized countries (household, outfit, radio sets etc..).

So although the growth rate of 6$ that already implies a speed—up
industrialization and a comprehensive change in agriculture', in reality
it does not represent a target very appealing by its results, but the
strict minimum which is needed to avoid that the gap with the developed
world should not be enlarged. • ;

In other respects, for a rate growth of 5% psr capita (i.e. Tfo for
a growth in population of 2$)' Africa would reach the level of i960

re ¬developed countries only within 40 or 5®-yQars • And in'the mèantime
the ..per capita income of the latters would have been, of course multiplied
by 2.5 :1 A &Jc growth rate for a score of years would not solve the

..problem of Maghreb undevelopment. The pattern shows that it would 'only
enable to reach a first stage: the one of building an economio background
able to work JSSL. itself and a rapid and self-centered development.
(ï) After Surendra Patol: "Economic distance between nations: its

origin and outlook" in Africa industrial development CFA; 1963 P« 4
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In that 20 year period start would be made to profoundly reconstruo
the Maghreb economy to change it from its present unfavourable condition

The table below depicts the growth pattern of the 1970 ■ •— 1990
gross domestic product:

. ■ " • • i ■ . : ■ V'"

-;:s. ' 1970 ' • 1990
\ " •f i • . ;

Growth

Amount > $ Amount : y - :
• v Xvc.• ' '5

Rate

Agriculture 815
• ,27;- 1700 19 3.8/0

Manufacturing
industries : 1 >

-.4

» i"c :•

L •• {-' r-'v-

Base industries 120 4 995 11" 11.2/0
light industries 230 8 980 .11 ■ -7.5/-
other sectors 1,855 .61 . 5,525 60 •5.6/.
Total 3,029 100 . _?,200(1983 Old Franc billion)

100 -• 6.0/

The share' of

on the rest of the

agriculture, which

.African continent,

is already
for it is

now far

38fo

; v I •■'•-T.'.v

weaker than

would strongly.
decrease, regardless of the higfy rate projected for agricultural growth.
A nearly 4$ growth rate peryyoar will require a comprehensive revolution

».

in agriculture: A notable extension *f the modern sector,which requiros
that considerable social difficulties should be overcome and a profound
modernizing of techniques, the use of a great deal more fertilizer

(2)(40 kg. par head against 3kg. fur the present African average ^ 'or olso
nearly 3 quintal per hectare for Maghreb in 1990), insecticides (12 kg.
per hectare in 1990), selected seeds, etc.. and a very extensive
mechanization of methods.

(ï) "Industrial development in Africa" op cit p.3
(2) "Industrial development in Africa" opicit.p.107.
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But the structure of agriculture will, nevertheless remain dualist as

we shall see further on. ... ~'L - ' - -

The share of manufacturing industries will increase from 12%, tho... f )present African average^ , to 22% and the structure of industry will
he favourably modified. The share of the basic industries increasing
from 34% in 1970 (against 56% for the whole continent^ to 50% in 1990
(against 62% in the industrialized countries)^^. That will require
a growth of more than 11% per annum in the sectors of the basic industry,
against 7.5% for the light industries and 9% for the whole of manufactus!
industries. Let us recall that in the course of the last centcry indus¬
trialization in Europe was carried on at an average rhythm of 3.5% P0^
annum, with 4»2% for the heavy industries and 2.9% for the light industri
and that .industrial growth did not slow down during the last half of
century, since it increased from-4% for the 1878-1913 period to 4.8%
for the 1.948—58 decade^ . This means that if the Maghreb wishes to
make up for his historic backwardness, he will be obliged not to slacken
his effort when the 20 year "take—off period" come to an end, but on the
contrary to continue and strengthen the upvard push.

(1) "Industrial development in Africa" op. cit. page 3
(2) Idem p.- 13

(a) Idem p. 13 *

(4) Idem p. 12

(5) Idem p. 7
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It is with this intention of preparing greater industrialization
that we have indicated in our model_ a large amount, of . growth in the other
sectors, notable to administration.

Under such conditions, the Maghreb economy ..would reach at the end of the
20 year period a level making it possible to plan for, as we made it clear
in the financing model set forth, an autonomous and rapid s^ditfpnal.:^/.
development. Although the share of exports in production would; ha,ye A

strongly decreased,, import ability -would-remain roughly the same and

appreciably high: 33>000 1963 Old Franc per capita (about $70 against
(1)35 for the present Africa as a whole)v '. This lowering of dependence

on external supplies which is unavoidable (the share of the imports will
decrease from 38$ of the production - a level nearly identical to the
continental average, of which exports are now $35 P0r capita for a

production of $90 to 19/0» and possible only if the organization of big
groups can be envisaged, will require a great deal of controls in import
policy. The present structure of the latter, now identical to the average
of the African Continent, will have to be upset in a direction more favours-
able to development, as pointed out in the following table:

A • •■■•lb -

Africa/ N

1960 Kd)
(fo) .y

1970
'

Amount

Maghreb

i
1990

* Amount

r

%
Consumer gonds •

•• • •:
■

- •• p.j « 3 AXA-'
food 17 : 160 16 180 11*
other 35 340 34 365 23

Intermediate goods 28 :

290 29 290 1:8
Equipment •: .1 21 0 215 22 750 47

Total 100 1,005 100 17585" 100

(1963 Old Francs billion)
V")

(ï) "Développement Industriel en Afrique" op.cit. p.3
(2) Idem p.17
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As to the population and employment structures they will

Population Structure :* ■:

1970 1990
Number 1o Number *

Urban(non agricultural) 11.0 35"j '28.0 "l 58
Rural -v;" 1 : vNon-Agricultural(20$) 4.1 13 j 4.0 8

Agricultural(80^) 16.3 52w 16.0 J 33

Total -, 31-4 100 48.0 100:

(million persons)
» v

The rural population would, remain almost unchanged ,in number and
the proportion of the agricultural population would consequently decrease
by about half to one-third of the overall population. The per capita
agricultural production would accordingly increase from 50,000 1963 Old
Francs in 1970 to about 100,000 1963 Old Francs in 1990, whereas the. non-( 1 )agricultural production^ ' would increase from 145,000 1963 Franc ih 1970
"k° 235» 000 in 1990» The gap between agriculturers ' productivity and of
the other elements of the population- from 1 to 3 in 1970 would be in
I99O about 1 to nearly 2.55 and therefore slightly reduced.

But in reality these crude averages hide the structural disequilibrium
which will not have been resolved by 1990* First of all agriculture will
remain dualists the modern sector which will hardly employ more than '
25^ *f the agricultural active manpower, will produce more than half of
the production. So the gap between the income of the modern agricultural
sector and traditional agriculture, will remain still important, .even mofe
emphatically than today, as the following rough calculation drawn belowj -

(ï) GDP minus agricultural production..
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1970, 1990
Mod.Agric Tradit. Aggregate Mod. Tradit. Aggregate

Agric. Agric. Agric.

Production (19^3 bis.) 260 555 .815 860 84O 1,700
Population(Millions

: of people) 3 13 16 '4 12 16

Per capita production
(1963 000 Francs) 90 40 50 210 70 100

The planned extension of the modern sector as the result of better

techniques remains very important: the construction of immense new

irrigated areas, intense use of fertilizers, mechanization, etc... are

imperative on a very large scale. Nevertheless and even with the very
optimistic assumption of a new impube given to traditional agriculture
through mass animation, mobilization and rural teaching, the production of
the latter will increase with much difficulty by more than 50$ (2f per
annum growth), (whereas the one of modern sectors will possibly increase
by 6J0)f per year if the £orcast extension and an enduring effort are

achieved. On the other hand, the surplus of population will always be a

hindrance in the over—populated traditional agriculture, regardless of the
..." .r - ■ J " "

rapid urbanization of the country, so that the per capita.inçome will
r ;oa neve --v.' . 0 .. - I ■

remain here, in the most optimistic assumptions, only mediocre. There is
no other solution to that rural problem than the continuous industrialisatio
of the Maghreb? which alone is likely to absorb the surplus of population,
as the necessary growth of the agricultural production in line with industri
alization can only come from an extension of the modern sector, which will
never be able to absorb the 10 million rural surplus population. Such
a process will require at least 20 years, probably even 20 to 30 years
more, during which the dualist structure »f the countrysides will be main¬
tained.. It is even possible — if not probable — that further profound
study of industrialization process wili rëquire the integration of the
Maghreb itself as á whole in a far wider economic group.
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As t« the incomes allocated to the non-agricultural muslem population
• <• ( 1 )

they will increase from 1075 billions in 1970 to nearly 4.350 in 1990
The per "Capita incomè increase, which would consequently grow there from abou
75,000 1963 Old Francs in 1970, to nearly 135>000 Francs in 1990, will he
caused by the growth in the size of the active labor force'and an increase
in their productivity. Such a, level of production and of the non-agric¬
ultural income will enable 8 to 10 millions of the non-agricultural to be

employed according to.the level of productivity attained (minimum probable
a 1 % increase annually, maximum possible - 2% annually). In the first
assumption the average per capita distributed income could be increased from

370,000 in 1970 to 435»000 Francs in 19905 (index 118 corresponding to an

increase of productivity at the rhythm of 1$ per annum), whereas in the
second assumption that distributed average income would reach 540,000 1963
Old Francs in 1990 (index 145 corresponding to 2^ per year increase of
productivity). In the maximum assumption the number of applications for

non-agricultural employments would be 8 millions (nearly 1/3 of the non-
Jbc

. V . I."
agricultura;! population) in the assumption of a slow increase of productivity
So in any case would the Urban un-employment be solved, the minimum employme:
offers representing 23% of the population, (male adults of less than 60 years

old), i.e. about 8 million personnes. With an assumption of an insufficient
rise in productivity the labour force would be even stretched t-» the utmost^
and the programme of production would require, for lack of an even, more

rapid urbanization which"would absorb 3 to 4 million rural population in
the reserves of the*0verpopulated traditional agriculture, the employment
of-.more women. The probable actual progress within such a prospect would

be, as showed by the experience of so many countries a variation of these

two rather extreme solutions.

(ï) Hon—agricultural product (7,500 billions) plus : foreign service incomes
(Embassies and technical assistance: 40 billions, amounting 80% of their
expenditures,) net social transfers (200 billions) tourism (210.billions)
emigeés remittances (100 billions) Minus : taxation (1950 billions) and non-

distributed incomes (1,000 billions) = distributed non-agricultural (5»100
billions) 100 billions of which to the non—muslems, 290 billions to companies
(oil, etc..) and 360 billions to government enterprises (profits re—invested
in Treasury).
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.ï..

1970

Non-agricultural employment 2.9
Unemployment —-U. — - ..

Economically active population 3» 7
Total non-agricultural population15«1

incomes; per employed worker
(OOO 1963 Francs) 370

*

». •-

Incomes: allocated to :the

non-»agricultural population
(1963 "billions) ' 1075

Assumption 1

10.0

0,0

10.0

32.0

435

4350

1)
1990

Assumption II

8.0

__0.0
8.0

32.0

0

4350

(Population and employment in Millions of poop&o)

A very approximate allocations by professional and social category
and by branch of occupation, in the non-agricultural sector in 1990»
using a "medium" assumption corresponding to a demand for 9 million
workers would be as follows:

Professions
Branches

workers
I

. r .~

: "7"

I97O employees craftsmen
heads of

enterprises

speci¬
alized
workers
liberal
professions

total

Industries, Handcrafts 64O - 180 30 "850

Building, works 220 if- - 20 ••• •"•"5 - >; • 245

Transports 80 - 35 5 t-,:o •: 120

Trade, services 360 360 • 95 t 815

Domestic servants 80 — — m 0.'. ' 80
%

i ~ %i

Total 1020 360 595 135 | 2110

(Thousands of empldyments)

( 1 ) Increase of productivity at ifo per annum rate

(2) Increase of productivity at 2% per annum rate
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Professions Workers
1990

Employees craftsmen
heads of

speci¬
alized

iî, ; ; .. i

Branches,

• •

. ' *

enterprises workers
liberal

profes¬
sions

Tota^

Industries, Hahdcrafts 3265 440 235 3940

Building, works 760 - 70 20 850

Transport 245 ;. 100 15 360

Trade, services - 1415 700 375 2490

Domestic servants 160 — — — 160

Total 4430 1415 1310 645 78OO

The indices characterizing the growth of the labour force according to the
branch of industry are nearly indentical to those defining thé increase of the
value added according to the different branches.

Labour force (thousands)

Industries, Handcrafts

Building, works
Transport
Tráde, services
Domestio servants

1970 1990 Indices (1)

850 3940 465

245 850 350

120 360 300

815 2490 300

•80 -• 160 200

Indices <-f the
values added

520

390

340

340

200

r?)

Total 2110 7800 370 400

In industry the ratio of specialized workers would grow from 3«5$ of 1970
labour force to 6% of 1990's in order to take into account the more rapid
development of new heavy industries employing a relatively high skilled manpower.;
For building and transports ratio would not change.

(1) It will be noticed that all those indices are in relation to the ones of tho
next column in the same 1 to 1.10 ratio except for domestic servants.
(2) Growth index of the values added of the extractive industries, of energy (oil
excluded) and manufacturing industries.
(3) Servants' services excluded.
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In the tertiary sector the proportion of specialized workers and of

professions (for which a strong increase in number is desirable) would

increase from 12 to 15/&* Industrial development would, of course pro¬

foundly modify the respective proportions of workers and craftsmen, tho
increase in number of the latters (including mainly the "modern" type

.... Of *- . • ■ "■
craftsmen of workshops and garages, etc.. J being far less rapid, whereas
in building and transport the proportion Will probably remain much the
same. In trade and services the number of independent' ewpley-ed ttwrioorc.a

relatively high, will rise at a slower rate, the increase 'in labour force
will concern almost exclusively the salaried workers * of modern type

enterprises.

Taking into account the increase wf the per capita wages (*f about

40%) the new population structure roughly corresponds to aggregate income;
of about 4,350 billions.

J: '

Labour
force

(000)

per capita
income(l963>
000 Francs)

Aggregate
incomes

(1963 billions)

Economy

Workers 4,430 350
. 1> 57 0

Employeés 1,415 470 670

Craftsmen,etc. 1,310 620 810

Specialized workers 645 930 600

Government" 1,200
. 7 •' ■ í\ J ' • :

600 700

» r-.-T J

Total

n ;> ?

9,000 480 4,350

The new structure of the non-agricultural population , whiçh will
include relatively far more salaried (workers and employees) persqns,
far more workers and specialized workers, and relatively fewer government
employees and minor entrepreneurs (notably traders) reflects the utmost
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importance of social changes which would accompany a rapid change
of such a type, as the table below shows:

Workers

Employees "

Craftsmen, etc.

Spe'ôiaïi'z'etî workers

Government employees

Total

1970

Labour force %

1,020 35

360 12

595 21

135 5

790 27

1990

Labour force Jo

4,430

1,415

1,310

: 645
1,200

49

16

15

7

13

Indices

435

390

220

480

150

2,900 100 9,000 ' 100 310

A Critical Appraisal »f. Decolonization

Thus it is from the viewpoint of what could or even should be an

acceleration of economic development that an appraisal of decolonization
is given. To what extent does-Such decolonization in its main features

prepare the conditions of that development? Such is the key question.

Decolonization has introduced in the Maghreb the germs of its
modernization. It endows it with a modern sector in agriculture, the
dynamism and the high productivity of which stand in striking contrast
with the extreme weakness and the stagnation of traditional agriculture
of an unsteady light industrial background unequally developed, but still
existing, and finally of a noticeable infrastructure in many fields. But
it has achieved this partial modernization of the Maghreb in constructing
a typical dual—ec«nqmy, which a. larg.e_-.scale colonization permits.

The National Governments coming after independence inherited from
tnat material background build by Maghreb oolonial authorities. But a

material background which did not concern the people for whom and by whom
it wcrked. í.The exodus of European and national Jews soon showed to what
extent men, specialized workers, are more important than things and the
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means of production, in the long run. The question to he solved first
was to settle new societies able to 'use thoroughly the material oapaoities.

* f ■ , ■■■•-. r '
To achieve the transformation of muslem societies modified by settlement

colonization, restricted inside their cultural and economic ghettos, into

truly organized societies, is not a one day task = 10 or 20 years do not
seem to« much on that respect, should we consider the length of history.
When we compare the production levels in 1955 and 1965 we must always

keep in mind such reality. During the first years of independence it has

proved necessary to create an entirely new government from nothing, for a

government is nothing without its oadres and they were all French cadres,
the economic management apprenticiship could not be avoided even by the
most' moderate governments whose desire was and still is to ohange nothing
in the economic field, who sincerely hope to safeguard, the "confidence"
of the late colonizer's interests.

Put the installation of such new national societies could not be

implemented.froth nothing and according to previous théorie patterns. It
was achieved through political organizations, the proper story of which
shaped the de facto options, and before, hand determined the fundamental

targets. Now, the latter do not seem a posterior, after a few years of

experience, as particularly favourable, to encourage more-rapid development.
We require your full attention on this.point: viewed, from Sirius' point
of view, the installation of organized national societies may seem positive,
as a necessary step and from 'that point of view the achievements from

colonization are not to b'ejignoxeid. But do we have the right to consider
the Maghreb from Sirius' point of view? For the Maghreb belongs, today,
to a world: in- which problem's have tb be looked at from a cosmic point of
view. The Maghreb cannot be satisfied only with having become a nation
if such a. national society1must stagnate. The Maghreb cannot turn back,
before colonization, even in a modern, form. It must make up for its
historic backwardness. The awareness of its increasing populations'
poverty demands it. Thus it is from the point of view of the capacity of
newly formed national societies rather than the problem of"Yesterday of
independence, but not that of tomorrow, the problem of rapid growth, that
one must judge the balance sheet of decolonization.
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S» what we are tempted to charge to the system is that it has.failed
to achieve the impossible miracles that of an immediate rapid development.
It is also to have misjudged the conditions. Her® and there, and very

evenly, either in revolutionary Algeria, in conservative Morocco, or in

Tunisia, gradually moving from Western liberalism to Maghreb socialism,
the newly built society seems much more differenciated than, tfye old muslem
society was. There may be, no doubt a lot of reasons elucidating that

reality. Even .the traditional structures in the countrysides which the

fight for independence had idealisei, and which one had refused to examine
from a strictly economic viewpoint^, played their part, as had also, at
certain lines in the old protectorates the too rapid rise in a false

bourgeoisie, as also played, so «ailed businessmen without any talent.for
business or enterprise either. But chiefly the formation of an administra¬

tive or para-administrative staff necessarily implied the strengthening
of social inequalities, as otherwise the inheritance of colonization

hands by a fraction of the working peasantry and new proprietors. Un-

equality is doubtlessly, up to a certain degree the price of development.
So it is not the fact that following colonial society, the new society
has not achieved greater equalitarian but on the contrary a new more

differenciated society which we fear. What we fear, is the fact that
such differenciated society should possess by nature so little dynamism.
That is. not to say that such lack dynamic prospects- be the result'of its

governmental, nature and tends, for other^examples elsewhere would prove
the contrary, and the "liberal" orientation taken by Morocco does not give
better results than those of the "socialistic" orientations of llgeria
and Tunisia. But perhaps because the social forces that determined the

constitution of "government leaders" who hold the responsibilities of
power or aim art it do not really trespass the constitution, then the
defense of the particular interests of that "new class". Ideologic
confusion, the clinging to tradition especially to religious tradition,
evince this fact and that is why the differences between countries seem

very slight, in spite of thè political disputes and the contests in eloquence
of news editors. ' .
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Traditionalist or non tradition seems to be in our eyes the true and

profound boundary between stagnation and progress, more than the wordings
"western" or "socialist". For socialism may be then, if it refuses to
break with tradition, to remain a mere verbalism. The most elementary• i. • -

conditions for the building of a socialist society are not gathered in

Maghreb, if people want to believe, like us, that socialism has a meaning
only if society has reached a certain degree of development. Consequently,
the way towards socialise is first that of a previous rapid.development,fC ■' ' - v '1 ' • '

a development which would jeopardize the interests of those new classes

holding power and who for that reason, b;y refusing to break with the remote

tradtion, attempt to hinder the salutary awakening of national consciousness.
From that point of viewPresident Bourguiba's gesture drinking a glass
of fruit juise in public during the Ramadan fast» or the change in religious
law forbidding polygamy, seem to us more attractive than claiming of
intentions on socialist future or enterprise nationalizations, if thoso
measures must be accompanied, as we have recently witnessed it in Algeria
and Morocco by a redoubling of religions zeals people guilty of having
broken the fast are arrested, legal forbidding of spirits etc... Ib it
for such reason that, owing to the laicist tends of the Destoir, Tunisia
registered the victory of being the only country out of 3, the economic
growth rate of which is not nul? We might be strongly induced to believe
so.

Does the education of new generations prepare the conditions of
such necessary breaking off with tradition? The prodigious increase of
school enrolment is, no doubt, the most sensational, the most positivo
atíhievement of decolonization. Installation of national structures,
especially governmental ones, massive school programs, such are in the
end, the 2 main achievements of decolonization. The first is ambiguous,
for it is at a time a stop and a necessary condition and in the ways

according to which it is carried on, a hindrance to a further development.
The second seems much more positive, all the more so that it is given in
Frenchf education opens the mind towards the outward world, a world which
since the Renaissance refuses to acknowledge the taboo of tradition.
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But experience shows that nothing is definitely overcome and that
an ideological backwardness too grave may deprive the increase in
number of school attendance of its revolutionary effects.

If the ideologic poverty of the Maghreb society, nowadays,
can be surmounted, thep the problem of development may be solved. It
becomes a mere technical problem relatively easy to be solved. Because

now, the necessary options it implies: Maghreb unity, widespread industri¬
alization, the extension of modern agriculture, government restraint,etc.
and the roll of which we tried to draw up in this conclusion, will be

• ' ' "Í J" ; . 'understood and granted. Because then the hindrance from the mean interests
of priviledged classes will be Unable to resist the pressure of people
who understand clearly and pirobably for the first time, that their destina¬
is in their own hands. - J '




